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National TV: Slow
Buyers are beginning
to analyze under -deliv-
ery levels on some
shows to determine
what makeE:oods they
will be owed.

Net Cable: Calming
Fourth cuarter is mostly
sold out. Buyers are
readying for first-quarter
scatter inquiries. Most
nets have met delivery
guarantees, which
means fewer make-
gocds than broadcast.

Spot TV: Humming
High Internet -use mar-
kets-Seattle; Anchor-
age, Alaska; and Austin,
Texas-are reaping the
benefits of dot.com
money. Inventory is
tight. Byers are paying
double for news and
prime time.

Radio: Tight
Top markets are sold
out through November
due to dot.coms and
tune -ins for TV sweeps.
Some stations aren't
even submitting avails.

Magazine= Not
As a result of strong
market forecasts, luxury
ads look promising.
Financial-services cate-
gory siouldl continue to
grow in fourth quarter.
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Company A developed an e -business
solution that successfully achieved

its global strategy.

Beyond Computing is about more than just the future of technology.
It's about the future of business.
To succeed in today's competitive world, top corperate and IT executives need to know both technology and
business in equal parts. That's why they're turning to Beyond Computing. It's :he magazine that focuses on
successful business solutions enabled by technology. Solutions that help save and make money. No wonder

Beyond Computing attracts an audience that's 92°t. senior corporate and IT management - leaders for
whom the only thing more important than understanding technology, is achieving success.

Get your brands in the hands of people who have the power to buy. Advertise in Beyond. Computing.

For more information, call 1-800-669-5599. www.)eyondromputingmag.com

Where Technology Means Business.

Company B missed
that issue.
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Liberty Productions Awarded Asheville FM
Liberty Productions of North Carolina, backed by Cumulus
Media, on Friday was declared the winner in the Federal Com-
munications Commission auction for WZLS-FM, the
Asheville, N.C., station previously operated by Zeb Lee. Bilt-
more Forest Broadcasting dropped out when the bidding hit
$2.336 million. Steven Yelverton, lawyer for Willsyr Communi-
cations, one of the losing applicants, said: "My clients will file
a petition to deny" based on prior allegations of misconduct.
The tiny class A station, which broadcasts with only 500 watts,
is currently operated by the family of the late Lee. (See earlier
story on page 14.)

Another Top Exec Leaves KCBS-TV
The departure of Terry Dunning, director of
sales at KCBS-TV in Los Angeles, is the latest in
a series of resignations and dismissals at the sta-
tion since John Severino took over as CBS O&O
president in July. Severino, who is also general
manager of KCBS, has made it clear that he is
dissatisfied with the station's poor ratings and
weak revenue stream and will do whatever it
takes to turn the station around. KCBS ranked
fifth in the market in revenue in 1998.

McCain Introduces Minority Bill
Sens. John McCain (R -Ariz.) and Conrad Burns
(R -Mont.) introduced legislation last Friday that
would give tax deferrals to telecommunications
companies that sell properties to, or invest in,
minority -owned businesses. The Telecommuni-
cations Ownership Diversification Act also
would require that the proceeds from such sales
be reinvested in small and minority -owned busi-
nesses. The National Association of Broadcast-
ers applauded the bill, saying it "will reduce the
price that new entrants will have to pay for sta-
tions." While broadcasters such as CBS and
Clear Channel have spun off properties to
minority owners, there has been no incentive to
do so since minority tax certificates were elimi-
nated by Congress in 1995.

Manchester Now Longer Prepping
With Fox struggling to find a hit this season,
the network has stopped production on the already delayed
teen drama Manchester Prep. Based on the teen flick Cruel
Intentions, which, in turn, was based on the critically
acclaimed film Dangerous Liaisons, the Columbia TriStar
series was set to bow in December but had shot only two
episodes. The series was originally slotted for Fox's Thursday

8 p.m. time slot; the network has been airing World's Wildest
Police Videos in that position.

Sale Near for Worcester Telegram & Gazette
Sale of the Worcester, Mass., Telegram & Gazette, owned by
Chronicle Publishing Co. of San Francisco, is imminent, pub-
lisher Bruce Bennett said on Friday. The New York Times Co.,
Journal Register Co. and Media News Group were said to be
bidding as much as $300 million for the paper. The Telegram &
Gazette has a daily circulation of 108,769.

Nielsen Preparing Albuquerque for Meters
Nielsen Media Research will launch a meter -based ratings ser-

vice in 400 homes in Albuquerque, N.M., in
October 2000. Three clients have signed on thus
far in the nation's 49th -largest television market:
Acme Broadcasting's WB affiliate, KWBQ-TV;
Entravision's Univision outlet, KLUZ-TV; and
KAPX-TV, the Pax Net station.
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Divorce Rate Rising at Fox OEtOs
The success of the syndicated courtroom strip
Divorce Court has led the Fox -owned stations to
take the unusual move of ordering third runs of
the show in New York and Kansas City. Fox flag-
ship WNYW-TV in New York, which has aired
Divorce Court at 10-10:30 and 10:30-11 a.m., is
set to add a third run at 5-5:30 p.m., replacing the
off -network sitcom Unhappily Ever After (pro-
duced by Buena Vista Television). Divorce Court,
which is produced by Fox sibling Twentieth Tele-
vision, has grown 30 percent since its premiere, to
a 3.9 household rating average.

Addenda: Evan Sternschein, formerly vp
of advertising sales for ESPN, was named execu-
tive vp of advertising sales for the newly combined
sales units of ABC Sports/ESPN. Also, Larry
Fried, former executive vp, marketing, was named
executive vp of customer marketing...Selwyn
Seyfu Hinds, editor in chief of The Source,
resigned last week...Sinclair Broadcast
Group has filed a petition asking the FCC to con-
sider the European digital TV standard, COFDM,
as an alternative to-not a replacement for-the

current standard adopted by the U.S., 8VSB...EchoStar's Dish
Network reports it now has 3 million subscribers.

Corrections: In a photo caption on page 40 of this issue,
Peter Mehlman is incorrectly identified. In the Oct. 4 issue,
3 Arts Entertainment was incorrectly referred to as 3 a.m.
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American Profile Aims to Fill

Void in Newspaper Mags
American Profile, a nationally distributed
magazine with regional editorial content,
plans to launch next April as an insert in
small daily and weekly newspapers. The
founders of American Profile are position-
ing the title not as a competitor to the
leading newspaper magazines Parade or
USA Weekend but as a way to fill a void in
the marketplace. "Until now, there has
been no truly efficient means to deliver
these smaller markets," said publisher/
COO Tom Hammond. Most client papers
will have circulations of 4,000 or less.
"Because it represents virtually undupli-
cated circulation, it is a logical extension
for brands that are already advertising in
the national Sunday newspaper maga-
zines," Hammond added.

Ad rates are based on an initial circu-
lation of 857,000, which is projected to
increast- to 2.6 million by December 2000.
Initial rates for a full -page, four-color ad
will be $18,640.

American Profile is being funded by
a private group of investors, including
the Boston -based Megunticook Fund.
Among the magazine's advisory board
members are W Pendleton Tudor, co-
founder of Adweek magazine; Richard
Irvine, former president and COO of
Straight Arrow Publishing; and Tom
Matlack, former CFO of the Providence
Journal Co.

The edition for Midwest newspapers
will launch first, followed by editions for
five other geographic regions. Each will
contain the same cover story but will also
feature unique regional news and a spe-
cial profile of one of the towns in the
region. -John Consoli

The Latest Twist Blushing

CosmoGirl! Yanks Column
Did CosmoGirl! really look over classmate
Twist's shoulder in class? No matter.
Hearst Magazines' CosmoGirl! began run-
ning a column called "Blush -O -Meter"
last summer after rival Twist had been
using the same name for a similar column
for two years (Mediaweek, Aug. 9). And
recently, lawyers for CosmoGirL drafted a
letter to Twist's legal counsel, conceding
the point. CosmoGirl!, which launched in
June, will pull (continued on page 6)

FCC Lets ATEtT
Do Its Own Math
Telecom giant only has to reduce its size on paper
WASHINGTON / By Alicia Mundy and Katy Bachman

Under the rules of arithmetic, the
number 30 does not equal 36.7.
But at the Federal Communica-
tions Commission, anything can
happen. Last Friday morning,
after what

FCC insiders describe as
"intense," "brutal" lobby-
ing by AT&T, the FCC
came up with an innovative
way to help the telecommu-
nications giant save its
$58 billion deal to buy cable
operator MediaOne.

Convergence almost
became catastrophe for
AT&T when the FCC pro-
posed last month to solidi-
fy the rules that limit a
cable entity to 30 percent
of the national market-
the MediaOne deal would have put AT&T
at about 40 percent. But the FCC found an
escape clause by changing the ground rules
by which it defines ownership and measures
markets, allowing AT&T to recalculate its
share to a lower level.

Now industry analysts and lobbyists are
asking: What did AT&T offer to make the
FCC willing to twist its regulations side-
ways? Did it involve flexibility by AT&T on
the Internet "open -access" issue, and does
it have anything to do with the abrupt resig-
nation last week of Leo Hindery?

Consumer groups were appalled by the
FCC's redefinition of the market but equal-
ly aghast at the break the FCC gave AT&T
on the issue of ownership attribution. After
the vote, Harold Feld, assistant director of
Media Access Project, fumed, "It's like
ignoring the pink elephant in the living
room!" Feld was complaining about John
Malone. No matter how AT&T restructures
itself, Malone sits on the boards of AT&T
and its subsidiary Liberty Media as well as
on that of Time Warner Entertainment, of
which AT&T owns 25.5 percent.

One Wall Street telecom analyst said the
FCC "essentially gave AT&T an instruction

Armstrong: armed with
an instruction manual

manual to find the goal line. They've said,
`Just show us you're not involved in the pro-
gramming for Liberty and Time Warner.'"
Several hours later at a press conference,
an AT&T executive said as much.

AT&T's other break came
when the FCC voted to
include satellite in the cable
universe, thereby enlarging
the overall market while
reducing AT&T's share. In a
statement, the FCC noted
that it was keeping the limits
at 30 percent, but, using the
new market parameters,
"that limit is effectively equal
to 36.7 percent of current
cable subscribers."

When AT&T proposed its
MediaOne acquisition in the
spring, consumer groups and

Internet service providers were apoplectic.
They were concerned that AT&T would gain
a stranglehold on the growing Internet by
controlling access to high-speed cable mo-
dems. America Online, the largest ISP, hired
a team of lobbyists to take on AT&T's formi-
dable phalanx. Its alliance, OpenNet, gained

Kennard Plans to
REGULATION / By Katy Bachman

FCC Chairman Bill Kennard drew
mixed reactions from Capitol Hill when
he said in a speech last week at George-

town University Law Center that he would cre-
ate an "inter -agency merger team to streamline
and accelerate the merger -review process."
Kennard said the team would be in place no
later than Jan. 3, 2000, just in time to handle a
deal like Clear Channel's $23.5 billion pur-
chase of AMFM (see story on page 9), which
isn't expected to close before Jan. 1, 2001.

Sen. Mike DeWine (R -Ohio), who this
summer accused the commission of "drag-
ging its feet on the review of mergers," said
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support in Congress. Rep. Billy Tauzin (R -
La.), normally pro -business, said, "I don't
want AT&T controlling all the access to my
home-phone, cable and the Internet."

So when the FCC scheduled a vote on
the national cable -ownership cap, AT&T
went into full -court press. The FCC held
an unusual Friday -morning meeting.
AT&T executives, in a press conference,
confirmed that they spent the week leading
up to the hearing on the doorstep of the
FCC and brought in reinforcements from
their legal staffs.

AT&T's strategy to calm the FCC's fears
took the form of private negotiations with
AOL, according to ISP sources. AT&T's CEO
Michael Armstrong had recently signaled that
AT&T's Internet interest was in access, not in
content. Any tentative agreement with AOL
would have to eliminate @Home's exclusive
use of AT&T -owned cable lines.

So when Leo Hindery suddenly quit last
week (see related story on page 8), FCC
sources said, that was a sign that AT&T was
not going to shut out ISPs-or at least not
AOL. "What they do with AOL doesn't nec-
essarily include the other ISPs, or even the
rest of the ISPs in AOL's group," said an
ISP lobbyist.

Furthermore, said the lobbyist, by making
a separate peace with AOL, "AT&T can de -
fang their toughest opponent." Most impor-
tant, he added, it would mean that AOL was
no longer all over the FCC, fighting the
MediaOne deal and pressing for the FCC to
enforce the 30 percent cable cap. "Seeing that
AOL might be comfortable with AT&T
makes it easier for the FCC to do what it did
with the regs," he concluded. Reps from AOL
could not be reached for comment.

No Laughing Matter
Sitcoms' ratings declines will require makegoods; delays seen
NETWORK TV / By John Consoli

J
ust three weeks into the new sea-
son, it is already a certainty that
some advertisers will be due make -
goods for the fourth quarter be-
cause of serious ratings shortfalls
for many of the networks' veteran

comedies. Because
most prime -time
advertising is sold
in packages, the
strong start of
many new and re-
turning dramas
will offset some of
the sitcoms' audi-
ence deficiencies.
But some buyers
are concerned that
the networks may
have sold a higher
level of inventory
during the upfront
than in years past
and as a result will
not have adequate time to offer as make -
goods in the fourth quarter.

"The buying community always has con-
fidence that the networks will make their
advertisers whole, but with less inventory
held back, it will take longer to do so and
will make scatter time very, very expensive,"
one buyer, who requested anonymity, said
last week.

Speed Up the FCC

he was "pleased" with Kennard's decision
and happy to see the FCC move in the same
direction as Congress.

Rep. Billy Tauzin (R -La.), chairman of
the House Telecommunications Subcommit-
tee, naturally was more skeptical. "Anything
to move the process along is good news. But
it isn't going to slow down our efforts to fun-
damentally reform the FCC, especially the
merger -review process," Tauzin said.

Kennard's announcement comes after a
summer of hearings in the House and Senate
that criticized the FCC for taking too long to
approve broadcast and other media mergers.

In July, the Senate Judiciary Committee re-
ported out the Antitrust Merger Review Act
sponsored by DeWine and Herb Kohl (D-
Wis.), which would put a "shot clock" on the
time the FCC can take to review mergers. A
more stringent bill proposed by Sen. John
McCain (R -Ariz.) would strip the FCC of
that role entirely. McCain's office did not
return calls seeking comment.

Kennard also announced he was moving
forward with the creation of an Enforce-
ment Bureau and a Consumer Information
Bureau, which would be up and running "in
the very near future." The new bureaus are
part of the chairman's plan released in
August called "A New FCC for the 21st Cen-
tury," which would reorganize the FCC by
function rather than media type.

Friday -night fright: Elise Neal and D.L.
Hughley of ABC's struggling The Hughleys

For many advertisers, it does not matter
much when makegood time becomes available.
But some categories-such as retail, movies
and automotive, which have time -sensitive
products to promote-would prefer to get
their time now rather than wait until the first

or second quarter
of next year.

"We are now
projecting what our
ad schedules are
delivering, to see
how much we will
be owed," said
another buyer. "It
seems like [the net-
works] did not hold
back enough inven-
tory and will not
be able to do pay -
backs until some-
time next year."

Adding to
some advertisers'

consternation about the ratings dips for
returning sitcoms is a sense that the net-
works took advantage of the strong economy
during the upfront last spring to charge high
rates for this season's programming.

NBC's comedy ratings are down overall
from last season, and a few of the network's
sitcoms have downright tanked. But on the
strength of returning drama staples Law &
Order and ER and new dramas The West Wing,
Third Watch and Law & Order: Special Victims
Unit, the network has been able to maintain its
overall household and 18-49 ratings compared
to the first weeks of last season.

ABC's schedule is of particular concern
to buyers. Of ABC's five new shows, only
Once and Again has clicked with audiences
so far. And except for Spin City and Dhanna
& Greg, ABC's returning sitcoms are down.
The network's shift of its successful Tues-
day -night sitcom The Hughleys to Friday has
been a disaster, with household ratings plum-
meting nearly 40 percent. Overall, ABC was
off 11 percent in households and 8 percent
in the 18-49 demo after the first two weeks
of the season.

Similarly, Fox, which chose to premiere
most of its new shows later than last season, is
down 20 percent in household ratings and 14
percent in adults 18-49 season -to -date.
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"Blush -O -Meter" from the magazine
beginning in December because Cosmo-
Girl! "takes great pride in its unique pub-
lication," Hearst attorney Barry S.
Agdem said in the letter.

Staffers at Twist, owned by Bauer Pub-
lishing, are reveling in their David -versus -
Goliath victory. "We are really psyched
with the way this worked out," said Twist
deputy editor Andrea Pyros. "Our readers
know what they get in Twist they can't get
in other publications." -Lori Lefevre

Deal Makes Hearst -Argyle

A Pioneer in Multicasting
Hearst -Argyle last week announced a
partnership with Geocast Network Sys-
tems that could help the television sta-
tion group recoup some of the invest-
ment it is making in converting from
analog to digital-and provide an early
test of multicasting.

Beginning early next year, Geocast
will use Hearst -Argyle's digital broad-
cast spectrum to deliver customized
program services, including local sta-
tions' content, directly to PCs.

Under the agreement, Hearst -Argyle
invested $10 million in exchange for an
equity interest in the Menlo Park,
Calif. -based startup.

Thanks to software developed by Geo-
cast, information and entertainment news
can be downloaded from the Internet or
stored for later use and zipped back to the
PC over the air on the digital spectrum.
Congestion encountered on wired systems
that slows the process is eliminated, a
Hearst -Argyle spokesman said.

"People can start looking at TV sta-
tions as not just having digital TV spec-
trum, but having a wireless broadband -
conductivity potential," said Leland West-
erfield, PaineWebber broadcast analyst.

Hearst -Argyle's stations will join the
Geocast system as they launch digitally.
Geocast is marketing the system to other
station groups and hopes to be in 40 mar-
kets by 2002. -Megan Larson

New TV Guide Owner Plans

More Targeted Advertising
The sale last week of TV Guide to Gem -
star International Group, makers of the
on -screen programming device VCR Plus,
will offer advertisers (continued on page 8)

KWP: Quiet on the Set
Syndicator stuck in slowdown pending merger approval
TELEVISION / By Michael Freeman

King World Productions is mired in
an uncharacteristic limbo, as most
program development and invest-
ment activity has ground to a halt
while shareholders weigh the terms
of the company's pending merger

with CBS Corp. King World, renowned for its
aggressive development and deal -making, has
temporarily shut its doors to outside program-
ming pitches, talent agency sources say.

While "quiet periods" are commonplace
when a publicly traded company like King
World is in the process of being acquired,
ICWP's extended slowdown is in sharp contrast
to its traditional hard -charging style. "On the
street, the word is that King World is a closed
shop right now," an executive of one Holly-
wood -based talent agency said last week.

Steven Nalevansky, KWP senior vp of pro-
gram development, recently left the company
and has not been replaced. Nalevansky is said
to be eyeing a new syndication venture with
KWP vice chairman Michael King, who is slat-

ed to leave the company next August. Calls to
King and other KWP execs were not returned.

"These are senior development posts that
have remained unfilled, and Andy Friendly
[KWP president of programming] and Michael
[King] simply will not take any new pitches,"
said a packager of syndicated programming.

King World is said to have told TV stations
that the company is developing a courtroom -
based strip for a fall 2000 launch.

Since Viacom agreed to acquire CBS Corp.
in September, KWP has postponed three
shareholder meetings at which a vote was to be
taken on the syndication giant's merger with
CBS. The next date for the meeting is Oct. 18.
King World has said the delays were needed to
review financial filings from CBS and Viacom.

While reports have speculated that Viacom
might seek to combine its syndication units-
Paramount Domestic Television, CBS' Eye -
mark and King World-a CBS spokesman last
week reiterated that chairman Mel Karmazin
plans to have the units operate separately.

It's Game -Hunting Season
The race is on to develop new game shows for fall 2000
SYNDICATION / By Michael Freeman

Hollywood studios and talent agencies
are ramping up development of
game -show projects for the fall 2000
syndication season,

looking to follow up on the
ratings success of ABC's
Who Wants to Be a Million-
aire and Pearson Televi-
sion's Family Feud.

Barry Diller's Studios
USA is working on Jack
Cash, a "virtual reality"
game show hosted by a com-
puter -generated donkey.
The project is being devel-
oped by Mark DeCarlo, the
former host of Studs. Pear-
son is developing Winner
Take All, a game project that would guaran-
tee a $1 million payoff to contestants on each
episode. Winner is based on a game show cur-
rently on the air in France.

Puck cooks up a project.

"Ever since Millionaire hit, we have had
[network and syndication] people calling us to
ask what [game -show] concepts we have," said

Gabby Johnston, Pearson vp
of light entertainment. In
addition to the new Family
Feud, which has earned rat-
ings increases since its pre-
miere in syndication three
weeks ago, Pearson is ready-
ing a revival of What's My
Line? (with partner Mira -
max Television) for CBS' mid -
season prime -time sched-
ule. Pearson, owner of the
Mark Goodson and Reg
Grundy game -show libraries,
is also developing updated

versions, with "contemporary humor," of To
Tell the Truth, Password, Play Your Hunch and
The Better Sex, Johnston said.

Elsewhere in game land, Carsey-Werner



It's how we shine

Presenting an Oscar at 65, Sophia Loren shows how to stay forever sexy.
Together in grief, the people of Littleton, Colorado, mourn the loss of their loved ones.

Chris Rock takes comedy to the edge and his career skyrockets.
As seen in PEOPLE: 5/31/99, 5/10/99, 12/28/98.

It's who we are
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another platform to target readers and
viewers. The new company will be called
TV Guide International.

The $9.2 billion deal, expected to
close in the second half of 2000, will
merge the leading publisher of TV pro-
gram guides and operator of listings
channels with the top provider of interac-
tive TV program guides.

"The magazine continues to be the
underlying driver for the franchise and
the brand," said Joe Kiener, TV Guide
Inc. chairman/CEO. "We will now offer
advertisers...the ability to have mass
reach in combination with highly tar -
getable advertising."

In March, Rupert Murdoch's News
Corp. sold TV Guide for $800 million to
United Video Satellite Group, forming
TV Guide Inc. Both News Corp. and
UVSG's Liberty Media retained a 44
percent stake. With the Gemstar deal,
News Corp. and Liberty will each retain
a 19 percent stake in V Guide Interna-
tional. -Lisa Granatstein

Web Users Not Turning

A Blind Eye to Television
According to two studies released last
week, people using the Web are not
spending less time with TV and radio. In
fact, heavy Web users are likely to use the
traditional media more than non -users.

An Arbitron study of 5,500 con-
sumers found that the length of time
heavy Web users (three hours or more
per day) spend with TV and radio
exceeds that of light Web users and non-
users. Heavy Web users spend 3.4 hours
daily with TV and 2.9 hours with radio,
while non-Webbies spend 3.1 hours with
TV and 2.4 hours with radio.

A study conducted by Burke Informa-
tion Communications and Entertainment
Research, on behalf of MTV Networks
and Turner Entertainment Networks,
found that only 1.5 percent of 17,000 peo-
ple surveyed said they were watching less
TV because they spent more time online.
More consumers today are multitasking,
using the Web at the same time they are
listening to radio or watching TV Thirty-
nine percent said they watched TV while
on the Web. About 66 percent of those
who watch "Web -enabled TV" go to a
network's site for more information after
watching a program. -Katy Bachman

has picked up development of the videogame-
based You Don't Know Jack, a game -show
concept that was formerly at Warner Bros.
Carsey-Werner reportedly hopes to sell You
Don't Know Jack in syndication or to the
Oxygen cable network, in which C -W holds a
stake. Paul Reubens (of Pee -Wee Herman
fame) is set to host Jack.

New talk shows in development for syndi-
cation next year include a William Morris
Agency project with chef Wolfgang Puck and
his wife, Barbara. William Morris is also
pitching talk projects featuring Caroline
Rhea, a stand-up comedian and cast member
of ABC's Sabrina, the Teenage Witch; Emme,
currently host of E! Entertainment's Fashion
Emergency, whose talk project is being devel-
oped by ABC Daytime and Buena Vista Tele-
vision; and Internet vixen Cyndy Margolis,
whose weekend late -night talker could end up

at Eyemark Entertainment as a companion to
the studio's The Howard Stem Radio Show.

Also back in vogue are relationship -based
shows in the vein of Twentieth Television's
Forgive or Forget. William Morris is working
on Love Hurts with Bunim Murray Produc-
tions (MTV's The Real World) and Columbia
TriStar Television. Mery Griffin Enterprises
and Columbia TriStar have Men Are From
Mars, Women Are From Venus, with Eleanor
Mondale as host. Studios USA has Lover or
Loser. Tribune Entertainment is developing
Secrets, with game -show veteran Jonathan
Goodson set to executive produce. But with
lackluster ratings so far this season for Para-
mount Domestic Television's relationship -
based Dr. Laura Schlessinger talker and Eye -
mark's 131: Joy Browne, TV stations' appetites
"may be cooling for shrink talk," one station
rep noted last week.

Changing of the Guard
Hinder)) bolts AT& T following clash on open -access strategy

CABLE TV / By Megan Larson

Leo Hindery quit last week as head of
AT&T Broadband & Internet Services,
the victim of a changing environment at
the country's largest cable operator.

Having finished what he set out to do-merge
Tele-Communications Inc.
successfully into the AT&T
empire-Hindery only recent-
ly found himself out of the loop
on the issue of allowing rival
Internet service providers open
access to AT&T's pipeline.

Hindery overnight became
cable's second -most powerful
executive in February 1997
when TCI chairman John
Malone tapped him to reorga-
nize the multiple -systems
operator. He was well regarded
for his dealmaking acumen and
on -the -fly management style,
ingredients vital to making the AT&T-TCI deal
happen last March.

But what more was there for him to do? Not
much when his boss, AT&T CEO Michael
Armstrong, took a different position on the
open -access issue. "Leo is a deal guy, and it is
tough to be a deal guy when Armstrong is
doing the deals," said Dennis McAlpine, media
analyst for Ryan Beck & Co.

AT&T has given up ground to the Feder-
al Communications Commission on open-

Hindery: deal skills no
longer needed at AT&T

access regulation in order to gain relief from
the FCC in acquiring MediaOne (see related
story on page 4). That position is in direct
conflict with Hindery's belief that the gov-
ernment should not interfere with business

negotiations between cable
operators and ISPs.

"There are a lot of little
fires out there that are push-
ing open access," said Mc-
Alpine. "AT&T may take a
different philosophy on
open access [with Hindery
gone] because they have
been a common carrier, and
open access is really the next
step to making cable a com-
mon carrier."

Hindery's resignation was
effective immediately, but an
AT&T representative said

that he will serve as an advisor at least until
the MediaOne deal is done. "Hindery is ded-
icated to working with AT&T in that [advi-
sor] capacity on current acquisitions out-
standing," said the rep.

Amos Hostetter, an AT&T board member
and nonexecutive chairman of ABIS, will take
over on an interim basis. Daniel E. Somers,
currently senior executive vp/CFO of AT&T,
will temporarily assume responsibility for the
operational leadership of ABIS.
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igger, But etter
Buyers expect higher rates from Clear Channel-AMFM
RADIO/ By Katy Bachman

For Wall Street types, Clear Chan-
nel's purchase of AMFM for
$17.4 billion in stock and the
assumption of $6.1 billion of debt
is "a combination made in heaven,"
said Lowry Mays, chairman/CEO

of Clear Channel. But for buyers who will
have to negotiate with radio's biggest group
ever, heaven can wait.

Lucky for them, the new Clear Channel
won't happen for another 15 months, Randall
Mays, executive vp/CFO of Clear Channel,
told investors in a conference call.

The combination creates the largest
radio group in history: 948 stations
(although many inevitably will be sold off),
billing $3.1 billion in 1998 revenue (accord-
ing to BIA) and an estimated $5 billion in
2000, according to Clear Channel estimates.

In addition to radio, Clear Channel owns
425,000 outdoor displays, 19 TV stations, rep
firm Katz Media and an interest in 240 inter-
national radio stations.

Buyers are understandably nervous. "We
know [consolidation] is driving up prices,"
said Jean Pool, executive vp/director of media
services, J. Walter Thompson.

The top 10 owners control nearly 50 per-
cent of the radio revenue, according to BIA.
Clear Channel and Infinity together com-
mand nearly 35 percent. "We are getting
dangerously close to a situation where one
owner will control the majority of the rev-
enue and, as a result, we won't have a free
and open marketplace in which to operate,"
sail Allen Banks, executive vp/marketing
director, Saatchi & Saatchi.

Yet, for buyers of national radio, there
may be something to cheer about. With more
top stations in big markets than any other
network, Clear Channel could rival ABC
Radio Networks and Westwood One. "Using
the same concept as AMFM, Clear Channel
could create a very impressive line network
that would have strong affiliations across the
top 50 markets," said Mitch Scholar, network
group manager, Horizon Media.

"As audiences fragment even more, brand
marketers will find fewer outlets to go to. If
you can create networks and sell national
reach, you can put pricing on something
that's scarce," said Lee Westerfield, an ana-
lyst with PaineWebber.

A "network buy," for example, across

Clear Channel stations would reach listening
audiences in 24 of the top 25 markets and
about 85 of the top 100. "That's about 20 per-
cent of the stations in Arbitron-rated mar-
kets. Any network would kill to have that,"
noted Mark O'Brien, vp, BIA Research.

But before any of that can happen, Clear

Channel and AMFM will have to shed about
125 stations just to pass the grade at the
FCC and the Department of Justice. Those
125 stations alone, valued at $3.2 billion,
according to PaineWebber's Lee Westerfield,
have enough combined revenue-$225 mil-
lion-to be a top -five radio group. No one
thinks the stations will be sold as a group,
and Mays has said the company would be
looking to spin off stations to minorities, as
he did in March, prior to closing Clear
Channel's $4.4 billion purchase of Jacor.

"Historically, spin-off stations have been
among the best ones minorities have been
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NETWORK TV

NBC Sports chairman Dick Ebersol
said last week that the network's
$51 million deal to wrest horse racing's
Triple Crown away from ABC will be
"at least break-even" by the time the
five-year deal concludes with the races
in 2005. Ebersol believes NBC can
increase viewership of the races among
the advertiser -desired male 18-34 audi-
ence by promoting them during the net-
work's NBA coverage. Ebersol said pro-
motion of the Triple Crown during
NBA games could increase ratings for
the races by as much as 20 percent. He
also envisions advertiser packages,
including time on both NBA and Triple
Crown coverage. Tom Meeker, presi-
dent of Triple Crown Productions, said
a key reason for shifting the races away
from ABC was that the network "had
not done its best to leverage all its plat-
forms to the maximum to promote its
Triple Crown coverage." Meeker also
said that going head -to -head against the
NBA on NBC had hampered ratings for
the races. Although ABC has aired the
Kentucky Derby for the past 25 years-
and the other two Triple Crown races
since 1987-the network did not seem
to aggressively pursue a renewal deal.
Insiders said ABC bid substantially less
than NBC-about $38 million-and
felt paying more than that for the rights
would make it hard to turn a profit.

The WB has made it quite clear that all
the network cares about attracting is 12 -
to 34 -year -old viewers. And most of its
shows are female -skewing. That's why the
network's execs are smiling about recent
demo numbers from some of its new
shows and a few others returning in new
time slots. Charmed, which was moved
from Wednesdays at 9 p.m. last season to
the highly competitive 9 p.m. Thursday
slot, premiered on Sept. 30 with a 3.7/10
rating and share among women 18-34,
second best in its time period. And fresh-
man show Jack & Jill, while declining in
household rating from week one to week
two (2.9 to 2.5), increased a sizable
47 percent among women 18-34, reach-
ing a 2.8/7. Felicity, which moved from
Tuesday to Sunday night at 8 p.m., anoth-
er tough time slot, fell in household rat-
ing from 4.8 to 4.1 from the first to the
second week, but was up 26 percent in
women 18-34, to a 2.8/7. -John Consoli

offered," said
David Honig,
executive director
of the Minority
Media & Tele-
communications
Council. "This
deal has the po-
tential to be a
breakthrough
transaction for minority ownership."

There will be some prime radio real estate
for sale in eight of the top 25 markets, includ-
ing five in Los Angeles. Other prospects for
spinoffs include stations in Orlando, Fla.;
Raleigh -Durham, N.C.; Richmond, Va.;
Albany -Schenectady -Troy, N.Y.; and Grand
Rapids, Mich. Buyers could include Cox,
Entercom, Emmis, Citadel, Cumulus, Radio
One and Hispanic Broadcasting, all of which
are realizing stock gains in anticipation.

All eyes are on Infinity. Mel Karmazin

Spinoffs Ahead
Clear Channel-AMFM holdings in the Top 25 Markets

Market (rank)
FCC

maximum AMFM CCU

% of
mkt. rev.

No. over
limit

Los Angeles (2) 8 7 6 35.1 5

San Francisco (4) 8 7 2 28.0

Houston (10) 8 8 8 65.7 8

Phoenix (14) 7 8 4 60.6 5

San Diego (15) 8 2 10 48.5 4

Denver (22) 7 6 8 66.5 7

Cleveland (23) 7 7 6 81.7

Cincinnati (25) 7 4 8 67.3 5

Source: BIA; rankings exclude Puerto Rico (market rank 13)

"could offer sta-
tions in trade,
maybe some tax-
free swaps, and
we'd see 300 sta-
tions in play," said
Mark O'Brien, vp,
BIA Research.

Even tougher
than orchestrating

125 spinoffs is merging two corporate cul-
tures that have previously been very compet-
itive with each other. So far, only Tom
Hicks, currently the chairman/CEO of
AMFM, joins Mays' team as vice chairman.
But what about the fate of two of radio's
most colorful adversaries in the biz, Jimmy
deCastro, AMFM's president/CEO of AM -
FM Radio, and his counterpart at Clear
Channel, Randy Michaels, president of
Clear Channel Radio? "They're going to let
the boys fight it out," observed one source. 

Counting on Cable
Broadcasters are using the competition to target specific demos
NETWORK TV / By John Consoli

When it comes to promoting fall
schedules, the broadcast net-
works tend to follow the same
advice they recommend to
their own advertisers: Spend
the bulk of your dollars to

reach the broader network audiences, but sup-
plement that money with targeted ads on cable.

While the networks began running on -air
promotional spots to tout their new fall pro-
gramming earlier and more aggressively than
ever before, most still found it necessary to
lure some new cable viewers into the fold.

ABC doubled the budget it spent to pro-
mote its fall prime -time shows on cable this
year, said Alan Cohen, executive vp of mar-
keting for the ABC Entertainment Group.
"We spend money promoting on cable be-
cause it is one of the few places other than
our own on -air where we can use trailers-
sight, sound, and motion-to sell our shows,"
Cohen explained. "But we use it to target
very specific audiences."

ABC, for example, bought time on MTV
shows The Real World and Road Rules to pro-
mote its younger -skewing Wasteland. ABC
also bought time on Comedy Central, E! En-
tertainment TV and VH1 to promote its re-
turning comedies Spin City, Dharma & Greg

and It's Like, You Know...
ABC also aired promotional ads on Life-

time-of which it owns 50 percent-for its
new drama Once and Again. Lifetime also
has an arrangement that lets the cable net-
work rerun original episodes of that show
three days after it airs on ABC. Lifetime is
using ABC -produced trailers to promote the
show's run on cable.

NBC bought ad time on kids- and teen -
oriented Nickelodeon to promote its new
show Freaks and Geeks. NBC also promoted
itself on ESPN to pick up more of a male
audience for new shows Third Watch and
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit,
explained John Miller, NBC's president of
advertising and promotion.

In total, Miller said, NBC ran spots
across 10 cable networks, including TNT,
TBS, USA, MTV, VH1 and other net-
works. NBC also bought time on cable net-
works through DirecTV.

While NBC used cable primarily to tar-
get cable nets from which it could attract
potential new viewers to its fall offerings, it
also bought some time to tout two returning
shows that ended last season with "cliffhang-
ers." Those two shows were Just Shoot Me
and Friends, in which wedding outcomes had
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TV PRODUCTION

In yet another sign that synergy rules,
Eyemark Entertainment and TNN, both
units of CBS, have begun production on
the hour action series 18 Wheels of
Justice. Starring Lucky Vanous (who
achieved fame in Diet Coke commer-
cials), Billy Dee Williams and
Watergate's G. Gordon Liddy, the series
follows a former U.S. Justice
Department agent -turned -Good
Samaritan trucker. It's shooting in San
Diego and set to premiere on the
Nashville -based cable network in
January. With a 22 -episode commit-
ment, the series is TNN's first original
drama and the first project that
Eyemark has created and produced for a
television venue other than syndication.

Now that NBC's Mike O'Malley Show
is off the schedule and Stark Raving
Mad is doing just so-so numbers, the
network may be looking toward its
bench. NBC Studios has begun produc-
tion on the half-hour comedy M.YO.B.
The series follows teen runaway Riley
Veatch (Katherine Towne), whose
search for her birth mother lands her on
the doorstep of her uptight aunt Opal
(Lauren Graham). Executive producing
the series is filmmaker Don Roos, who
directed the 1998 independent film hit
The Oppo-site of Sex. Although Roos
wrote and directed the series' pilot, the
show has been recast since last spring.
Roos is now directing the Miramax fea-
ture Bounce, so Brian Gordon is taking
the helm on the first episode. Roos is
set to direct episode 12.

When ABC pulled Then Came You
from its fall lineup last month, it looked
as if 20th Century Fox TV's comedy
might never make the air. Never say
never. ABC says the series, about a 34 -
year -old woman (Susan Floyd) who falls
for a 24 -year -old man (Thomas
Newton), is a go for midseason. But as
series such as It's Like, You Know . . .

slide in the ratings, ABC may call upon
Then earlier than expected. Sources say
the network may be eyeing the comedy
for either a Tuesday- or Wednesday -
night hammock slot. Now in production
on the eighth of 13 episodes, the series is
co -created and exec produced by Jeff
Strauss and Betsy Thomas. -Alan
James Fnttkin

been left up in the air.
Miller said NBC plans

to use cable selectively be-
yond fall -season premieres
to promote some of its "big
event" programming later
in the season.

CBS leans a little more
heavily on sibling proper-
ties but also buys other
cable networks to draw
eyeballs. Aside from its
own on -air time, CBS uses
a sizable amount of radio
(much of it bought from
Infinity, which is owned by the parent com-
pany) to promote its programming and ran
some promo spots on VH1, E!, Comedy
Central, the TV Guide Channel and Coun-
try Music Television (CBS owns CMT too).

According to George Schweitzer, execu-
tive vp of marketing for CBS, the network
bought time on Comedy Central to promote
its Monday- and Wednesday -night comedies.
Its spots on CMT targeted women 25-49.

Schweitzer said CBS did not promote its
dramas as heavily on cable because it can
reach a significant female audience via its own
daytime soap operas, and males on its sports
and late -night programs. "As the network con-
tinues to bring in more viewers, our on -air
becomes more effective," Schweitzer said.

NBC picked Nick to lure
teens to Freaks and Geeks.

Fox bought time on
MTV, VH1 and Comedy
Central to promote its new
shows Get Real and Action
and the returning animat-
ed Family Guy, according
to Kay Bentley, senior vp,
national media, affiliate
and national promotion
for Fox Broadcasting.
Though it already targets
audiences younger than
those of most of its fellow
broadcast networks, Fox
bought cable for teens and

18-34 demos. It may have paid off in small
ways: While Get Real has struggled with
household ratings season -to -date, it has
drawn strong teen demos.

UPN, a big user of cable advertising in
years past, ran "very little" this year, accord-
ing to Paul McGuire, senior vp, media rela-
tions. The WB could not make executives
available at press time.

While the cable networks generally
accept promotional spots from the broadcast
networks, they do not accept date -and -time
tags. Broadcasters can get around that re-
striction, however, by buying local cable
spots through interconnects cable -rep firms,
rather than buying directly from the net-
works themselves.

Lee Auction Leaves Two
But losing bidders are expected to appeal WZLS' new owner
RADIO/ By Alicia Mundy

WZLS-FM, the small Asheville, N.C.,
radio station operated by the late
broadcaster Zeb Lee, has become
the unlikely battleground for a wild

bidding war at the FCC. After more than 20
rounds at an FCC auction that began Sept. 28,
the Lee family has been forced to drop out, and
two bidders are locked in an expensive struggle,
holding at $236 million.

The FCC asked the parties to conduct eight
rounds of bidding on Oct. 8. Cumulus Broad-
casting has jumped into the fray on behalf of a
company called Liberty Broadcasting. But Bilt-
more Forest Broadcasting, which is bidding
individually, is still hanging on. No matter who
wins the auction, the fighting in this 13 -year
saga will continue, as at least three of the four
parties have vowed to appeal.

The bidding was limited to the original

companies that vied for the station in 1987.
Willsyr Broadcasting dropped out first at
about $569,000. Willsyr's lawyer, Steven
Yelverton, declined to comment. But sources
said his clients would probably appeal any vic-
tory by the other three because last May 12,
the FCC issued an order that put the other
three parties (Liberty, Biltmore Forest and the
Lee family's company, Orion) on notice that if
any of them were the high bidders, there would
have to be an FCC review to settle matters
related to alleged misrepresentation of site
availability or financial statements.

Before the auction, Liberty amended its
application to reveal that its bid was backed by
Cumulus, which is interested in WZLS
because it could become part of a three -sta-
tion cluster in that area.

Mack Miller, partner to Biltmore Forest's
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owner, has not indicated that he has any out-
side backers. In 1997, according to sources,
Miller was responsible for bringing in Capstar
to a programming arrangement when the
competitors for WZLS temporarily won
license rights. Miller's attorney, Don Evans,
couldn't be reached for comment. The Lee
family's last bid was $1 million.

Ironically, one original party that unex-

pectedly declined to bid at all is Congressman
Mel Watt (D-N.C.), an investor in Skyland
Broadcasting. Watt's involvement was the
source of controversy in 1997, when FCC offi-
cials, having overruled earlier staff recom-
mendations, took the station away from Lee.
There were unproven allegations that Watt's
connections to Democrats had caused the
unusual FCC decision.

Action Hours Look Lazy
New shows are barely meeting already -low ratings expectations

SYNDICATION / By Michael Freeman

The good news for the latest crop of
freshmen action -adventure series
debuts is that they are holding
close to year-ago time -period aver-
ages. The bad news is that the rat-
ings bar continues to lower, barely

breaking 2 ratings for the top -rated series.
Highest -ranked of the freshman series is

Peter Benchley's
Amazon (distrib-
uted by Eyemark
Entertainment),
which is averaging
a 2.2 rating/6 share
(Nielsen Station
Index, Sept. 20 -

Oct. 3) in Nielsen's
metered markets
two weeks into the
season. Amazon is
running a hearty
20 percent ahead
in share over its
lead-in programming (2.2/5) and year-ago
time period average (1.7/5). However, com-
pared to its premiere -week 2.4/6 average,
Amazon's second -week 1.9/5 delivery
showed a 21 percent ratings drop.

Garnett Losak, vice president and direc-
tor of programming for Blair Television,
noted that it is "difficult to measure weekly
series due to sports overruns and preemp-
tions bouncing these series around. They
just don't get as many of the quality prime -
access and prime -time slots as they used to,
so that leaves them open for disruptions in
early fringe and daytime," she said.

Losak stressed that she is withholding
judgment on the shows' early ratings until
the October and November sweeps books
reveal more on demographic performances.

It does appear, however, that household
ratings are slipping a bit week -to -week for

many of the incoming action hours, too.
Paramount's The Relic Hunter, which

stars Tia Carrere, turned in a 2.0/5 average,
down 17 percent from its opening -week
2.3/6 average. However, Relic Hunter's 2.1/5
two-week average remains 17 percent
ahead in rating over the time period's year-
ago 1.7/5 average.

Carrere move: Paramount's Relic Hunter
is outdueling '98's time -period averages.

With just three
weeks under its belt
in the new season,
Columbia TriStar's
Battle Dome has
posted 12 percent
week -to -week dec-
lines to average a
season -to -date 1.6/4
rating. The Ameri-
can Gladiator -like
athletic competi-
tion has held even
with year-ago time -
period averages

(1.5/4) but is off 20 percent in share from
lead-in programming (1.8/5).

BKS Syndication's The Dream Team suf-
fered a bit more of a nightmare debut, with a
1.3/3 after two weeks. That's off 25 percent
from both lead-in and year-ago time periods.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's The Lost World,
from New Line Television, made its debut
the week of September 27 by posting a 1.9/5
average. Lost World was off 17 percent from
both its year-ago lead-in shares.

Among the returning hours, the newly
bannered Baywatch Hawaii (distributed by
Pearson Television) has averaged a 2.7/6,
up 13 percent over year-ago time -period
averages. The season openers for Studios
USAs Hercules: The Legendary Journeys
(2.1./6) and Xena: The Warrior Princess
(2.3/6) were flat compared to year-ago
time -period averages.
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Welcome to the Free World. The NetZero world. Dedicated to the proposition that anything worth
paying for is worth getting for nothing. And founded on the principle that the best person to put an
ad in front of is someone who asked to see it. NetZero operates on the same business model as the
broadcasting industry. We provide our subscribers with the highest quality Internet access, including
e-mail. For free. A service for which millions are paying up to $250/year. All they give us in return
is basic, unintrusive information about themselves at the time they sign up.

A very attractive offer. Proven by the fact that in the first nine months - before any advertising
broke - NetZero signed up 1.2 million users. And equally attractive to the advertisers who support
NetZero because we deliver an audience with unprecedented precision.

nternet access.

Free e-mail.

ing & targeting
of subscribers.
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NetZero is unique in that it is both the key to the portal (free Internet access)
and it is the portal itself (the place you always enter the Internet). But unlike
all other portals, you never leave NetZero even while roaming the Internet
wherever you please.

That's because your vehicle and your guide throughout the Internet is
The ZeroPortTM. It's a small panel, separate from the browser and always on top
of it. So The ZeroPort is always visible. (Of course, it can be moved anywhere
on the screen.) The ZeroPort looks like a high -end car stereo, but comes with a
message window and a number of advertiser sponsored buttons which speed -
dial you to some of the more interesting places on the Internet.

A key point for advertisers: The ZeroPort is the Internet traveler's constant
companion and link to NetZero. Throughout the entire online experience, our
precision tracking technology records the user's movements around the
Internet. This allows our advertisers to precisely target messages to exactly
the subscribers they want to reach.

Meanwhile, we not only stay with our subscribers, they stay with us. An
average of fifteen hours per user per month. Which multiplies out to 12,000,000
hours or more than one billion impressions per month.



I see your Ad Missiles.

I raise you an Ad Missile Defense Shield.

NetZero information technology gives
advertisers not only an exquisitely
detailed picture of their prospects, but
also the means to act on the knowledge.
Something we call an Ad Missile'. A laser
guided message that addresses exactly
what's most relevant to someone at
exactly the right moment. For instance,
when people fitting your ideal customer
profile are visiting a competitor's Internet
site, you can immediately target them
with a message in The ZeroPort window
inviting them to visit your site.

That's an Ad Missile. (You can
also set up an Ad Missile Defense Shield'
which prevents competitors from doing
the same to you.)

Capabilities like this let advertisers
move up an entire level beyond affinity
marketing to affinity targeting. When
prospects are visiting a site that would
strongly suggest they're in the market for
your product, you can meet them there.
NetZero creates an environment that
leverages the special interests of millions
of NetZero visitors individually. A
capability that is destined to utterly
revolutionize the way consumers are
reached. And fulfilling the Internet
promise of one-to-one advertising.
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ATLANTA/RADIO

Cox Adds Station
To Local Portfolio
 AS IF IT DIDN'T ALREADY DOMINATE THE

Atlanta media marketplace, Cox last week
launched WYAP-FM, a brand-new Contem-
porary Hits station in what is considered an
underserved radio market. The hitch is that
the station-a "move in" in industry par-
lance, meaning the signal and license were
imported from out of town-is cur-
rently armed with only one employ-
ee, the general manager and a
10,000 -song playlist.

Targeting 18- to 34 -year -olds and
skewing female, WYAP will play its
song list (about four to five weeks'
worth) with no commercial breaks,
in hopes of making a mark in the
fall Arbitron survey. "Right now
we're getting requests from kids 16
to 35. We're seeing a dramatic buzz
from high schools and the teen
audience," said vp and general ma-
nager Lori Rechin-Sheridan.

Cox acquired WYAP in May
from Clarke Broadcasting, when
the station, WNGC, was licensed
to suburban Athens, Ga. The price was a
whopping $78 million, but for a reason. The
station came with a construction permit
that allowed Cox to relocate it and con-
struct a new radio tower so that the signal
would cover metro Atlanta.

Cox has long had a monumental presence
in the 12th -ranked radio market. The private-
ly held media conglomerate owns ABC affili-
ate WSB-TV, daily newspaper The Atlanta
Journal -Constitution and three other radio
stations, including top -ranked News/Talker
WSB-AM. By far, Cox is the top -ranked
radio biller in the market, with $53.4 million,
or nearly 21 percent of the revenue, accord-
ing to Duncan's American Radio.

Despite its market domination, Cox's
newest station will face some stiff competi-
tion from Jefferson Pilot-owned WSTR-

FM "Star 94," which tied with WSB-AM
for the top ratings slot with an 8.9. Star 94,
which also defines itself as a mainstream
CHR station targeting adults 25-54, has
been building its audience for more than a
decade, scoring highest with women in all
demographics. Mark Kanov, senior vp and

Cox's Media Hold on Atlanta

Radio:
WSB-AM
WSB-FM
WJZF-FM*
WFOX-FM"
WCNN-AM"""

Television:
WSB-TV (ABC)

Audience 1998 Revenue
Share (rank)" (in millions)

News/Talk

Adult Contemporary
Jazz

Oldies

News/Talk

Newspaper:
The Atlanta Journal -Constitution

8.9 (1) $31.5

6.3 (4) $15.7

2.7 (15) S6.5

3.4 (12) $14.4

0.5 (22) $3.0

15.0(1) $109.4

351,686 circ. $203.7

'Radio share: average quarter-hour, persons 12 -plus; TV share: sign-on/sign-off,
households. "Cox -owned; sales agreement with Midwestern. **Aug. 30 deal
with AMFM. """Midwestern -owned; local market agreement with Coo.

Sources: BIA, Arbitron, Competitive Media Reporting

gm of WSTR, says there's room for both
stations. "They're a rhythmic CHR with
teen appeal. They'll do well in that younger -
end demo," he said.

Rechin-Sheridan admits WYAP is
"evolving" as it goes, but she adds that the
station plays a lot of music Star doesn't.
"We'll mirror the market in terms of eth-
nicity," she said, noting that nearly 25 per-
cent of Atlanta's audience is African
American. "We're playing top -of -the -charts
music, so there's some rhythmic flavor."
Core artists include Christina Aguilera,
Sugar Ray, Smash Mouth, Will Smith and
the Backstreet Boys.

WYAP's Urban bent is getting noticed.
"It's sounding like it could also be a
`Churbin' [a mix of Urban and CHR] for-
mat," said Jackie Koslat, McCann -Erick -

son's Atlanta manager. "Then it would com-
pete more with [Midwestern -owned] WALR-
FM and [Radio One -owned] WHTA-FM.
But there really isn't another need for an
Urban station."

Nevertheless, agencies, which have not
yet been pitched to buy time, are happy to
have another station in the market. Said
Koslat: "This market needed something to
shake it up." -Katy Bachman

LOUISVILLE, KY./TV STATIONS

WB Affiliate Moving In
From Bowling Green
 WB AFFILIATE WWWB TV APPEARED IN

the Louisville, Ky., market in the nick of time
last Thursday. The night before, Chicago
superstation WGN-which was carried local-
ly on Insight cable systems in the 48th -largest
TV market-permanently dropped the WB's
prime -time lineup from its schedule.

"I heard people expressing concern
about where they were going to watch their
shows, so I think there is an audience for
it," noted Jackie Allen, broadcast supervi-
sor at Bandy Carroll Hellige Advertising in
Louisville, of the new affiliate in town.

The new WB presence in Louisville is
arriving in three stages. On Oct. 7,
WWWB's prime -time WB lineup was
picked up by local cable systems. For the
second stage, which kicks off Oct. 18, the
cable systems will carry the station's total -
day lineup. By November, stage three calls
for the station to broadcast over the air,
thanks to a translator WWWB is erecting
on Floyd's Knob, which is home to Lou-
isville's TV transmitter towers. WWWB is
also building a new 5 -million -watt station at
an estimated cost of $5 million -$9 million
that should be ready next spring.

It's all part of a long-term plan by
WWWB owner American Chestnut Televi-
sion, which is moving the station's facilities
closer to Louisville from nearby Bowling.
Green, where it had operated under the call
letters WGRB-TV The opportunity was pre-
sented when the previous WB outlet in Lou-
isville, traditional Christian station WBNA-
TV-which blended the conservative likes of
Rev. Jerry Falwell with Bulb', the Vampire
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Buffy and Jerry Falwell
didn't mingle too well on
WBNA, the prior WB affil.

Slayer-became a
PaxTV affiliate in
August, four
months before its
contract with the
WB was up.

Securing adver-
tising this late in
the game may
prove difficult for
WWWB since
most buys have al-
ready been placed
for fourth quarter,
some media buyers

said. But general manager Carol LeFever has
dispatched two account execs to pitch them.

"For every five clients that have bought
ahead, there is an opportunistic one that
has niche dollars set aside," said Tim Lu-
cas, vp and group director of Creative
Alliance in Louisville.

"Fourth quarter is a chance to provide
baseline data for the business we hope to do
next year," said LeFever. "In fourth quar-
ter, with meters in place, we can focus on
initiating relationships, pick up some dol-
lars, and concentrate on promoting the sta-
tion and introducing it to everybody."

"There is a lot of indication that the mar-
ket has wow for a good WB affiliate," said
LeFever. "I look to see us in those little circu-
lars that the network sends out with the top -10
performing WB affiliates." Megan Larson

PORTLAND, ORE./TV STATIONS

Radio Deals Proliferate
Through the Market
 KGW-TV IS THE LATEST TELEVISION STATION

in Portland, Ore., to join forces with radio to
gain more leverage in the ultra -competitive
local media landscape. The A.H.
Belo -owned NBC affiliate recently
announced a partnership with Clear Chan-
nel's news radio station KEX-AM that lets
the two outlets share news resources.

It's too early to tell how successful the
joint venture will be. "From a practical stand-
point, I can't tell you whether or not there
has been any benefit yet, but we hope to have
a communication between our assignment
desk and their assignment desk," said KGW
vp/station manager Ron Longinotti. "If
something happens that one of us doesn't
know about, we can alert each other [and]
perhaps get an earlier shot at a story we
weren't planning." Information and news tips
will be exchanged behind the scenes, while

reporters do double -duty on -air for both the
radio and TV outlets.

But KGW and KEX-AM may be catching
up to stay ahead. Other stations in the mar-
ket-Fisher Broadcasting's ABC affiliate
KATU-TV and Lee Enterprises' CBS affiliate
KOIN-TV-have already put together their
own partnerships with local radio stations.

KOIN is nipping at KGW's heels at
11 p.m., where the NBC affiliate enjoyed
news -leader status for three years in the Rose
City, according to data supplied by Nielsen
Media Research. KOIN lifted itself from third
place in households during the May sweeps to
first in both the morning and noon dayparts,
while KATU is investing heavily in talent and
technology to improve its ratings. Fisher also
owns music outlets on which KATU pro-
motes itself. KOIN has partnered with Paul
Allen's news -radio outlet KXL-AM in a simi-
lar fashion to the KEX-KGW partnership.

For KEX, the KGW union is part of
Clear Channel's strategy to turn the news
outlet into a localized superstation of sorts.
"KEX has always been the no. 1 AM station
. .. We needed to guarantee future success as
the strongest Talk radio station in the mar-
ket," said station manager Duane Link.
"KGW is certainly the most aggressive and
most progressive in TV news."

The radio outlet recently inherited popu-
lar syndicated fare by Dr. Laura Schlessinger
and Rush Limbaugh from sister station K -
NEWS, which recently switched to a local
talk format. KEX-one of four in Clear
Channel's Portland radio cluster-is ranked
fifth in the market, with 225,000 listeners.

If the joint news effort proves successful,
a door may open for other partnerships
involving sales or co -sponsoring community
events, Longinotti said. "It has taken months
for this to crystallize," he explained. "We are
not overly broad in our expectations, but per-
haps there will be other opportunities down
the road that we haven't thought of that go
beyond a news partnership." -ML

KANSAS CITY, MOJRADIO

Entercom to Divest 3 Stations
ENTERCOM SAID LAST WEEK IT WILL SELL
three stations in Kansas City, which will
allow the fifth -largest radio group in revenue
to close on its $824.5 million acquisition of
Sinclair's 46 radio stations in nine markets.
On the block are Oldies KCMO-FM, Talker
KCMO-AM and Classic Hits KCFX-FM.

One question mark concerns local radio
rights to the Kansas City Chiefs football
games, which Entercom held through KCFX

PHILADELPHIA/RADIO

WMMR Bets on Barsky
A lot is riding on Paul Barsky, who
signed on Oct. 4 as the new morning
man on Greater Media's heritage Rocker
WMMR-FM in Philadel-
phia. He'll be going head -
to -head with Howard
Stern, who airs on Infini-
ty's Rocker WYSP-FM, the
no. 2 -ranked station in the
market and closest main
competitor.

"The addition of The
Barsky Show is a big
change. This gets us back
to being a personality -dri-
ven station," said Rick
Feinblatt, Greater Media
senior vp and general
manager of WMMR.

The station, which tar-
gets an older 25-54 audience than
WYSP, has been trailing WYSP in the rat-
ings, with a 3.4 to WYSP's 6.0. The pre-
vious morning show, The Rock n' Roll
Morning Show, was music -intensive

DJ of Brotherly Love:
Barsky is a Philly vet.

and had a two-year run, scoring a 4.9
mornings versus Stern's 14.0 among 25 -
to 54 -year -olds. "Fifteen radio stations

would like to have our rat-
ings, but we've had much
more success than that,"
said Steinblatt, referring to
the days when WMMR
ruled Philly. "With the her-
itage we have in this mar-
ket, we should consistently
be a top station."

Feinblatt is betting that
Barsky can bring to the
market what Stern can't:
local appeal. Barsky has
been around the market
long enough to talk about
Philadelphia. His most re-
cent stints were on

WMMR sister station WXXM-FM, before
it flipped to a "Jammin' Gold" format in
May. Prior to that, Barsky had a five-year
run doing mornings on Greater
Media -owned WPLY-FM. -KB
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Advertising
by popular

Advertising on NetZero is responsive

demand. advertising. A direct answer to interests
our subscribers have described to us.
Or demonstrated by the sites they visit.
It's advertising that's welcome because
it's so perfectly relevant. Which we can
demonstrate with absolute relevance to
you when you call, or e-mail us at the
address below.

Defenders of the free world.TM

www.netzero.net
contact us: sales@netzero.net or 1-888-279-8130

©1999 NetZero, Inc. All rights reserved. NetZero, Defenders of the Free World,
Ad Missile, Ad Missile Defense Shield, and The ZeroPort are trademarks of NetZero,
Inc. which may be registered in some jurisdictions. The ZeroPort depicted is
representative of the image shown on your PC and is subject to change.
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Hearst editors on Pumpkins

To me, orange represents what's happening in decoration
right now. It means pushing the envelope, doing something
somewhat unexpected, being a little daring.

-Lou Gropp, Editor -In -Chief, House Beautiful

I think most young girls in America look at a pumpkin,
remember Cinderella, and know that this gnarly fruit could
in our wildest dreams become a beautiful coach. Pumpkins
offer a lot of food for the imagination.

-Pamela Fiori, Editor -In -Chief, Town & Country

They make me think of all the differ(
from the 19th century. Pumpkins WE
from warding off insects to bringing

-Nancy Lindemeyer, Editor -In -Ch

Colonial Homes - Cosmopolitan - Country Living - Esquire - Gardener - Good Housekeeping - Harper'!
Motor Boating & Sailing - Popular Mechanics - Redbook - SmartMoney - Sports Afield -



Pumpkins symbolize a lot of things about America.
Including the wonderful abundance of food. And family.
And, of course, centerpieces.

-Ellen Levine, Editor -In -Chief, Good Housekeeping

)tions
.ed for everything
t dreams.
ctono

At Hearst Magazines, we've grown. And for that we give thanks
to our editors. Because they keep their ears to the ground, instead
of their heads in the clouds. Our 16 titles reach over 48 million
women and 22 million men. That's more readers than any other
publisher of monthly magazines. So go forth and be fruitful by
giving us a call at 212-841-8351. Or e-mail jhamill@hearst.com.

ZAAR - House Beautiful - Marie Claire
wn & Courtry - Victoria Hearst Magazines. We read America.
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through 2002. Entercom may want to keep the
rights, since it recently launched KKGM-AM
"The Game" as an all -sports station in July.
Once all deals are closed, Entercom will own
the legal limit of eight stations and the largest
radio cluster in the market. The Rock KQRC-
FM, Classical KXTR-FM, Jazz KCIY-FM,
Soft Adult Contemporary KUDL-FM, Rock
KYYS-FM, News/Talk KMBZ-AM, Country
WDAF-AM, and Sports KKGM-AM draw a
combined 36.9 audience share and 1998 rev-
enue of $29.1 million, or 35 percent of market
revenue, according to BIA. -KB

CHICAGO/RADIO

No Lite-Weight at WLIT-FM
 As THE VP AND GENERAL MANAGER OF
AMFM-owned WLTW-FM "Lite FM" in
New York, Rona Landy knows something
about getting a station to top ranking. Landy
has been picked by AMFM management to
act as interim manager of similarly format-
ted WLIT-FM in Chicago, which has fallen
from ratings stardom in one year and
knocked general manager Kathleen Cahill
out of her job. Compared to a year ago,
WLIT fell from 7.1 to 5.2 among its target
demographic, women 25-54. Landy is sure
she can turn the station around as AMFM
searches for the right leadership. "The sta-
tion still does better than [Bonneville -owned]
WNND-FM," she points out. As for the rat-
ings, "they're creeping back up." -KB

ILLINOIS/NEWSPAPERS

Pulitzer Picks Up Pantagraph
 PULITZER PUBLISHING, WHICH PUBLISHES
the St. Louis Post -Dispatch and The Arizona
Daily Star, said last week it will acquire The
Pantagraph, a daily and Sunday newspaper in
central Illinois, and Illinois Valley Press, a
group of seven community newspapers, for
$180 million from San Francisco -based
Chronicle Publishing Co. The buy marks the
first acquisition Pulitzer has made since spin-
ning off its radio and TV stations to Hearst -
Argyle in March.

Expected to close in January 2000, the
deal extends Pulitzer's reach in Illinois,
where the company already owns the Daily
Chronicle in DeKalb, outside Chicago.

The Pantagraph, with annual revenue of
$29 million and a circulation of 50,100 for the
daily and 54,000 for Sunday serving Bloom-
ington and Normal, Ill., will be Pulitzer's
third -largest newspaper property. Normal is
home to Illinois State University, an area
Robert Woodworth, president/CEO of Pul-
itzer, cited as a "good growth market." -KB

MARKET PROFILE

Minneapolis-St.Paul

Separated by the Mississippi River,
the Twin Cities of Minneapolis and
St. Paul, Minn., have much to
share: the giant Mall of America;

two symphony orchestras; two daily newspa-
pers; the Twins baseball team, the NFL
Vikings and the NBA Timberwolves; and of
course, their renowned wrestler/radio
host/govemor, Jesse Ventura. The foundation
of the cities' peaceful coexistence is a shared
loyalty to their parent, Minnesota.

"While Mary Tyler Moore's 'Minnesota
Nice' thing may be somewhat overplayed, it's
still the way we like to live our lives," says
Gary Johnson, COO of MSP Communica-
tions' monthly Mpls.St.Paul Magazine. "We
are 2.8 million people living out in the mid-
dle of the prairie, where temperatures can
reach 20 below zero. There had better be
some nice people, and an exemplary quality
of life out here."

Twin Cities residents cough up high city
and state taxes to maintain their attractive
lifestyle, and they pay close attention to how
their dollars are being spent. "It's a very
news -conscious market," says Ed Piette, gen-
eral manager of Hubbard Broadcasting's
KSTP-TV. The ABC affiliate has had success
as the only programmer of news in the high-
ly competitive 6:30-7 p.m. prime -access peri-
od. "While there is certainly some advertis-

ing revenue we cannot compete for in this
time slot, we've found that offering news as
counterprogramming does offer solid demo-
graphics," Piette says.

Gannett -owned NBC affiliate KARE-
TV dominates the 10 p.m. news race with its
anchor team of Paul Magers and Diane
Pierce, who have been with the station since
the early 1980s. KARE's 10 p.m. newscast
earned at 15.8 household rating in last May's
sweeps, leading CBS' owned -and -operated
WCCO, which registered a 14.7. In the key
adults 25-54 demo, KARE's 13 rating topped
WCCO's 8.

John Remes, general manager at KARE,
says demographics are the currency that
Twin Cities TV stations trade in. "We are in
an upscale, white-collar market, with a lot of
quality newscasts," he says. "To be the best,
we must reach the viewers that advertisers
want and need." KARE focuses on a strong
visual product to attract and keep its key
baby boomer, 25-54 demo, Remes adds.

In third place at 10 p.m. is KSTP, which has
suffered of late from the loss of popular news-
caster Colleen Needles, who left the station.

United Television's UPN affiliate KMSP
is the only station in the market that airs
news at 9 p.m. The hour-long show earned a
household rating and share of 5.4/9 in May.
KMSP's half-hour news program at 10 p.m.
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runs fourth in the market, averaging a 2.3/4
in households.

KMSP recently expanded its news pres-
ence with the Aug. 30 premiere of Good Day
Minnesota, a 31/2 -hour morning block of all -
local news and infotainment. KMSP's foray
into morning news follows other Twin Cities
stations' success with the format and a recent
slowdown in advertising revenue for week-
day -morning children's programming, says
Stuart Swartz, KMSP gm.

The station is also hoping to capitalize on
CBS' WCCO going national at 7 a.m. with
the new Bryant Gumbel network morning
program next month. "KMSP has a real
opportunity to grow as the only station with
local coverage all morning long," says Barb
Epstein, president of Marketing Midwest, a
regional buying service in Minneapolis.

KMSP's Swartz notes that the station has
added 60 new staff members to its news
operations. With the start-up of Good Day
Minnesota, he adds, "we will be offering far
more Monday -through -Friday hours of local
news than our competitors."

Sinclair Broadcasting -owned WB affiliate
KMWB does not program local news, pre-
ferring to air syndicated programming that
attracts younger viewers who are also fans of
the WB's prime -time shows, notes gm Dan
Mellon. Last November, the station changed
its call letters from KLGT to KMWB to
strengthen its ties to the network.

Virtually all of the Twin Cities' TV sta-
tions expect to be up and running with digi-
tal transmission by the end of the year. "We
may be ahead [in the conversion process] by
a nose, but the weather and luck will deter-
mine which station will be the first with dig-
ital transmission in the marketplace," says
KMSP's Swartz.

While the hugely popular Vikings Na-
tional Football Conference games air on
Clear Channel Communications' Fox affili-
ate WFTC, CBS affiliate WCCO is trying a
new tack this fall to interest advertisers in its
NFL American Football Conference tele-
casts. WCCO is packaging ad avails on its
popular Rosen's Sports Sunday show (which
features Vikings game highlights and analy-
sis) with its AFC inventory to entice Vik-
ings -devoted advertisers. Rosen is WCCO's 10
p.m. sports anchor, and he also is a part-time
host on KFAN-AM. "The AFC's a more dif-
ficult sell [in this market] with both the
Vikings and the Green Bay Packers playing
in the NFC," notes Robert Brister, vp of
client services for Marketing Midwest.

ABC affiliate KSTP is aiming to get its
piece of Vikings action with a new Monday -
night live studio audience show, Vikings Live,
which leads into the network's Monday Night

Ttrarborough Profile

Comparison of Minneapolis -St. Paul
To the Top 50 Marked Average

Mieneapo is- Mpls.-St. Paul
Top 50 Market

verage %
DEMOGRAPHICS

St. Paul
Con- position %

Composition
Index

Age 18-34 32.3 33.3 103

Age 35-54 40.0 40.6 101

Age 55+ 27.7 26.2 94

HHI < $20,000 13.6 10.7 78

HHI $20,000 - $29,999 15.5 14.7 95

HHI $30,000 - $39,999 16.1 17.0 106

HHI $40,000 - $49,999 14.6 17.3 118

HHI $50,000 - $74,999 18.1 21.6 119

HHI $75,000+ 22.2 18.8 85

Less Than High School Graduate 11.4 5.8 50

High School Graduate 35.3 36.1 102

Some College 30.5 32.8 108

College Graduate 12.3 15.1 123

Any Postgraduate Work 10.5 10.2 98

Professional/Managerial 21.9 22.3 102

Administrative/Technical/Support 24.9 29.5 119

White Collar 46.8 51.8 111

Blue Collar 22.2 22.3 100

White 82.6 93.1 113

African American 12.4 3.7 30

Hispanic 11.9

MEDIA USAGE - AVERAGE Ann rICEV
Read Any Daily Newspaper 56.9 54.1 95

Read Any Sunday Newspaper 66.9 69.7 104

Total Radio Morning Drive M -F 24.5 26.1 106

Total Radio Evening Drive M -F 18.6 18.4 99

Total TV Early News M -F 29.3 26.8 91

Total TV Prime Time M -Sun 37.2 35.9 96

Total Cable Prime Time M -Sun 10.5 9.4 89

MEDIA USAGE - CUME AUDIENCM'
Read Any Daily Newspaper 15-Isr.ii C 1 ne Reath) 75.4 73.0 97

Read Any Sunday Newspaper (4-I_tee Cume Reach) 80.3 83.2 104

Total Radio Morning Drive M -F 79.7 81.3 102

Total Radio Evening Drive M -F 73.9 77.5 105

Total TV Early News M -F 67.6 70.3 104

Total TV Prime Time M -Sun 91.7 91.0 99

Total Cable Prime Time M -Sun 52.8 43.2 82

MEDIA USAGE - OTHER

Accesses Internet/WM 44.2 45.0 102

HOME TECHNOLOGY

Owns a Personal Computer 56.8 58.4 103

Shops Using Online Services/I ntE n -et 10.5 8.3 79

Office in the Home 13.0 13.1 101

Home Fax Machine 14.5 12.2 84

Pager/Beeper 26.8 17.5 65

Connected to Cable 69.3 54.9 79

Connected to Satellite/Microwaf 11141 11.3 13.1 116

#flespondent count too small ter reporting a up et

*Media Audiences - Average: average-issur veal* :s for newspapers; average- hour listeners within a s recific daypart for radio;

average -hour viewers within a specific daylr It a TV and cable* 'Media Audierces - Cume: tune readers for daily newspa-
pers; 4 -issue come readers for Suiday newe. come of ell listeners within a specific daweart for r-dio; come of all viewers
within a specific daypart for -1/ and cable

Source: 1999 Scarborough Research Top 5( Fa EEt Report (Fehrua y 1998 -March 1999)
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Newspapers: fie ABCs
Daily

Circulation

Anoka County: 96,500 Households

Sunday
Circulation

Day Market
Penetration

Sunday Market
Penetration

Minneapolis Star Tribune 33,752 63,141 35.0% 65.4%
St. Paul Pioneer Press 7,112 9,321 7.4% 9.7%

Carver County: 22,200 Households
Minneapolis Star Tribune 8,409 15,153 37.9% 68.4%

Hennepin County: 433,100 Households
Minneapolis Star Tribune 193,736 296,933 44.7% 68.6%
St. Paul Pioneer Press 13,563 9,423 3.1% 2.2%

Ramsey County: 190,800 Households
Minneapolis Star Tribune 29,455 47,565 15.4% 24.9%
St. Paul Pioneer Press 84,755 107,331 44.4% 56.3%

Scott County 25,200 Households
Minneapolis Star Tribune 8,683 18,255 34.5% 72.4%
St. Paul Pioneer Press 194 205 0.8% 0.8%

Washington County: 54,800 Households
Minneapolis Star Tribune 7,354 13,702 11.1% 21.1%
St. Paul Pioneer Press 28,977 42,433 44.7% 65.5%

Pierce County (Wis.): 11,600 Households
Minneapolis Star Tribune 411 805 3.5% 6.9%
St. Paul Pioneer Press 3,530 5,832 30.4% 50.3%
Red Wing Republican Eagle 1,038 8.9%
Eau Claire Leader -Telegram 465 571 4.0% 4.9%

St. Croix County (Wis.): 20,100 Households
Minneapolis Star Tribune 916 1,904 4.6% 3.5%
St. Paul Pioneer Press 6,000 10,176 29.9% 53.6%
Eau Claire Leader -Telegram 347 474 1.7% 2.4%

Includes counties with a minimum 27 percent daily market penetration by primary daily newspapers
Source: Audit Bureau of Circulations

Football. The station recently completed a
new studio set that it is using for Vikings
Live. KSTP parent Hubbard Broadcasting
used some of the proceeds from its recent
sale to DirecTV of its direct broadcast satel-
lite service, USSB Satellite Systems, to pay
for the new studio.

Hubbard (controlled by Stanley Hub-
bard), one of the last big media independents
in the Twin Cities, also designated some
profits from the USSB divestiture as bonus
compensation for loyal employees who stood
by the company through the satellite compa-
ny's checkered history.

With Jesse Ventura in the governor's
mansion and Vikings owner Red McCombs'
continuing crusade for public dollars for a
new football stadium, Twin Cities radio hosts
are rarely at a loss for something to talk
about these days. Talk radio is booming in
Minneapolis -St. Paul. "Talk in our market
has become pretty much script -less," notes
Marketing Midwest's Brister.

Infinity Broadcasting's Talk outlet
WCCO-AM, long the No. 1 station in the

market, only recently lost that status to ABC
Radio's KQRS-FM, a Rock station. Interest-
ingly, they are the only two properties in the

radio Ownership

market that have never changed formats.
"KQRS's format has grown and changed for
30 years, right along with its audience," says
a spokesperson for the station.

WCCO, which just celebrated its 75th
anniversary as the Twin Cities' leading Talk
station, is cashing in on the "Jesse phenome-
non" with a new Friday -afternoon show fea-
turing the governor.

"Jesse's bounced around a bit, but he
remains a talk favorite," notes Dede Anto-
nelli, president of Antonelli Advertising.
Several years ago, Ventura was let go by
KSTP-AM, and he later left KFAN to pur-
sue his campaign for the state house. Now his
WCCO show is a "must -listen," Antonelli
says, "and media buyers have to pay attention
to any show with that much news and sound -
bite potential."

Brian Whittemore, who joined WCCO in
January as general manager, has introduced
several programming changes. The station
has introduced 24 -hour traffic reports on the
8s and weather updates five times every hour.
WCCO is also offering 15 -second spots and
sponsorships of the new traffic and weather
reports, allowing for increased frequencies
for advertisers.

On the music front, KQRS-FM's KQ
Morning Show, hosted by Tom Banard, has
been the clear market leader since 1987.
AMFM's WRQC-FM signed on for Howard
Stern's syndicated show in an effort to chal-
lenge KQRS's morning dominance, but
Stern's inability to break KQRS's lock on
a.m.-drive listeners prompted the station to
drop him earlier this year.

In other radio doings in the market,
AMFM Broadcasting's WRQC in August

OWNER

AMFM Broadcasting

STATIONS

2 AM

Avg. Qtr. -Hour

Share (%)
Revenue

(in Millions)
Share of

Total

5 FM 30.5% $56.0 37.9%

Infinity Broadnst ng 1, AM

2 FM 20.4% $39.0 26.4%

ABC Radio 7 AM
5 FM 15.3% $30.0 20.3%

Hubbard Broadcasting 1 AM
1 :M 9.7% $18.8 12.7%

Smith Broadcasting 2 AM
1 FM 1.3% $1.4 0.9%

Minnesota Ptbrc Radio 1 AM
1 FM 1.6% $1.2 0.8%

1

Includes only stations wit significant registratien in Artntron diary returns and licensed in Minneapolis-St.Paul or immediate area
Ratings information provided by Arbitror Spring 1999 book; revenue information provided by BIA Research, 1999
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Radio Listenership

STATION

KQRS-FM

WCCO-AM

KDWB-FM

FORMAT

Album -Oriented Rock

News/Talk/Info

Contemporary Hits Radio

Avg. Qtr. -Hour Share
Morning Evening

Drive, 12+ Drive, 12+

KEEY-FM Country

WLTE-FM Soft Adult Contemporary

KQQL-FM Oldies

WRQC-FM Album -Oriented Rock

KSTP-FM Hot Adult Contemporary

KSTP-AM Talk/Personality

KTCZ-FM Album -Oriented Rock

WXPT-FM Modern Adult Contemporary

Source: Arhitron, Spring 1999 Radio Market Report
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13.8

7.0

7.0

5.3

4.6

4.6

3.9

3.8

3.1

3.1

7.3

7.3

8.8

8.0

5.9

6.6

1.9

4.5

7.2

3.6

5.1

changed its call letters to WLOL (matching
Minnesota's motto, "Land of Lakes") and
flipped over to a Classic Hits format.

While cable television's household pene-
tration of 52 percent in the Minneapolis -St.
Paul DMA is considerably lower than the top
50 market average (see chart on page 24), pen-
etration in the metro area is closer to 60 per-
cent. "So much of the Minneapolis -St. Paul
DMA is rural," notes Roger Werner, general
advertising manager of the Interconnect of
the Twin Cities. "Country and cable aren't all
that friendly. It's our city numbers that we feel
are more indicative of our market."

One medium where rural and urban mix
effectively, of course, is in the out -of -home
category. Clear Channel Communications -
owned Eller Media is by far the largest
operator in the Twin Cities' outdoor busi-
ness, which generates an estimated $30 mil-
lion in annual revenue. Minneapolis -St.
Paul is often used as a test market for out -
of -home campaigns.

Several three-dimensional mechanical
and rotating outdoor units have center stage
in such high -traffic areas as City Center, on
Hennepin Avenue in the heart of the shop-
ping and theater district; the Target Center
sports arena; and outside the Mall of Amer-
ica in suburban Bloomington.

The Mall of America, which opened in
1992, is the country's largest fully enclosed
retail and entertainment complex and boasts
more visitors per year than Disneyworld and
Graceland combined. Gary Johnson of
Mpls.St.Paul Magazine says the Mall is a great
reflection on the market. "It's a wonderful
attraction for the folks from out of town,
especially the five surrounding states," he
says. "Where else can residents shop and
enjoy a carousel ride every day of the year,
even in the dead of a Minnesota winter?"

Mpls.St.Paul Magazine is the Twin Cities'

leading regional service publica-
tion, with a monthly circulation
of 67,500. The title is a consis-
tent leader in national advertis-
ing lineage among all city maga-
zines around the country.

"We target a monied audi-
ence who are among the most lit-
erate and savvy in the nation,"
Johnson says. Brian Anderson,
Mpls.St.Paul city editor, has been
with the publication for 22 years.
Anderson "knows the town and
the people and can uncover the
information that they want to
read about," Johnson adds.

"Mpls.St.Paul Magazine is
one of the strongest city/region-
al magazines in the country,"

says Tom McCarthy, director of media oper-
ations at Campbell Mithun Esty in Min-
neapolis. "To the extent that any monthly
magazine can compete with a daily, the mag-
azine knows its market and meets its [adver-
tisers'] needs."

Minneapolis -St. Paul is one of the few
remaining markets in the country with two
daily newspapers -The Minneapolis Star Tri-
bune, which was acquired in March 1998 by
McClatchy Co. from Cowles Media, and
Knight Ridder's St. Paul Pioneer Press. The
competitors, which both publish morning
editions, share a national advertising repre-
sentative in Newspapers First, a first -of -its -

1r

kind partnership for the newspaper industry.
"While our national dollars are way up,

we cannot yet attribute any increases to the
partnership with the Tribune and Newspa-
pers First," says Marji Ranes, senior vp of
sales and marketing at the Pioneer Press.
"Our primary focus with the partnership is to
pull broadcast dollars, which follow a much
longer cycle. We can only begin to evaluate
the strategy's success at the earliest this fall."

On the local level, both papers have un-
dergone changes and enhancements in recent
months. In August, the Pioneer Press (week-
day circulation 188,830, Sunday 263,086)
began a rollout of changes including a re-
design of the paper, expanded Vikings cov-
erage and a stand-alone classified section.
The Star Tribune (circ 370,532 weekdays,
674,066 sunday) has expanded its sports and
food sections.

On Sept. 12, the Star Tribune began car-
rying Wall Street Journal Sunday, a four -to -
eight -page section produced by the national
daily that is running in Sunday papers in
about a dozen markets. The ST this fall also
is introducing Free Time, a 56 -page tabloid
insert, in its Friday edition highlighting
what's hip and what's hot. The section, tar-
geted at readers 18-34, is designed to appeal
to readers of Stern Publishing's City Pages,
the 120,000 -circulation free weekly that has
been in the market for more than 20 years.
Stern late last month put City Pages and its
six other weekly newspapers up for sale. 

Nielsen Ratings/Minneapolis-St.Pau
rvening and Late News Dayparts

Early News
Time
5-5:30 p.m.

6-6:30 p.m.

6:30-7 p.m.

9-10 p.m.
10-10:30 p.m.

Network
ABC
CBS

NBC
UPN
Fox
WB
ABC
CBS

NBC
UPN
Fox
WB

ABC

UPN

ABC
CBS

NBC
UPN
Fox
WB

Source: Nielsen Media Research, Spring 1999

Station Rating
KSTP 4.1

WCCO 9.1

KARE 6.3
KMSP 3.0
WFTC 5.0
KMWB 2.0

KSTP 5.9
WCCO 11.4
KARE 7.5
KMSP 6.0
WFTC 4.0
KMWB 3.0

KSTP 5.2

KMSP 5.4

KSTP 9.8
WCCO 14.7
KARE 15.8

KMSP 2.3
WFTC 4.0
KMWB 3.0

Share
11

24
17

7

14

5

13

25

16

14

10
6

11

9

17

25
27

4

7

6
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MOVERS

NETWORK TV
Among several executive appoint-
ments at UPN: Dale Lanier has been
promoted to vp, marketing and special
projects. Lanier will be responsible for
all original on -air promotion shoots for
series launch campaigns, network
graphics and IDs, original music cre-
ation and other special projects. He
was previously executive director, mar-
keting Et special projects. Felicia Green
was promoted to executive director,
affiliate marketing. She was previously
associate director, affiliate marketing.
Kristine Kunze has joined the network
as executive director, marketing. She
was previously associate director, affil-
iate promotion at Fox. Pamela Liptek-
Kosters has joined as executive direc-
tor of marketing operations. She also
had been at Fox, serving as director of
production, on -air promotion. And Dar-
ren Maddern has joined as director,
current programming, responsible for
overseeing all functions of WWF
Smackdown. He was previously pro-
ducer of The Gossip Show on E! Enter-
tainment Television...Alan Duke was
named senior vp, business affairs, ABC
Daytime. He will be responsible for all
business and legal affairs for ABC Day-
time programming. Duke was previ-
ously senior vp, business and legal
affairs, for Walt Disney Television, a
post he had held since 1994. Also at
ABC, Roberta Baskin was named
senior producer for the prime -time
newsmagazine 20/20. She joins ABC
from CBS News, where she was an
investigative consumer correspondent
in network news.

CABLE TV
David Zagin was appointed senior vp,
affiliate sales, for A&E Television Net-
works. Zagin will oversee all domestic
affiliate sales and local ad sales for AErE
Network, The History Channel, The
Biography Channel and History Channel
International. Prior to joining AEtE, Zagin
was vp of affiliate sales, local sales and
alternate technology at NBC Cable.

TV STATIONS
Adhemar Montagne and Arly Alfaro
were promoted at New York Univision
080 WXTV-TV to co-anchor the new
morning news- (continued on page 32)

The Media Elite
Edited by Anne Torpey-Kemph

Radio City's Unveiling Serves as Fund-raising 0p for Lustgarten Foundation
A media star-studded black -tie crowd of 5,400 turned out on Oct. 4 for the gala opening of the revitalized Radio

City Music Hall, a property of Cablevision Systems Corp. Industry luminar es gathered at the refurbished Art Deco

hall in New York City for an evening of cocktails, music and a fund -raisins pitch from the newly established Lust-

garten Foundation for Pancreatic Cancer, created to honor Marc Lustgarten, the late chairman of Radio City Enter-

tainment who died recently of the disease. NBC's Tom Brokaw introduced a short film on the subject to help raise

awareness of and

funds for the under -

publicized cancer.

(From left): Howard

Stringer, chairman/

CEO, Sony Corp. of

America; Gerald

Levin, chairman/CEO,

Time Warner Inc.;

Barry Diller, chair-

manICEO, USA Net-

works; James Dolan,

president/CEO,

Cablevision; Charles

Dolan, chairman,

Cablevision; and Bob

Wright, president

and CEO, NBC.

SPOTLIGHT ON...
David Rudolph
Director of Business Development,
Turner South and Superstation TBS

you might say David Rudolph is a
chip off the old boss. As the point
man for Turner South, the regional

entertainment and sports cable channel
that launched on Oct. 1, 26 -year -old
Rudolph is looking to redefine the word
"localism"-once entirely the domain of
broadcast TV stations-the way boss
man Ted Turner did when he launched
WTBS-TV in Atlanta some 32 years ago.

Rudolph graduated from Georgia
Tech in 1996 with a bachelor's degree in
industrial engineering and immediately
joined Turner Broadcasting System. In
his current role, he is carrying out the
mandate to create Turner South using his
instincts about what Southerners want to
watch.

With an emphasis on original pro-
gramming, one of Rudolph's first moves
was to acquire the TV rights to a local
country -music institution, The Bluebird
Café. The show, scheduled for Tuesday at

8 p.m., features stars like Clint Black and
Garth Brooks who perform at the club, as
well as the back -stories about the musi-
cians and songwriters who have made
their mark there, Rudolph explains.

Also, in keeping with his strategy to
"leverage as much of the Turner and
Time Warner product and branding as
possible," Rudolph is producing a TV ver-
sion of Time Inc.'s Southern Living maga-
zine for a Monday 8-9 p.m. slot on Turner
South. He has also created Kudzu
Theater, a name taken from the pesky
vine that twists its way through the
Southern states, to showcase the net's B -
movies. Short -form interstitial program-
ming is alsc being peppered throughout
Turner South's entire schedule, including
commercial -length vignettes on restau-
rant specials and other events in the 29
Southern cries and six states picking up
Turner South's cable feed.

Says Rudolph: "We have taken some
brave steps and if we are [successful],
we'd really love to spread this regional
model to other parts of the country."

-Michael Freeman
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MOVERS
(continued from page 30) cast, which
launched Monday at 6 a.m. Both Montagne
and Alfaro joined the outlet last year as
weekend co-anchors of the 6 and 11 p.m.
newscasts. Joining them are veteran mete-
orologist Luis Velasco and radio traffic
reporter Jack Rico...Mindy Burbano, a cor-
respondent for Paramount's Entertainment
Tonight syndicated magazine, has joined Tri-
bune Broadcasting-owned KTLA-TV in Los
Angeles as an entertainment reporter.

MAGAZINES
Christopher P Wightman, national sales
director general, consumer and travel of
the New York Times Co. Magazine Group,
has been promoted to vp...At Emap
Petersen: Audrey Arnold, former vp, pub-
lisher at Mirabella, has joined Sport as
associate publisher; Joe Blaney, previous-
ly vp, sales for NFL Advertising, has been
named associate publisher of NFL Insider;
and Danielle Mowery, who ran her own
marketing company for the past eight

years, has joined as group marketing direc-
tor of the company's Sports Group.

RADIO
Edward "Eddie" Martin Jr. was named to
the new post of vp, rock sales for AMFM's
two Rock stations in Houston, KLOL-FM,
which programs current Rock, and KKRW-
FM, which programs Classic Rock. Martin
comes to AMFM from Guaranty Broadcast-
ing, where he was director of sales for the
company's nine stations in Louisi-
ana...Matthew Yancey was named region-
al marketing director of Syndicated Solu-
tions, based in Washington, D.C. Yancey
comes from Sports Byline USA, where he
was director of affiliate relations in San
Francisco...Tobin Kurtin was named chief
operating officer of BuySellid.com, a devel-
oper of online multimedia auctions and
classifieds for broadcasters. Kurtin was for-
merly business director at Oracle
Corp....Arbitron is staffing up for its mid -
2000 entry into the network ratings busi-

Duke takes care NYT Co. ups
of ABC business Wightman

ness: Jacqueline Noel was named nation-
al manager, network and syndication
radio advertiser and agency services. She
had been an account executive in Arbi-
tron's advertiser/agency division. Michael
Powderly was named senior client service
representative, national radio services. He
had been a sales specialist at Computer
Associates...Jessamy Tang was promot-
ed to president and general manager of
WEAE-AM, ESPN-Radio in Pittsburgh.
Tang had been director/assistant to the
president of ABC Radio.

TAPSCAN makes radio planning and
buying easier.
 Quick rankers, flexible scheduling

 Customizable, client -ready reports

 Personalized training and toll -free phone support
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On hand to open Gourmets new

dining room at 4 Times Square in

New York: (From left) Good Morn-

ing America co-anchor Charles

Gibson; Julia Child, Ruth Reich!,

editor, Gourmet, Gina Sanders,

publisher, Gourmet; Sara Moulton,

executive dining room chef;

(back) Steve Florio, president/

CEO, The Conde Nast Publica-

tions; master chef Jacques Pepin;

and Jacqueline Bobrow, chef,

Gourmet dining room.

Ronald Reagan biographer

Edmund Morris was the guest

of honor at a recent luncheon

held at Newsweek to celebrate

the mag's excerpts (in the Oct.

4 issue) from the controversial

"Dutch: A Memoir of Ronald

Reagan." (From left) Barbara

Parker, vp, print buyer, Botway

Print Advertising; Edmund Mor-

ris; Nancy Telliho, New York

sales manager, Newsweek

and Cooper Botway, president,

Botway Print Avertising

Copywriter Harold Einstein (I.)

and Joel Clement (r.) of Goodhy,

Silverstein ft Partners, San Fran-

cisco, took home the top prize in

the recent Athena Awards for

outstanding creativity in news-

paper advertising, presented by

the Newspaper Association of

America. "Check -mated"

between them was NAA senior

vp and chief marketing officer

John Kimball.

Warner Saunders, anchor

and reporter for IIVMAU-

TV NBC 5 in Chicago (c.),

recently received the

prestigious Jane Addams

medal of honor for distin-

guished community ser-

vice. With him were Gor-

don Johnson, CEO, Hull

House (I.); and Larry

Wert, president and gm

of NBC 5.

Coup for a Cause
most people think of breast cancer
as a women's issue, but GQ's
recent efforts highlighted men's

contributions to and concerns about the
cause.

Entering uncharted territory, the Conde
Nast men's title sponsored a breast cancer
charity event called "Men for the Cure,"
honoring men who've promoted awareness
of or worked toward a cure for breast can-
cer. The award for out -of -the -box thinking
goes to GQ's Shelley Cohn, executive direc-
tor of creative and marketing services, and
promotions director Holly Lang, who con-
ceived the event and effectively secured a
six -page advertising section from General
Motors' Concept: Cure, which raises funds
for breast cancer by touring one -of -a -kind
cars designed by fashion designers. The
insertion marked the first time Concept:
Cure advertising ran in a men's magazine.

The L.A. event, hosted by the celebrity -

laden Arquette family, whose mother Mardi
died recently of breast cancer, honored
designer Joseph Abboud, singer Bryan
Adams, actor Joseph
mi Dolphins coach Don Shula, director of
the Revlon/UCLA Women's Cancer
Research Program Dr. Dennis Slamon and
Cleveland Browns athlete Chris Spielman.
It raised $45,000 for Concept: Cure
through silent and live auctions.

"We wanted to show that breast cancer
not only affects women, but also the chil-
dren and men who love them," says publish-
er Tom Florio.

Lang adds, "We hope it will inspire more
men to get involved." -Lori Lefevre

DeWitt Ups Vicki
Look for more clever media strategies
from some key cable nets. They have
Vicki Mendelson on their side. Last

week DeWitt Media rewarded the 20 -year vet
of the ad business with a promotion to a
newly created post as executive vp and gave
her a spot on the firm's executive committee.

Though she handles an assortment of
accounts, she specializes in cable, counting
Discovery and Bravo networks among her
current clients. In previous posts at McCaf-
frey & McCall, Grey Advertising, Bates and
Alley & Gargano, she handled media tasks
for A&E and Showtime.

"It's something that happened by design,"
she says. -John Consoli
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CALENDAR

Inc. magazine will host its 18th annual
Inc. 500 launch party at the Knitting Fac-
tory club in New York City Oct. 13.

American Express Publishing will pre-
sent a Luxury Marketing Summit
Oct. 17-19 at the Arizona Biltmore Hotel.
Panelists will include Marian Salzman,
director, brand futures group, Young &
Rubicam. Contact: 212-706-1630.

A gathering to remember the late Rich
Katz, former Mediaweek senior editor
who was last a reporter for Variety, will
be held Oct. 19 from 6-8 p.m. MTV Net-
works, which is helping to organize the
memorial, will hold the event at The
Lodge cafeteria of the Viacom building
(1515 Broadway, 7th floor) in Manhattan.

The International Women's Media Foun-
dation will present its 10th annual
Courage in Journalism Awards
Oct. 20 at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in
New York. Honorees at this year's lunch
event will include Peggy Peterman, for-
mer reporter and editorial writer for the
St. Petersburg Times (Fla.), who will
receive IWMF's Lifetime Achievement
Award. Contact: Shelly Cryer, 212-665-
0588.

The Museum of Television & Radio will
present its annual radio festival Oct. 25 -
Nov. 5 at MT&R's New York City head-
quarters. The event will feature semi-
nars, live broadcasts of local and
syndicated shows, and live perfor-
mances. Contact: 212-621-6710.

The MPA and ASME will present
the American Magazine Conference
Oct. 28-31 at the Boca Raton Resort &
Club in Boca Raton, Fla. Contact: 212-
872-3700.

The Southern Cable Telecommunica-
tions Association will present its 1999
Eastern Show, Cable Conference and
Exhibition Oct. 24-26 at the Orange
County Convention Center in Orlando,
Fla. Contact: Patti Hall, 404-255-1608.

The California Cable TV Association will
hold its annual Western Show confer-
ence, dubbed "Wired 2K," Dec. 14-17 at
the Los Angeles Convention Center.
Contact: 510-428-2225.

Inside Media
NEWS OF THE MARKET Edited by Anne Torpey-Kemph

Allen Ups Stake in Broadband
Vulcan Ventures, the investment company run
by Microsoft Corp. co-founder and billionaire
entrepreneur Paul Allen, has sunk $1.65 bil-
lion into a co -venture with cable overbuilder
RCN Corp. to form Broadband Partners. The
investment ups Vulcan's stake in RCN from
45 percent to 27.4 percent, although Allen
and Vulcan will hold no more than 15 percent
of RCN's voting shares. Using RCN's fiber-
optic and coaxial -cable networks, Broadband
Partners intends to provide bundled broad-
band services (including high-speed Internet
services) to cable subscribers of RCN and
Charter Communications systems.

Leeza Edging Out Freshman Talkers
In a field of ratings -poor freshman talk
shows, Paramount Domestic Television's
Leeza [Gibbons] is showing signs of day-to-
day and week -to -week growth. Moving back
into syndication after a daytime run on NBC
for the last three seasons, Leeza posted a 1.6
rating/6 share average (Nielsen Station Index,
Sept. 27-29) to move up 14 percent in rating
over her 1.4/5 opening -week average (Sept.
13-17). Leeza is also the only new talker to
hold even with its lead-in (1.7/6) and year-ago
(1.6/6) time -period shares.

Squares Renews With CBS OEtOs
Hollywood Squares, the sophomore syndicat-
ed game show distributed by King World Pro-
ductions, has been renewed by the 16 -market

CBS Television Stations group and six other
outside -owned TV stations through the 2003-
2004 season. The renewal of Squares, a
prime -access fixture on the CBS -owned sta-
tions, was widely expected given that parent
CBS Corp. plans to acquire King World.
After postponing three previous meetings,
King World rescheduled a shareholders meet-
ing for Oct. 18 to look over pro forma com-
bined financials for CBS and Viacom, which
is set to acquire CBS by second quarter 2000.

WWF Creative Team Flips to Turner
World Championship Wrestling has signed a
new creative team to direct the storylines for
Turner Network Television's Monday Nitro
Live and TBS Superstation's WCW Thunder.
Vince Russo and Ed Ferrara, previously with
the competing World Wrestling Federation,
assume their new responsibilities Oct. 11.
Russo and Ferrara formed a partnership in
1998 as writers for WWF and went on to
design the organization's programming.

First Half of '99 Good for Cable, B'cast
The Cabletelevision Advertising Bureau last
week reported that national spot cable rev-
enue rose 39 percent for the first half of
1999 over the same period last year. The
CAB would not cite a dollar figure. But the
Bureau did say the hottest national spot cate-
gories included automotive, telecommunica-
tions/media/entertainment, dot.coms and
home improvement. Separately, the

Jump Steps Overseas
Weider Publications' Jump will launch its first interna-
tional edition in the United Kingdom Oct. 16. The teen
monthly, which will have a distribution of 250,000, will
be produced by Mollin Publishing. This means good
things for Jump, which is currently in negotiations to
produce additional international versions, according to
Joan Sheridan, executive vp and group publishing
director. "Jump is at the forefront of an emerging trend,
of girls who want to be themselves," said Sheridan. The
international launch is indicative of the magazine's suc-
cess in the category, she added. Rebecca Martin, man-
aging editor on the launch of GO Active, will serve as
editor in chief of the British edition. The first issue will
carry such advertisers as Gap, Sprite and Maybelline.
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British leap: Mollin will
produce the U.K. edition.
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Television Bureau of Advertising said that
total broadcast ad revenue for the first half
of 1999 increased 3.4 percent over 1998 to
$17.5 billion. For the same period, local spot
revenue rose 0.8 percent to nearly $2.2 bil-
lion, while national spot dropped 6.3 percent
to $4.9 billion. Syndicated TV rose 9.9 per-
cent to $1.4 billion and network TV experi-
enced a9.3 percent gain to $4.4 billion.

ABC Affiliate Attached to Grapevine
Grapevine Communications said last week
that it has completed a previously -
announced purchase of Huntsville, Ala.,
ABC affiliate WA AY -TV from the Smith
family for $52 million.

Chastain Kicks Her Way Into Sweeps
World Cup soccer darling Brandi Chastain
has signed on as a correspondent with
Raycom Sports' weekly syndicated antholo-
gy, More Than a Game. She joins CNN/SI
senior sports reporter Fred Hickman, who
has been with show since its launch in 1997.
Chastain will make her debut during the
November sweeps, beginning the weekend
starting Nov. 5. More Than a Game reaches
85 percent of U.S. households and can be
seen in the top 42 markets.

Granite Carves WB Station Onto Cable
In conjunction with the WB network, Granite
Broadcasting launched a cable -only WB sta-
rion in Fort Wayne, Ind., last Thursday. The
WBFW (Warner Bros. Fort Wayne) is found
on the Comcast cable system that serves 35
percent of the market. Granite hopes to reach
57 percent of the market via other cable car-
riage agreements by the end of the year. The
WBFW schedule is comprised of prime -time
WB programming, supplemented by Warner
Bros.-produced shows such as Friends and
ER. Granite's Fort Wayne ABC affiliate
WPTA-TV will provide local sales support.
The WB cannot currently be seen over -the -air
in Fort Wayne.

WebTV Nets Multiple Program Deals
Microsoft -owned WebTV Networks, a
provider of enhanced TV and Internet ser-
vices, highlighted its presentation of new real-
time interactive TV technologies in Los Ange-
les on Sept. 30 by announcing programming
agreements with NBC, HBO, Discovery
Channel, Home & Garden Television,

MSNBC, PBS, E! Entertainment, The Learn-
ing Channel, The Weather Channel, Colum-
bia TriStar Television (for its syndicated Wheel
of Fortune and Jeopardy! game shows) and
Paramount Domestic Television (for Judge
Judy). The TV programming is being broad-
cast on a real-time basis with interactive pro-
gramming elements, allowing WebTV sub-
scribers to get up-to-date information or play
along with certain game shows.

WNET Logo Takes a Bite From Big Apple
New York public broadcasting flagship
WNET-TV unveiled a new corporate logo
last week emphasizing its dial position, 13.
The "Thirteen" brand is a moniker long used
by the station and, according to president
William F Baker, is synonymous with the
quality programming that it produces. Build-
ing upon its local presence, the'? in Thirteen
is dotted by a red sphere to invoke the image
of another New York symbol, the Big Apple.

ABC Site Makes Room for Wasteland
ABC last week launched a special area of its
Web site, ABC.com, devoted to the new
hour-long drama Wasteland, which premiered
at 9 p.m. on Oct. 7. The site features exclu-
sive scenes that are only available on the
Web. Users also have arrPss to the personal
Web site of one of the main characters in the
show, Dawnie, played by Marisa Coughlan,
that will consist of her firsthand observations

about her friends, which will tie in to the
show's storylines and characters online.
Following each TV episode, ABC.com will
premiere an exclusive scene via streaming
video lasting one to three minutes that will
serve as a standalone segment or as an exten-
sion of the storyline seen on the broadcast.
The site also will include music features on
the show, and will let visitors register to get
both email from different characters on the
show and emails containing sneak peaks at
upcoming storylines.

Pax to Rep Cox Cable in Two Markets
Pax TV has signed an agreement with
CableRep, the advertising sales division of
Cox Communications, in which the Pax sales
force will sell national spot advertising for
Pax shows that appear on Cox Cable systems
in the Las Vegas and San Diego TV markets.
Pax does not own stations in those markets.
The agreement dates back to Aug. 25 and
runs a full year. CableRep will continue to
be responsible for the placement of the spots
and the specifics of transactions such as
invoicing, pricing and terms.

SI for Women Hits Regular Frequency
Sports Illustrated for Women will launch as a
bimonthly next March with a rate base of
300,000, announced president Michael Klin-
gensmith. The first issue, which hits news-
stands March 5, will have a cover price of
$3.50. The title was tested by SI in 1997, and
moved to four special issues in 1999. The
Time Inc. publication will target 18 -to -34 -
year -old women with an interest in athletics.
Sandy Bailey will serve as editor and Paula
Romano has been named publisher.

Monster Rancher Expands Its Turf
Bohbot Kids Network's weekend syndication debut of Monster Rancher, a Pokernon-
like, video game -based animated series, has experienced 43 percent and 50 percent
week -to -week growth respectively in the core kids
2-11 and 6-11 demographics since the weekend of
Aug. 30. In the latest Nielsen Syndication Service
report (for the week of Sept. 13), Monster Rancher
posted a 1.0 rating nationally among kids 2-11, a 1.2
rating with kids 6-11 and a 2.0 rating with boys 6-11.
Compared to the premiere week in syndication for
Pokomon last season, BKN's Monster Rancher is pac-
ing 25 percent ahead in kids 2-11 and 64 percent
ahead boys 6-11. The strong early showing for Mon-
ster Rancher has prompted BKN to order another 22
episodes-from Japanese animator TMS-Kyokuichi
Corp.-for a full complement of 48 episodes to air on
BKN's ad hoc Bulldog Network lineup (which Bohbot
says has 85 percent U.S. broadcast coverage).

BKN's kids ratings grow
on Monster Rancher.
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LARRY CHARLES AND PETER MEHLMAN

LIFE AFTER

SEINFELD
In an excerpt from the new book The
Showrunners, the author examines how two
ex-Seinfeld writers deal with adjusting to a
world without Jerry. bir DAME) WILL/

s there life after Seinfeld? Yes, for better or worse. For

most of us, the show's absence means some unfortunate

shrinkage in our guaranteed Thursday -night laughter

quota. Certainly, though, there is life-not to mention

lots of money-for those groundbreaking writers who helped

bring Jerry, George, Elaine and Kramer to comedic life. In the

new book The Showrunners-A Season Inside the Billion -Dol-

lar, Death -Defying, Madcap World of Television's Real Stars

(HarperCollins)-David Wild went inside the bunker with many

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVID FUKUMOTO
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of today's top writer -producers to examine the
reality of life on the other side of the little
screen. Among those who open up in the book
are two top former Seinfeld scribes who have
spent recent years attempting to find their own
ways in network prime time: Larry Charles left
the show after the fourth season, eventually
running Mad About YOU, and is currently at
the helm of UPN's Dilbert, while Peter
Mehlman has created ABC's acclaimed if rat-
ings -challenged It's like, you know... They
both have tremendous talent and one hell of a
tough act to follow.

0 ver lunch in an Italian restau-
rant in the Valley that's consid-
erably more ritzy than Monks,
Ted Harbert and Peter

Mehlman sit dressed casually, though it's
two different levels of casual. Former ABC
boss Harbert-in a polo shirt and jeans-
looks like a young CEO on vacation, which
in a sense he is. Mehlman, on the other
hand, wears khaki shorts and a sweater and
looks like a wonderfully mad English pro-
fessor on some trippy safari. On Seinfeld,
characters were often identified by their

Larry Charles, who helped craft a show about nothing, now runs an
animated sitcom based on the Dilbert cartoon.

noteworthy, eccentric behavior- "close -
talkers," "low -talkers," etc. Were Mehlman
to have popped up as one of Elaine Benes'
love interests on the show, the gang might
have tagged him a "shorts-wearer"-a cool,
casual dude, Mehlman even wore shorts to
the big pitch meeting at ABC to sell them
on It's like, you know...

"I just feel like I have more energy in
shorts," explains Mehlman, who's fortu-
itously landed near the top of one of the rel-
atively few fields of professional endeavor
besides tennis and soccer where one can
make millions without having to put on big
boy pants.

"It's not the first time -all the best writ-
ers wear shorts to pitch meetings," Jamie
Tarses helpfully confirms later. "Writers
are not known for their inclination to dress
formally when they come to the network.
Any kind of dress is commonplace." In fact,
another gifted former Seinfeld scribe, Larry
Charles, is partial to wearing pajamas to
work.

For his part, Harbert has worn shorts a
couple of times. "I honestly felt like I was
this...rebel, this revolutionary," he says.
"The fact that I get to wear jeans to work is
unbelievable."

Spoken like a recovering suit.
"Ted's in a great place," says Mehlman

with a grin. "He's gone from the Joint
Chiefs of Staff into the Anti -War Move-
ment, and everybody knows where there's
more fun and more sex."

"Yeah," Harbert says, "I've put on the
tie-dye."

This somewhat odd couple first met in
the summer of 1996 at an event at Malibu
Golf Course, a fitting beginning for a show
that would take as its topic the life of L.A.'s
peculiar monied class. Later DreamWorks
suggested they get together off the links.
"There was a little bit of an arranged mar-
riage of DreamWorks just saying, 'Gee, why
don't you guys go sit in a room and see if
you don't kill each other," Harbert recalls.
"We didn't."

It's like, you know. . . concerns a cynical
New York journalist, played by Chris Eiger-

man, who comes to town to write a book
about disliking L.A. and finds himself
becoming caught up in the strange world of
affluent L.A., as he stays with his old col-
lege roommate Robbie (Steven Eckholdt),
who now lives in the guest house of the
wealthy Shrug (Evan Handler). Their Hol-
lywood Hills neighbor is none other than
onetime Dirty Dancing diva Jennifer Grey,
who plays Jennifer Grey, complete with
nose -job jokes and stalled career cracks.
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Then since this is a show about Los Ange-
les, there's the adorable A.J. Langer-a vet
of My So -Called Life-as an adorable
masseuse/process server/auxiliary babe.

In these still early days, the show's cast
appears to be bonding nicely. Grey seems
particularly buoyant, at one point doing a
little happy, not -so -dirty dancing between
takes of a scene in which it's revealed she's
going up for a role against former Golden
Girl Estelle Getty. By all appearances,
Mehlman is an especially laid-back
showrunner, only growing frustrated when
the pace slows for any technical snafus.
Harbert says they're trying their damnedest
not to be a sitcom that shoots late into the
night. "No, we have to get to Pinot Holly-
wood by 11:30 and start drinking," he
explains.

In so much as such a fortunate fall is
possible, Mehlman fell into becoming a
showrunner. After graduating from the
University of Maryland, Mehlman wrote for
The Washington Post, then wrote and pro-
duced for Howard Cosell on a show called
Sports Beat, before becoming a freelance
magazine journalist. Looking for a change,
he moved to Los Angeles and ran into Lar-
ry David-a fellow University of Maryland
alum who was starting a little sitcom star-
ring a stand-up comedian named Jerry
Seinfeld. Instead of submitting a sample
script, Mehlman offered an article he'd
written in The New York Times Magazine.
That was enough to land him a freelance
gig and before long a staff job on what
would in time become one of the greatest
sitcoms of all time.

Unlike most in positions of TV power,
Mehlman didn't come up through the cre-
ative minors-instead he joined the sitcom
equivalent of the 1969 Mets and then
became a comic heavy -hitter himself. "I
consider myself to have absolutely no net-
work TV experience," Mehlman says mat-
ter-of-factly. "I've just been on Seinfeld.
This is not something aspiring writers in
this town are very happy to hear."

Seinfeld would eventually make
Mehlman rich beyond his ex -journalist
imagination-like others who played a role
in the comedy of the Nineties, offers came
in from those seeking to acquire some of
that Seinfeld magic. In Mehlman's case, he
signed a deal with DreamWorks in 1997. He
cashed in, but hardly jumped the first time
he got the chance. "Why would I want to go
anywhere else?" he asks. "I didn't care that
much about money. I was a freelance maga-
zine writer-that's not a field you go into if
you're really interested in money. I was

already making
in my third
episode at Sein-
feld I think
$15,000 an
episode. So in
two episodes I

was making more
than I would as a
freelancer. So
what did I care?
It was all gravy."

Still, even
Mehlman could
find room for
a little more The experience of putting words in the mouths of Elaine,
gravy. "It's Jerry and Kramer spoiled Mehlman and Charles.
basically all a
pact with the devil," Mehlman explains,
grinning. "They throw this money in your
face and the next thing you know you are
taking notes from a network and nodding
your head."

Mehlman nonetheless takes considerable
pride in not being desperate in a system
which breeds paranoia and pandering. "To
tell the truth, I'm probably a network's
worst nightmare because I think I have
plenty of money," he says. "I don't really
care about syndication. All I care about is
putting on the show I want and if it goes, it
goes. With that being my attitude, it's nice
to have Ted there who does care about those
things."

"Seinfeld was an unbelievably powerful
position for a writer to be in," Melhman
admits. "You were guaranteed people were
going to be talking about it the next day. I'm
a little spoiled by that." Harbert has seen
overall deals explode in his time. "With
each new cycle, the starting level has grown
to where a million dollars a year for just
about anybody is pretty standard," he says.

"If I had waited one more cycle," says
Mehlman, "I'd be so rich it would be sick.
Looking at it from a slight distance, it's just
a pissing contest between production com-
panies, like they're thrilled when they paid
X millions of dollars for this guy because
the other production companies didn't get
him. I basically told DreamWorks, the
research you do into these writers is laugh-
able, Any first year MBA student would say,
are you kidding me?"

It's like, you know... dissects El Lay pec-
cadilloes in a way not worlds away from how
Seinfeld brilliantly sliced the Big Apple.
While it's no doubt still finding its voice in
episode six-a process that took even Sein-
feld some time-the show aims to take a,
long quirky look at superficiality and

wealth, at people who order Evian with Per-
rier ice cubes. Like Seinfeld, there's not
stooping to conquer, making research -
unfriendly references to John Updike and
John Irving and "safety schools" within a
single episode.

The initial spark of It's like, you know...
didn't ignite from any cold-blooded com-
mercial ambitions. "This is pretty ass -back-
wards, but I had the title before the show,"
admits Mehlman. "It was kind of the tail
wagging the dog. I had the title and then I
said, well, I guess it would have to be about
L.A."

The first time he met officially with
Harbert, Mehlman explained he wanted to
do a show about wealth-after all, writers
are told to write what you know, and being
part of the Seinfeld juggernaut, Mehlman's
on a first -name basis with big bucks.

Tragically, outside of the Hollywood
Hills extreme wealth may not be perceived
as the most readily relatable experience in
TV terms-but hey, it never hurt Dynasty or
those Beverly Hillbillies. Such issues will
likely be researched by ABC, though
Mehlman's not interested: "Every time they
say, 'Yeah, but are people in Ohio going to
understand this?' I just go 'yeah.'"

It's like, you know. . . premieres in March
under the weirdest of conditions; it was
nearly pre-empted by war in the Balkans.
"I'm thinking I can't believe the country's
going to war, there's virtual genocide, and
all I'm wondering is, Will the show air?"'

Reviews are strong, ratings acceptable.
Still, the show is not officially picked up
until shortly before the May upfronts in
New York which Mehlman and Harbert-
now in the process of considering executive
jobs that will eventually result in him sign-
ing up to head NBC Studios-have a blast.

"I was kinda shocked by how euphoric I
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felt," Mehlman admits. The night before
the ABC upfront, Mehlman had a wonder-
ful dinner with an old friend, his former
boss Jerry Seinfeld. At one point Seinfeld
suggested a writer Mehlman should hire;
Mehlman insisted he wanted Seinfeld him-
self to take a job on It's like, you know...,
even offering him a retroactive co -creator
credit. Though Seinfeld declined, it was a
great night. "There I was focused on the
past," he says, "and the next night I'm right
into the present and hopefully the future."

Part of what has moved Mehlman is the
realization that there really is life after
Seinfeld. "It's nice to know," he says. "And
to tell you the truth, this is probably the first
week I'm really convinced of it."

Larry Charles, 42, isn't wearing
his pajamas to work today-
not that there's anything sarto-
rially wrong with that.

"Yeah, I don't want to be a walking
cliché," explains the former Seinfeld writer
and the man who can claim credit for mak-
ing "not that there's anything wrong with
that" into a Nineties mantra of comic polit-
ical correctness. "I mostly wore pajamas
when I was at Mad About You because I was
working 18 hours a day, seven days a week.
I'm looking for simplicity, and it's so much
easier just to put on a pair of pajamas than
to decide what I'm going to wear with what.
That already to me was too complicated.
When we were on Seinfeld we used to talk
about how eventually in the future we'll all
wear uniforms, and we're looking forward
to that day to liberate us from fashion. I
found pajamas worked great for me as a
uniform. I still wear them, but now I'm out
in the real world more and it's like I'm not
prepared to do Vincent Gigante quite yet. I
have children and they are like 'Dad, you
can't come to school dressed that way."'

Sitting in his already cluttered new Dil-
bert office in Culver City with a homemade
shrine of his family across the room and the
latest issue of Tricycle: The Buddhist Review
on a coffee table, Charles is wearing casual
pants, a shirt and boots, looking like a
lanky, friendly mix of Kramer and Charlie
Manson. Charles went on from the first
four seasons at Seinfeld to serve as a show -
runner for Mad About You and is currently
in the process of creating Dilbert, an ani-
mated series based on the popular Scott
Adams comic strip, set to debut in January
on UPN.

Charles was created in the same neigh-
borhood in Brooklyn that produced Mel
Brooks, Woody Allen and Larry David. An

exceptionally well-read fellow
with a philosophical bent-the
bookshelf behind him includes
works of Kierkegaard and Niet-
zsche, not to mention R.
Crumb-Charles' formal edu-
cation ended after a single year
at Rutgers.

After working a variety of
odd jobs back East, Charles
made his way to Los Angeles in
1976 not knowing anyone.
Wanting to break into comedy,
he would write jokes and stand
in front of the Comedy Store
club on Sunset. "I didn't know
how to get into show business,
and I stood in front like a drug
dealer with jokes," he remem-
bers.

As Charles tells it, comedi-
ans would try his comedic wares
and come out and buy it after-
ward for ten bucks or so a joke
if they liked how something
played with the Comedy Store
crowd. He believes he sold his
first joke to Jay Leno-then the
king of the Comedy Store along with anoth-
er stand-up guy named David Letterman.
"They both worked for Jimmy Walker at the
time," Charles recalls.

Meanwhile, Charles had yet another con-
nection to the stars. "My mother lived in
Florida and Phil Foster from Laverne &
Shirley had come on to her once in a restau-
rant," he says. "She told him, 'Look, I'm not
going out with you but my son is in Los
Angeles. Why don't you sit down with
him?'" Remarkably, Foster did just that and
invited young Charles over to Paramount
where he started hanging out with the Lav-
erne & Shirley crew. He was nineteen and
felt he was being groomed to be a writer on
the show. Yet more a seeker than a
careerist, Charles couldn't wait for that
break. Instead he had "a self-destructive
episode" and left town to follow an old girl-
friend.

When he came back to L.A. as the Sev-
enties were ending, Charles called an old
associate who was working at Oui magazine
about writing some pieces for the porno
mag, only to discover that her husband had
just signed on with a new sketch show called
Fridays that was looking for young writers.
Charles hitchhiked to his interview and
made quite an impression. In fact, Charles
says, the show's producers fired writers they
had just hired so they could hire him
instead.

After creating classic Seinfeld episodes, Larry
Charles took over NBC's Mad About You.

Fridays-which debuted in April 1980
and was written off by many at the time as
ABC's clone of NBC's Saturday Night
Live-in retrospect turned out to be an
important breeding ground for future Sein-
feld players. There Charles met Larry
David, Seinfeld's future co -creator, and
Michael Richards, The Man Who Would Be
Kramer. "Larry was immediately a mentor
to me," Charles recalls.

The Fridays job was intense and paid a
whole hell of a lot better than his last job-
as a bellhop in the Catskills. "It was a
gigantic culture shock," Charles recalls. "In
the course of a week, I went from making
$150 a week to $1500 a week. It was also the
late '70s or early '80s, the time of great drug
abuse in the industry. Everything was like a
rock-and-roll dream come true."

When the dream ended, Charles took
time out to "plunge into a depression" -
and then from 1982 to 1985 he figured to
take the time to learn how to really write
"without the deadlines and the drugs,"
while his longtime girlfriend, whom he mar-
ried in 1985, brought home the proverbial
bacon.

In the years that followed, Charles' own
TV writing career stalled in part because
agents came and went: one from AIDS, one
from drugs, one he says simply "disap-
peared from the face of the earth," perhaps
joining some sort of federal agent relocation
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program. Finally, Charles says, he
hooked up with the right, non -dis-
appearing agent and things started
to come together for him.

Rather briefly in 1989 they
came together for Charles on The
Arsenio Hall Show.

"I needed a job," explains
Charles, who dreamed of penning
mind-blowing monologues of the
Richard Pryor variety for Hall to
deliver nightly. "Arsenio seemed to
be into it, then he chickened out a
little bit," Charles recalls. "It was
too hard for a lot of reasons, not
necessarily his fault. I got fired by
Arsenio, but it was kind of a mutu-
al thing. I fired him also."

Getting sacked by Arsenio turned out to
be a blessing in modest disguise for Charles.
Around this same time Larry David told
him about a sitcom that he and Jerry Sein-
feld were putting together. The idea sound-
ed promising, even though David, like
Charles, had no sitcom experience and
Seinfeld himself had been let go after a
brief run as Frankie the governor's joke
writer on Benson. In the meantime Charles
looked for work and got an interview for In
Living Color. Charles remembers Keenan
Ivory Wayans keeping him waiting for an
hour, so he walked out, went home and was
thrilled when Larry David called offering

'It's all a pact with the

devil...They throw money

in your face.'

-Peter Mehlman

him the job on what would become Seinfeld.
Charles jumped at the chance, and only
hours later Wayans called offering the In
Living Color gig.

Charles could hardly be prouder of the
Seinfeld experience. "Both publicly and pri-
vately, Seinfeld broke so many rules," he
says. "The reason it all happened was that
Larry was always true to himself. We both
felt, and Jerry did too, we'll do 13 episodes
the way we want to do them, then we'll go
back to our lives. If you go into this busi-
ness thinking of job security, it's an absur-
dity. Nobody cared at that time at NBC.
We had a death time slot and our first show

1

i
It's like, you know..., created by Peter Mehlman, examines the California
experience from a different perspective.

was pre-empted by the Gulf War,
so we immediately started on a
bad note. Then we were losing to
Anything But Love, but people
were talking about the show in a
way that was like unique. Every-
thing was organic, not contrived."

Still, Charles would leave Sein-
feld relatively early, before David,
and start what would become a tra-
dition among the show's writers by
signing a cushy overall deal with
NBC's production unit-not that
there's anything wrong with that
either. "I think I had like one of
the first deals that was made at
that time," says Charles, who'd
become supervising producer at

the show. "Now it's like de rigeuer that peo-
ple get these big deals. I did Seinfeld for
four seasons-I did eighty episodes, I really
poured my heart into it, but I hit the glass
ceiling. It was made clear to me that I was
never going to run the show."

Though he hardly looks the part of the
ambitious company man, Charles admits he
was tiring of being perceived as the junior
partner at Seinfeld. Here as elsewhere in
life, Charles chose to follow his instincts-
"I'm always willing to throw the dice," he
explains-because he felt it was time to
leave the nest. Of course, he admits, it did-
n't hurt any that the overall deal with NBC
was going to pay him three times the mon-
ey he was making to create shows of his
own.

Charles then created Middle Man, a sort
of sitcom for NBC starring Wayne Knight,
Seinfeld's own Newman, which Charles
fondly describes as "this bleak, Beckett -like
pilot about a middle manager at a strange
multinational corporation in a California
desert. The creative process of Middle Man
was amazing, I loved it, and of course it was
a complete and utter failure."

After that, Charles tried a few more pro-
jects for NBC, but then in 1995 the network
came to him with another proposal. "One of
our most important shows is in trouble," he
was told. That show was Mad About You,
starring Paul Reiser and Helen Hunt. "It
was a very valuable property to both NBC
and Columbia TriStar that had not yet
reached syndication," Charles recalls. "It
was stumbling for a variety of reasons. The
show was already in production-two guys,
Pillot and Peesley, joined the show and quit
before the first episode, so it was a rudder-
less ship, a runaway train." The show's co -

creator Danny Jacobson, who had gone
from the show, had come back, and was
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holding forth until someone new got there
to run things.

Charles thought about the offer and con-
cluded that "the difference between Mad
About You and Seinfeld was I would be able
to explore more emotional issues, more
complex relationships, which is something I
was going through since I was married." In
that way, the job could mean more to him
than simply keeping a runaway train on the
TV tracks.

Finally, Seinfeld's other Larry was run-
ning a show-if not the show of shows.

"Here I am in pajamas going into these
big meetings with the heads of the corpora-
tion," Charles recalls. "It was a multimil-
lion -dollar responsibility, particularly at
that time when they were trying to get it
into syndication. There was a lot of pressure
at the time because they were close to say-
ing, it's not going to work out, we're going
to cancel it."

He came into Mad About You with, he
says, "a tremendous amount of vitality and
sort of reinvented the show with the coop-
eration and enthusiasm of Paul and Helen."
At the time Charles would tell his assistant
that he was going to write a book called Zen
& the Art of Showrunning.

"You're not so Zen," he was told
promptly.

Charles learned that paradoxically, the
job requires detachment and involvement at
the same time. He also learned the reality
of running a show is that "you are totally
isolated-it is all on your shoulders. The
first thing that struck me was, Wow, I can't
go home until the job is done,' and the job is
never done. So for two years, I did not go
home essentially. The system I inherited on
Mad About You was relatively dysfunctional
in a lot of ways-it really did require 18-

hour days, often seven days a week, for
weeks on end. Coming home I would be just
a silhouette climbing into bed as my wife
and kids were getting up. We really did not
see each other for two years, which was
damaging, no doubt about it."

After two exhausting, fulfilling seasons
at Mad About You, Charles was ready to
move on. "I felt like I did with Seinfeld, that
I had said everything I had to say," he says.
His two seasons saw the show hit highs with
the surprisingly unflinching look-for a sit-
com-at a temporary breakdown of Paul
and Jamie's marriage and the couple's sub-
sequent march toward parenthood. "There
was nothing more for me to do," he says.
"As far as I was concerned, the show ended
the day they had a baby."

In working out Helen Hunt's schedule

for As Good As It Gets, Charles came to
know the film's director, James L. Brooks,
a TV legend in his own right, with credits
like The Mary Tyler Moore Show and Taxi.
When Columbia TriStar offered Charles a
deal, part of what spurred him on to take it
was the chance to work with Brooks devel-
oping a show. As he sits here today in the
Dilbert office-he also has space in Brooks'
nearby office-that show still has no short-
age of developing left to do.

"It's a TV show, but we haven't decided
what it's going to be," Charles explains with
a fittingly vague smile. "The great thing is I
have another mentor like Larry David, I get
to sit with Jim Brooks every week sort of
like a guru. I sit at his feet and we talk
about ideas. Originally that's what I was
going to do next, but because Jim's process
is very slow, I had time to do other things."

One such other thing, Dilbert. A man
who wears pajamas to work may seem an
interesting choice to turn Dilbert-Scott
Adams' wildly popular celebration of the
surreality of the modern workplace-into a
weekly TV series, but Charles looked at one
of the books and, he says, "saw something.
It's really this epic vision, philosophy of life.
It's very heavy and very complex, very mul-
tifaceted and anthropological. I got very
excited about this as a TV show. This office
is a microcosm for the universe. Dilbert is a
big Kafka-esque story of a little logical man
in a big illogical world."

With talk like that, it's little surprise that
when he went to meet with Scott Adams,
Charles "wove a spell" and got the job. A
spell might have had to be woven since
there'd already been a failed live -action Dil-
bert pilot for Fox. The first season of Dilbert
-just now starting to come back from
Korea in near final form-concerns the
efforts of Dilbert's employer, The Compa-
ny, to create and market a new product.
Conveniently, that's exactly what Charles
and UPN will be doing with the show itself.
As for the dysfunctional state of Dilbert's
network home, Charles admits, "There
were moments when we worried about it,
but the truth is that as long as I produced
the thirteen shows and it came out the way I
wanted, I knew it would have a life some-
where."

Of television's bleak post-Seinfeld land-
scape, Charles says he's not surprised by
any lack of network viewer loyalty. "Instead
of realizing Seinfeld was this incredibly
original unique creation, they tried to clone
it in a variety of ways," he says. Charles
admits leaving Seinfeld has been "an adjust-
ment. I'm sure Peter Mehlman would say

Dilbert, who works for The Company,
is a logical man in an illogical world.

the same thing. You tend to use Seinfeld as
the template, as the apotheosis of this expe-
rience. It's going to be hard to reach the cre-
ative peak of Seinfeld...How many times
does a thing come along that transforms the
culture?"

In pursuit of such transforming excel-
lence, Charles still clings to Larry David's
counsel- "If it makes you cringe, don't do
it."

"I've tried to follow that," Charles adds.
"That's a very simple rule to live by in tele-
vision."

Simple, but one that could keep one off
most network programming.

"Exactly," he says. "Larry taught me this
too-it's liberating to say 'No.' You lose
power from 'Yes.'"

Perhaps Charles is still working on Zen
& the Art of Showrunning after all.

David Wild is a senior editor at Rolling
Stone. He lives in Los Angeles.
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SPIN(IFF
Once again, the networks are banking
on established characters to carry
new shows. BY MARC BERMAN

NBC's hopes ride with TBw &
Order: Special Victims Unit.

fter a decade in decline, the spinoff is making a come-

back on network television this season. Five new shows

owe their existence to another program: NBC's Law &

Order: Special Victims Unit, Fox's Time of Your Life (from

Party of Five) and Ally (from Ally McBeal), UPN's The Parkers (from

Moesha) and the WB's Angel (from Buffy, the Vampire Slayer). Although
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developing a show around an already estabi
lished or recently introduced character was a
regular occurrence back in the 1970s and, to
a lesser extent, the 1980s, the idea of spinning
off a series in the 1990s has become less
prevalent.

Of course, there are some exceptions. The
highest -profile of the current lot, NBC's Frasi-
er, relocated the character from Boston to
Seattle following the demise of Cheers in 1993,
and is now the peacock network's most instru-
mental Thursday -night tool. Fox's young, and
suffering, inhabitants of Melrose Place (from
Beverly Hills, 90210) struck a chord among 18-
34 viewers. Even one of CBS' current 50+
magnets-Diagnosis Murder-was introduced
on an episode of Jake and the Fatman.

The five new spinoffs pale in comparison
to this maneuver in the 1970s. Back then, with
a glut of spinoffs, including Maude, The Jeffer-
sons, Archie Bunker's Place, Rhoda and Lou
Grant, CBS was "movin on up" in the ratings.
ABC made a name for itself with a cornucopia
of successful spinoff classics, including Happy
Days, Laverne & Shirley, Mork & Mindy and
The Bionic Woman.

In the 1970s, 27 spinoffs aired at one time
or another on one of the three networks. Of
those 27 series, 19 returned for a second sea-
son (or beyond), a success ratio of 70 percent.

The rise of this programming form took a
downturn in the 1980s, with 18 spin-offs intro-
duced overall and only five of those series
making it past season one. The 70 percent suc-
cess ratio of the 1970s fell to 28 percent in the
1980s. The biggest ratings grabber of this quin-
tet was the time period dependent A Different
World, which rode the coattails of The Cosby
Show for five seasons.

The concept of spinning off one series
from another continued to decline in the

Maude, starring Bea Arthur (c.), was a spinoff of
Norman Lear's classic All in the Family.

1990s, with only 15
introduced in total.

With spinoffs alive
this season, the focus
has shifted to dramas.
Of the five, three (Law
& Order: SVU, Time of
Your Life and Angel)
are dramas. Compar-
atively, virtually three-
quarters (73 percent)
of the combined spin-
offs in the 1970s and
1980s were sitcoms.

"Quite frankly, in
the 1990s there were
not as many shows
that warranted spinning off a character," said
Garnet Losak, vp, director of programming at
Blair Television. "Taking Frasier from Cheers
was a logical choice, but other than a few oth-
er notable series in this decade, there was noth-
ing that really stood out. Without a producer
of the caliber of Norman Lear, or the presence
of the MTM hit factory, there is less interest
in this programming form."

Taking a core character out of an estab-
lished series is not always a positive move.
When Polly Holliday's Flo, the "kiss my grits"
waitress from CBS's Alice, was given her own
series (Flo) in 1980, Nielsen gold did not
strike and the parent show was never the
same. Other examples include The Ropers
(from Three's Company) and Fish (Barney
Miller). Even Fred Sanford's best buddy,
Grady, struck out on his own. While sec-
ondary characters like the Ropers were a
scene -stealing hoot on Three's Company,
developing a series around Helen Roper's ill-
fated attempts to seduce her husband Stanley
quickly wore thin.

Although the television
rumor mill has churned
with talk of Lisa Kudrow's
Phoebe stepping out on her
own, the producers of
Friends have wisely kept the
Emmy-winning character in
the fold. "With Friends the
linchpin to NBC's most suc-
cessful night of the week,
taking a core character
out...may have been a nega-
tive," noted Losak.

"Networks seem more
interested in bringing back
a familiar actor in a differ-
ent role," said Brad Adgate,
senior vp, director of corpo-
rate research at Horizon

Jennifer Love Hewitt moves Sara from Party of Five to
spinoff Time of Your Life.

Media. "This fall's schedule is a testimonial
to that, with familiar faces like Tyne Daly,
Swoosie Kurtz, David Ogden Stiers, Gregory
Harrison, Rue McClanahan, Jaleel White
and Victoria Principal returning to the small
screen."

Less spinoff programming is also indicative
of a changing network landscape.

At the top of the changing environment is
the expansion of prime -time newsmagazine
shows, with five editions of NBC's Dateline,
four hours of ABC's 20/20, and three hours on
CBS (60 Minutes, 60 Minutes II, 48 Hours)
clogging up 12 hours of network real estate
this fall. In the 1970s, there was never more
than three hours a week of prime -time news-
magazines. In today's environment of high
entertainment programming costs and poten-
tially small audience returns, newsmagazines
are economically a winning move. "Although
you may not hit a young adult demographic
bull's-eye, you are likely to garner a competi-
tive household rating," said Losak.

Although not present this season, series that
are canceled by one network and picked up by
another have also become a common 1990s
phenomenon. Recent examples include Jag
(NBC to CBS), Clueless (ABC to UPN) and
Something So Right (NBC to ABC). Needless
to say, running with an established show is less
expensive than starting from scratch.

So far this season, the odds among net-
work -jumpers look best for the perfectly
scheduled Angel (Tuesday 9 p.m., following
Bufj5?) to strike a chord among teens.

With spinoff success in the air, expect
more of the same in the new millennium. This
is, after all, an industry where success breeds
imitation.

Television junkie Marc Berman's daily rat-
ings analysis is available in the "buzz" section
of Mediaweek Online (wwwmediaweekcom).
He is based in New York
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PAM KAUFMAN

KIDDIE
COLLABORATOR
NICK EXECUTIVE KAUFMAN COAXED FRESH, DIAL -
MOVING IDEAS FROM THE BLUE-CHIP BRANDS
ENLISTED FOR THE NETWORK'S CROWN JEWEL,
THE RUGRATS MOVIE. BY T.L. STANLEY

ott's could have taken Baby Dil-sized steps

into the world of entertainment cross -pro-

motions, even sensing, as executives there

did, that a link with Nickelodeon's The

Rugrats Movie could mean a giant leap forward for its business.

Instead, the Cadbury Schweppes division forged a deal with

Nick and film partner Paramount that plastered the kid net-

work's crown jewel property across 50 product SKUs, from juice

packs to multiserve applesauce jars, introducing three new

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PETER MURPHY
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Rugrats-themed applesauce fla-
vors, and putting a half -dozen
different movie scenes on mil-
lions of labels. There were tat-
toos on -pack and a self-liquidat-
ing offer for a movie-themed
watch. Mott's launched its first
advertising campaign that spoke
to kids rather than moms, and
bought its first media on Nick-
elodeon, kicking off a strategy
that continues today.

Even for a veteran entertain-
ment partner, the commitment
would have been considered sig-
nificant. But for Mott's, a novice
and admitted small player in the
industry, it was unprecedented.
Marketers' reasons for diving in
rested on the property itself,
with its years of television and
consumer -products equity, a
strong film script, perfectly
matched target demographics,
and a Nick executive, Pam Kauf-
man, who helped smooth what
could have been a tumultuous
and traumatic journey.

"We got the sense immediate-

ly that she would look after us
as a client," said Mike Judlowe,
Mott's vp of marketing. "She
was the point guard for the rela-
tionship, and she very efficient-
ly led us through the Nick orga-
nization."

Hand -holding aside, it was
Kaufman's power as a salesper-
son and passion for the property
that helped convince Judlowe
and his team to stomp on the
accelerator, he said. As a result,
Mott's became known in enter-
tainment circles, in a matter of
months, as an innovator that not
only fully supports a property
but also creates memorable,
clutter -busting programs.

"Pam makes sure you get
your marketing needs met,
because she knows that if you
don't, and if you're not making
money, you won't be back for
year two and three," Judlowe
said.

For Kaufman, named 1999
Grand Marketer of the Year by
Mediaweek sibling Brandweek,
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were asking them to commit early and
quickly to a very big deal," Kaufman said.
When BK's spring '98 program highlighting
the TV show was a hit, "It took a lot of the
pressure off."

For the movie, the restaurant chain
launched a $30 million, all-out promotional
assault led by seven national TV spots fea-
turing the distinctive Rugrats animation. Its
10,000 locations were wrapped in Rugrats
POP, Rugrats-shaped Chicken Ten-
ders graced the menu, and a dozen
different collectible toys were creat-
ed for Kids Club meals.

Four themed watches were
offered as self -liquidators, bringing
up a potentially thorny issue. Mott's
had already settled on watches as
their offer, with Nick's blessing,
when BK franchisees said they, too,
wanted to do movie-themed watch-
es. Kaufman explained the situation
to Judlowe, who said that even
though it was a conflict, "I looked at
it like this: I'm not as big as Burger
King and Kraft, and I'm working
with the same property, so I'm in the
right place." Ultimately, both offers
succeeded, and Judlowe said the
experience highlighted two things:
the compromise necessary in any
such relationship, and Kaufman's
consistent "straight -shooter, no
game -playing" approach.

Burger King, which has enjoyed
its belle -of -the -ball status since
McDonald's inked its exclusive 10 -year
alliance with Disney in '96, was willing to
bet on kid powerhouse Nick, not only for its
massive numbers but also because Kaufman
"has a real solid understanding of her con-
sumer," said Richard Taylor, BK's vp mar-
keting. "And she makes herself an expert in
your business, too. She doesn't just throw a
bunch of things against the wall. She under-
stands your strategy before she tries to get
to the tactics."

BK, able to pick the non -Disney cream
of the crop, had partnered successfully, just
before Rugrats, with Warner Bros.' DC
Comics unit for superheroes and 20th Cen-
tury Fox for Anastasia. Its nonexclusive deal
with Nick, however, has brought the two
closer over time, with the fast feeder taking
over rights this past January to one of the
network's largest community outreach pro-
grams, The Big Help kid volunteer effort,
formerly staged with McDonald's. The
chain jumped onto Nick's Kids' Choice
Awards, its annual event special, with a
spring kids meal program that included a

doll -sized version of talk -queen Rosie
O'Donnell, the show's host. Burger King
also has hyped CatDog and, for back -to -
school this fall, launched Nick brand -build-
ing kids meals with 30 million "splat calcu-
lators," "planet pencil toppers" and other
school tools tucked inside. In keeping with
its themed food offerings, it also created
"apple green slime" dipping sauce, a la
Nick's mascot substance, for Chicken Ten -

and live action. The car maker also put Vil-
lagers in movie theater lobbies, decked out
its 2,600 dealerships, took part in Rugrats
parades and mall events, dropped direct
mailers and used its Web site. It was one of
the first full-scale acknowledgements by an
automaker that kids, in fact, can influence
even the biggest -ticket, highest -considera-
tion family purchases. It also gave a nod to
the adult appeal of the series, on the air

since 1991 and these days attracting
a whopping 17.3 million viewers a
week. It remains Nick's highest -rat-
ed series, and, with its toys, pub-
lishing and other merchandise, has
turned into a billion -dollar fran-
chise. Production already has start-
ed on Rugrats in Paris: The Movie,
for holiday 2000.

(More fodder for its superstar
reputation: Lincoln-Mercury,
Campbell's and Mott's linked with
The Rugrats Movie on video, which
shot to the top of the sales and
rental charts when it was released in
April. Campbell's and Kraft's Post
unit have hyped the direct -to -video
followup, Runaway Reptar, this fall;
Kraft was still riding high from its
Post Cereals and Oscar Mayer
Lunchables ticket giveaways, that
accounted for nearly 10 percent of
The Rugrats Movie box office. Post
created Reptar Crunch cereal this
fall, and Nabisco, separately,
launched Rugrats cookies in

August.)
In order to snag the coveted Rugrats

Movie, a few partners were asked to link
with what was then a little-known proper-
ty, the preschool -skewing Blue's Clues. No
one knew, in early '97, that they were get-
ting a double-header. Mott's would use the
property, which has fans well beyond its
target demo (as evidenced by an upcoming
teen girl apparel line), as its first themed
applesauce. The berry -flavored blue apple-
sauce not only laid the groundwork for the
later Rugrats program but also opened
mass -market retail doors that had been
closed before for licensed food products.
And Campbell's made Blue and the
Rugrats the centerpieces of its key back -to -
school effort, putting the characters on its
packaging, with under -the -label games, and
creating special SKUs that have become
mainstays. Blue's Clues is the most -watched
preschool show on TV, pulling in 7.1 mil-
lion viewers a week and spawning several
highly rated prime -time specials and hot -
selling merchandise.

'There were opportunities

with potential partners

that we turned down

because they wanted

to repeat things

done before.'

ders.
"There's always a give and take with how

to meld the two brands, but Pam consis-
tently comes up with big ideas and creative
solutions," Taylor said. "We've found that
we mix nicely together because we talk to
our targets in the same way."

Kaufman's mandate when arriving at
Nick was, first, to bring additional advertis-
ing dollars to the network through promo-
tions, and, second, build bridges with cate-
gory leaders that shared Nick's kid -directed
message. The Rugrats Movie provided a
platform for both, including an element
Nick would have had a tough time penetrat-
ing on its own: adult -targeted media.

"Nick doesn't talk to parents, ever,"
Kaufman said. "We needed our partners for
that."

Ford's Lincoln-Mercury division revved
its marketing machine around the '99 mod-
el -year Mercury Villager minivan, weaving
in Tommy, Chuckie, Angelica and the oth-
er kiddie heroes through its TV and print
ad campaigns, its first meld of animation
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BOB BIBB & LEW GOLDSTEIN

E

GAI
WITH SPLASHY, THEATRICAL -

QUALITY PROMO CAMPAIGNS-
AND A FOCUS ON ITS SHOWS'
EMOTIONAL CORE-THE WB
IS SETTING A SIZZLING PACE.
BY T.L. STANLEY

Titans of teendom:
WB packagers Goldstein
and Bibb

f ever there were a target for the "shout louder" approach to mar-

keting, it would be today's teenagers-cynical MTV babies who

are accustomed to bigger, better, faster, and are dismissive of any-

thing else. Their mantra, wrapped in ennui: "Impress me." If you

want to reach them, better grab a bullhorn to be heard over the full -volume

Limp Bizkit.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVID FUKUMOTO
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SARAH MICHELLE CELLAR DAVID BOREANAL

The WB Presents

N CT -
heFro he creator of Buffy the Vampire Slayer
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PREMIERES OCTOBER 5, 1999 V)
Cult fave Buffy gives life to spinoff
Angel (top); Fridays get animated
with Mission Hill (right).

But Bob Bibb and Lew Goldstein,
co -presidents of marketing at the WB
network, never bought the stereotypes
or the prevailing, yet misguided, one -
size -fits -all logic. The marketing part-
ners, who have been able to zero in on
the Gen Y zeitgeist with pinpoint accu-
racy, have done so by returning to a
tried-and-true tactic that many people
believed couldn't work on a tech -fluent
and media -savvy consumer: They go
for the gut.

"People think teens are into all that
radical, extreme, aggressive, in -your
face stuff," Bibb said. "But if you hit
them on an emotional level, they will
respond."

Under Bibb and Goldstein's watch,
Buffy and Felicity have become house-
hold names, and their series inspire fashion
trends, slang phrases and CD sales. Musi-
cal artists, both emerging and established,
want their songs used on WB shows, a com-
plete shift from the days, not long ago,

when TV airplay was considered far too
uncool to be coveted by a current pop
band. The music -rich promotional spots
that have become the network's hallmark
are now widely, if often poorly, imitated. In

fact, the teen genre itself has become so
popular that nearly every network, clamor-
ing for its own Dawson's Creek, developed
series aimed at that group; a number of
them made it onto fall schedules. And the
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network's talent, most virtually unknown
before their series premiered, have become
sought-after movie stars whose modestly
budgeted, teen -skewing projects are major
money-makers for their studios.

A WB show has a certain, readily iden-
tifiable look and feel. It's all part of the
trendsetting mandate that executives there
have come to embrace.

"Networks have always thought it's
enough to reflect popular culture; there's
no risk involved with that," Bibb said. "But
the philosophy here is that we can actually
create it."

At a time when viewers are fleeing the
traditional networks, Bibb and Goldstein
helped launch one. They did the same at
Fox back in the '80s, when the TV land-
scape was only slightly less complicated.
The WB has grown like a gangly teenager
since its debut in 1994, ramping up its pro-
gramming and attracting more viewers,
ending the '98-99 season as the only broad-
cast network to show year-to-year gains in
young adult demographics and households.
In the process, the network has rewritten
the rules on ratings; what might be a cellar -
dweller according to Nielsen can be uptown
digs for advertisers, particularly those with
a message intended for difficult -to -reach
young women.

Last spring, advertisers
stepped up, committing $450
million during the upfront, a
50 percent jump from the previ-
ous season, further distancing
the WB from Viacom/Criss-
Craft's UPN and allowing it to
shed for good the diminutive
"netlet" label. The network now
programs six nights a week, for
a total of 13 hours.

It was a record $7.2 billion
upfront, even though broadcast
television continues to lose
viewers to cable, the Internet,
sports and other entertainment
options, with the big four net-
works showing double-digit
increases in ad sales. It's the
WB, though, that has become
one of the most sought-after
platforms for selling everything
from soda and fast food to Hol-
lywood films.

"Their dramas click one
right after the other with that
12-24, 18-34 audience," said
Paul Schulman, president of media buying
firm Paul Schulman Co., New York, whose
clients include the Gap and Pier One. "It's
a fickle, tough audience to get, and they

Numbers for the family -friendly 7th Heaven soared skyward after a star -centric promo effort.

The teen shared -experience theme takes an
otherworldly turn in new alien drama Roswell.

.

deliver it regularly. Advertisers were fight-
ing to get on [during the upfront]."

Bibb and Goldstein, an inseparable duo
who have worked side by side for more than
15 years, have taken their advertisers a step
further, marrying the network to MCI,
Coca-Cola, Ticketmaster and Ford, among
others, for cross -promotional deals around
the prime -time and kids lineups. They also
helped shepherd the agreement that put
cast members of Dawson's Creek into J.
Crew clothing and catalogs, and into a
deeper alliance, recently forged, with
American Eagle Outfitters, further
cementing its finger -on -the -pulse position
with its young viewers.

Jamie Kellner, the WB's CEO, said cre-
ating a sense of place and personality for
the network has been indispensable in its
growth. And Bibb and Goldstein are at the
forefront of that effort.

"Bob and Lew are more like consumer
packaged -goods marketers," Kellner said.
"They understand what's required to build
a brand."

The three executives worked together on
the birth of Fox, when conventional wisdom
held that there was no room for four broad-
cast networks. But by latching onto edgy,
fresh programs like Married... With Chil-
dren, The Simpsons and In Living Color,
and crafting in -your -face promotional cam-
paigns to accompany them, the executives
went after, and won, an underserved audi-
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ence. Thus, the bad -boy network was born.
"No one was getting risque, especially in

the 8 o'clock hour," Goldstein said. "We
knew we had to aggressively go that route."

At the WB, which in its early days
offered a mishmash of family and urban
sitcoms, finding the niche took time. So did
convincing its group of previ-
ously independent stations to
spend their valuable on -air time
to promote what then was a few
hours of programming on a
couple of nights.

Because Fox began to age up
in its target demographic,
adding sports coverage and oth-
er older -skewing programs,
Kellner and his team again
decided to go for the under-
served-teens-who would be
more accepting of a new TV
brand and, once hooked, likely
to remain loyal. The executives
knew that 12- to 34 -year -olds,
who number 100 million in the
U.S., would be gold to advertis-
ers. Not that every show had to
be for teens, but they had to be
accessible to that crowd of early
adopters.

The network's direction
began to gel around Buffy the
Vampire Slayer, created by Joss Whedon, a
feature film writer. The series, well -
reviewed but underwatched, became a WB
signature, an instant cult favorite with a
taste -making group of teens and young
adults. The audience connection with the
young stars gave Bibb and Goldstein ideas
about how to sell another struggling drama
in the lineup, 7th Heaven, executive pro-
duced by Aaron Spelling.

They created a campaign that highlight-
ed the two oldest teen siblings in the Cam-
den family, played by newcomers Barry
Watson and Jessica Biel. The two actors
already had become stars with the show's
devotees, but turning the focus on them
brought in a whole crop of new viewers.
The show, which also stars veteran actor
Stephen Collins, immediately began to pick
up steam. It has since become the net-
work's highest -rated series, and has been
much -lauded by advocates for family -
friendly programming. "When you get the
teens, it gives a show that plasma it needs,"
Goldstein said. "It buys time for the adults
to find it, too."

Then, programmers ordered a half -sea-
son of Dawson's Creek, a kid -centric drama
from Scream's Kevin Williamson, written

to mirror and magnify the angst of teen-
dom. All 13 episodes were completed, giv-
ing the marketing team a rare opportunity
to see exactly where the story headed. It
also gave them access to all the footage for
promotional spots.

Bibb and Goldstein realized that with

Kellner said-the marketers rely on music -
driven on -air spots and character -driven
outdoor ads to sear their properties into the
popular consciousness. They tend toward
warm, expressive colors (they use a lot of
orange and gold).

Yet it's more complex than picking out
a pop song and putting pretty
faces on a billboard, the mar-
keters said. The essence of the
show, its emotional core, must
be distilled and brought front
and center.

"When people say, 'Sell it
like a movie,' they think it's all
about a big title and mass
exposure," Goldstein said.
"But you can't just throw it all
out there in a barrage; the
marketplace is too crowded for
that. It's about the quality of
the impression rather than the
'quantity."

Unlike movies, which are
sold as stand-alone, self-con-
tained products, TV shows are
part of an interlocking sched-
ule in which all the pieces must
fit together.

That frequently can be a
delicate matter between the
marketers and the creative

community, not just at the WB, but across
the TV business. Producers entrust their
work-their babies-to the marketing
machine, expecting hype galore. It's up to
Bibb and Goldstein to strike the balance,
and do the math. There's only so much
available on -air promo time, and the net-
work, in any given season, has its set of pri-
orities. There's also only so much money to
go around.

"Everybody wants the Dawson's Creek
treatment," Goldstein said. The show leapt
out of the gate in January 1998, propelled
by a full -force campaign that took advan-
tage of the controversy swirling around its
sexually candid content. That situation was
unique, the marketers argue, because early
buzz provided a hail of publicity (read: free
hype). And the network's lineup was more
sparse then, meaning on -air time and pro-
motional dollars were concentrated on few-
er projects.

For the new season, for instance, the I -
was -a -teen -age -alien drama Roswell needs
more of a boost than will Angel, because
the former is a new show featuring
unknown actors. Angel, on the other hand,
is a spinoff of the established Buffy, which
will be used as a promotional platform.

'Networks think it's enough

to reflect popular culture;

there's no risk in that. The

philosophy here is we can

actually create it.'

those three shows stacked together, they
now had a theme around which to build a
marketing message: turning points in life
and the universal shared experiences of
growing up, making mistakes, being con-
fused, falling in love, getting in trouble.

"The network was building a library of
product," Bibb said. "Our job was to make
it all look like a matched set."

Dawson's was followed by Felicity,
which, again, benefitted from advance
buzz, generated primarily by media buyers
who had an early look at the coming -of -age
drama about a girl's tentative first steps
away from home.

Each show must have a teen "entry
point" that gives Bibb and Goldstein a
jumping-off platform. And though they
don't pick the programming, they insist that
it have the teen hook. When those viewers
become fans, as in 7th Heaven's case,
they'll bring their families.

Bibb and Goldstein, the only marketing
team in Hollywood with equal billing, have
become known for splashy, theatrical -qual-
ity promotional campaigns. Though their
advertising and promotional budget pales
next to even a small feature film's-
"They've always had to do more with less,"
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Audiences already know David Boreanaz,
Angel's star, whose chiseled face has been
plastered on dozens of magazines over the
past few years. The new drama also bene-
fits from airing immediately after Buffy.

While the network has taken its lumps

for the subject matter of such shows as
Dawson's Creek, in which high-school stu-
dents spout like philosophers yet can't get
their minds out of the gutter, it's something
more subtle that must be communicated in
both the programming and the marketing,

Bibb and Goldstein said.
"At Fox, we thought youth responded to

sex," Bibb said. "Now we realize that's not
true, especially for young females. They
respond to sex appeal, and so, that infuses
everything we do."

Dawson's Creek, The Record
It had always annoyed Bob Bibb and Lew Goldstein that net-
work television used soundalikes instead of the real versions
of popular music to punctuate and promote its series. "TV
shouldn't have to be a cheap imitation of a feature film,"
Bibb said. "It elevates

everyone's opinion, and it builds
credibility with the audience if
you use the real thing."

Plus, the musically inclined
Goldstein, who plays the drums,
believes music provides that all-
important tug on the heart-
strings.

"We utilize it as score,"
Goldstein said. "We always ask,
`Does it reflect the moment?'
`Does it set the mood?'"

For teen -targeted dramas
like Buffy the Vampire Slayer,
Dawson's Creek, Felicity and
Charmed, it made sense to use
music that mirrored current
tastes and, in some cases, intro-
duced new artists to an influen-
tial, record -buying crowd.

To that end, the marketers
started exploring ways to use
music by the original artists,
without breaking the bank on
licensing fees. They came up
with a formula that eventually
would give them superstars such
as Madonna and emerging tal-
ent like Heather Nova. The WB
team negotiated with the various
record labels, and sometimes with the artists themselves, to use
songs at greatly reduced fees. In exchange, the network agreed
to run 15 -second tags, called end cards, calling attention to the
band and specific track, at the end of the episode.

As a nod to corporate synergy, more than half the songs used
on the shows, and in their promotional spots, come from parent
company Time Warner's Warner Music. Others are culled from
the catalogs and new releases of both large and small labels,
including BMG, Universal and Sony. Everyone from rock leg-
ends the Pretenders and R.E.M. to up-and-comers Sprung Mon-
key and Say -So have been featured on the series.

Separately, and following a now -ubiquitous trend, several
shows have their own compilation soundtracks: the Felicity
soundtrack was released by Hollywood Records, a sister Disney

Songs from Dawson's Creek were released by Sony and
sold more than 550,000 units.

division of the show's producer, Touchstone Television; it has
sold 96,000 copies. Songs from Dawson's Creek, a Sony release,
went gold, with upwarcs of 555,000 units sold.

For image spots to launch the new fall season, the WB's mar-
keting and on -air promotional
teams sifted through hundreds
of songs, going back to the
1940s, looking for material. No
genre was left unexplored before
the group settled on an Oasis -
tinged ballad, "Crawl," by cute -
boy band Thisway. The execu-
tives often favor new songs
because the audience has no pre-
vious emotional attachment to
them.

Taking it a step further, the
network is beginning to commis-
sion music from popular bands.
Alternative band Cake has cre-
ated the opening title sequence
for the new animated comedy
Mission Hill, recording an
instrumental version of its song
"Italian Leather Sofa," from the
album Fashion Nugget.

Popular shows have spawned
popular songs and caused a
bump in sales, even for well-
known artists. Singer/songwriter
Edwin McCain went from rela-
tive obscurity to Billboard's Top
10 after his song "I'll Be" was
included on Dawson's Creek last
season. The individual shows'

Web sites carry links to artist sites, allowing fans easy access to
listen to selections, download an MP.3 file and order a CD
through CDNow.

As has happened with the WB promotional style, other net-
works are now copying the musical end -card formula. Fox is
offering an end card for music used in its new drama, Ryan
Caulfield: Year One, and ABC also is trying the tactic.

It's not that the WB has a secret for choosing the right music
for the right moment, but, its executives said, the net devotes an
inordinate amount of time to the process.

"It's unlike graphics or fighting or any other element in a pro-
motion," said John Long, tie WB's music supervisor. "A song is
what it is, and it can't be tweaked. It's either right or it's not."

-TL.S.
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41.
Maybe it's just me, but the thought of technology that enables advertisers to profile
my Web usage (albeit anonymously) in order to send me online ads-as Engage Technologies'
AudienceNet service will do beginning this week-gives me the creeps. Sure, the service is a boon to

marketers looking to better target offers to consumers as well as to Web sites wanting to maximize

ROI. However, the specter of a virtual Big Brother that's keeping track of my online habits, prefer-

ences and even my dislikes, makes me nostalgic for uninteractive diversions like TV.-Kipp Cheng

Pdeadline
Strange Bedfellows?
The interactive ad world was abuzz last
week with industry reports that compet-
ing New York -based Internet ad networks
DoubleClick and 24/7 Media might
merge. The news comes as Andover,
Mass. -based Internet holding company
CMGI has been aggressively gobbling up
interactive advertising firms such as rival
advertising solutions companies Flycast,
AdForce and Adsmart. Both DoubleClick
and 24/7 declined comment.

Uproar Launches Effort
Online games and entertainment desti-
nation Uproar.com, New York, today
kicks off its $10 million marketing cam-
paign. The tagline "Let There Be Fun"
will appear in print, online and outdoor
ads. Two TV spots also break today, with
commercials produced by Uproar.com's
lead creative agency, New York -based
Grey Entertainment.

TRUSTe Trusts RD/FOX
San Francisco -based online privacy seal
program TRUSTe tapped RD/FOX, San
Francisco, to handle creative and media
for its interactive account. RD/FOX will
create a campaign to raise TRUSTe's
brand recognition among consumers
online, with initial work scheduled to
break later this year. The budget has not
been finalized.

Online Rain or Shine
Billerica, Mass. -based Weather
Services International tomorrow will
unveil SKicast, a ski condition and trav-
el section. SKIcast is an expansion of
Intellicast.com, an online weather and
lifestyle information resource. The new
area will feature weather and health, an
extensive library of articles and local
index maps illustrating weather's effect
on aspects of health, including mood,
reflexes, aches and pains.

interactivenews
E! Online Repaints
Site With Bold Strokes
By Susan Kuchinskas

Entertainment site E! Online goes live with
a new look and new content on
Wednesday. The Los Angeles -based hub

will abandon its cluttered tabloid appearance in
favor of strong graphics and plenty of black
space. The bolder, more contemporary site was
designed in-house.

"Everyone in Hollywood gets a nip -and -tuck,
why shouldn't we?" asked
editor -in -chief Lew Har-
ris. "The whole idea for
the relaunch is, 'Bigger,
better, more."

The site's content has
been reorganized and
includes several new fea-
tures. Foremost are the E!
Online Plus sections for
music, television and
movies containing reviews,
news, trailers and clips,
and special content such as
a weekly play list from
radio stations nationwide,
audio clips of new tunes,
and a primetime grid in the
television section.

Another addition in the Plus departments are
links chosen by staff editors for interest and rel-
evance; they will not be partnerships or paid
placements. "It's a bit like portaling, except we
are hand picking the things ourselves," Harris
explained. He said his publication did not fear
sending users away, noting that "E! Online's place
in the community of Web sites is very strong."

Creative director Janine Gevas said she want-
ed to make it easier for users to see the broad

range of content. "We tried to accomplish that by
making the front door shorter in length and more
exciting," she said, "with animated elements and
Flash, and by laying out the index pages to show
related things at a glance."

With new content and design come new on -
site advertising opportunities, said Laurel Wyner
Dunlea, vice president of marketing. These

include several sponsored
buttons found on the front
page and throughout the
site. "Our goal is that
they'll be contextual,"
Dunlea said. "We hope
that, for example, Ama-
zon.com would want to
advertise the movies they
sell in the Movies Plus
pages." Dunlea said ad
opportunities such as these
are part of an ongoing
beyond -the -banner strate-
gy, which also includes the
creation of customized
mini -sites within E! Online.

An aggressive advertis-
ing campaign, leveraging

the site's 200,000 subscribers and affiliation with
the E! cable TV channel, will brief consumers on
the changes to come. TV spots and banner spots
on -site and off will herald the relaunch, while a
countdown on the Web page, begun last Friday,
links to a splash page listing the new features. A
weekly e-mail newsletter will cover the relaunch
and on Oct. 12, a dedicated newsletter will be sent
to subscribers and registered members. Said
Dunlea, "We want to warm people up." 
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E! Online sheds its tabloid look for a
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MTV Rallies Together
Online Sales Forces
BY KIPP CHENG-MTV Networks Online
today is expected to announce the formation
of a consolidated advertising sales group, a
move the online arm of New York -based MTV
Networks hopes will allow it to better address
the specific needs of advertisers looking to
enter the online space. The new ad sales divi-
sion will service online subsidiaries MTVi and
Nickelodeon Online.

Peggy Mansfield, formerly
vice president and publisher of
Nickelodeon MediaWorks, is
being named senior vice presi-
dent of advertising sales for MTV
Networks Online. Mansfield will
oversee the strategic direction
for the ad sales groups of the
division's growing portfolio of
Web properties, including online
music destinations vhl.com,
mtv.com and sonicnet.com, as well
as kids sites nick.com. nickjr.com
and kid e -commerce site redrocket.com.

Mansfield said that MTV Networks
Online's breadth of offerings would be com-
pelling to advertisers looking to reach mar-
kets that ranged from "cradle to older adults."
Mansfield will lead the centralized ad sales
force to help advertisers make buys across all
online properties. She noted that the group
would continue to work with the cable TV ad
sales groups to create innovative packages for

MTV's Mansfield

advertisers who want to advertise on different
platforms, a process that can be confusing to
some advertisers.

"I think some advertisers are getting it
now, but it's an education process," said Mans-
field. "As sales people, we need to be prepared
not only to educate our advertisers to all the
opportunities that are available on our sites,

but also really listen to what their
needs are, whether it's creating
high -profile events on the Web or
doing advanced targeting."

"The opportunity to work with
advertisers across all of our busi-
nesses and to really understand the
unique needs of advertisers in the
online space is the reason why we
wanted to get these guys together,"
said Fred Seibert, president of
MTV Networks Online. "Peggy
comes from a very eclectic back-
ground, having worked in print, TV

and online. She has not only the online expe-
rience, but the traditional media experience
that allows her to understand the unique
needs of clients in a new space."

Prior to joining Nickelodeon in 1994,
Mansfield was advertising director of The
Walt Disney Company's Disney Adventures
magazine. She has also held senior advertis-
ing positions at The New York Times Maga-
zine Group and Earnshaw Publications. 

CityXpress Ups Value Of
Coupons with New Offer
BY SUSAN KUCHINSKAS-CityXpress.com
launched a new advertising vehicle it says will
help e-tailers acquire customers while
increasing brand awareness. Xpress Flyers,
available on its xpresscoupons.com site, give
merchants premium placement among the
other electronic coupon offers available there.

"We create them with the colors, look and
feel of the advertiser's site," explained prod-
uct manager Marni Hardin.

Each Xpress Flyer contains multiple
offers from a single Web merchant, such as a
percentage off a featured item, or gift -with -
purchase. Clicking on the offer takes the cus-
tomer to a special URL that incorporates the
merchant's content and design, plus CityX-
press.com's technology, which is needed to val-
idate the offer. At the URL, "the customer can
redeem the coupon on the spot, save it, or

print it with a bar code that lets it be used
once or many times-whatever the merchant
decides," said Phil Dubois, president and CEO
of CityXpress.com.

In addition to placement on the Xpress-
coupons.com site, the Flyers can be placed
on the merchant's own site, to highlight pro-
motional items, or used as banner ads. Pric-
ing is on a flat, fee -for -performance model.
Regular Xpress Coupons are charged thir-
ty cents per click -through; the Xpress Fly-
er cost is thirty cents per click and an addi-
tional fifteen cents per click for each coupon
clipped from the Flyer.

"It delivers the customer right to the
point of purchase, with the product and the
offer already filled in," Dubois pointed out.
"It moves them that much closer to the actu-
al [transaction]." 

bits
Shockwave.com, the San Francisco -

based interactive entertainment
center promoting the Macromedia
format, is offering a 10 percent

discount on rich media banner advertising
on its site.

'NI III

Adsmart is now selling and negotiating
advertising space for ISP Surfree.com's
SurfBar, a new interactive tool which
shows users ads in exchange for con-
nectivity time. Both firms are based in
San Francisco.

The Sony Game Show Network, Culver
City, Calif., will develop interactive games for
digital cable set -top boxes on the Los Gatos,
Calif. -based ICTV's platform, which delivers
broadband Internet access to cable -con-
nected television sets. ICIV in turn will pro-
vide caching services for the site.

CBS, New York, bought a majority share in
Internet portal iWon.com. The portal com-
bines search, content and functionality with
a cash sweepstakes contest. Iwon.com
includes links to several CBS -owned sites,
including CBS SportsLine.com and CBS
Marketwatch.

 New York -based culture and techonology
e-'zine FEED inked a content partnership
with news Web site MSNBC.com.

Online magazine Salon.com inked an
exclusive year -long sponsorship deal with

global information technology ser-
vices firm EDS for Salon.com's
"View From the Top," a new weekly

series featuring interviews with top CEOs,
chief information officers and chief technolo-
gy officers. EDS will also receive branding on
the "e-mail a friend about this article"
option, banner impressions throughout the
site, and text ads within the Salon Technolo-
gy newsletter.

Ann Arbor, Mich. -based discount jewelry
e-tailer Buyjewel.com launched its Web
site, backed by a $14 million jewelry give-
away. Women's site iVillage is promoting

the Buyjewel.com
giveaway to its mem-
bers, with links to the

site. Banners for the free jewelry will also
run on FashionMall.com, Sony.com,
Uproar.com, Warner Bros. Online, Wom-
ensForum.com, and other sites targeting
women. The site was developed by Cre-
ative Technologies, New York, and the
interactive and permission -marketing pro-
gram is being spearheaded by Beyond
Interactive, a unit of Grey Advertising.
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Slate Helps Save The
World Via GreaterGood
BY KIPP CHENG -Microsoft -owned
Slate.com, the online 'zine covering news,
politics and culture, today announces a
strategic partnership with Seattle -based
e -commerce network GreaterGood.com,
giving GreaterGood.com's charity -related
commerce offerings prominent placement
in Slate's recently
launched Slate Store.

Launched in Febru-
ary, GreaterGood.com
has some 60 retailers
under its aegis,
including eToys.com,
OfficeMax.com and
Amazon.com. When
shoppers go through
GreaterGood.com to
purchase products, the
e-tailers kick back a per-
centage to the site,
which in turn kicks back
at least 5 percent of the
transaction costs to any
of 100 charities such as Special Olympics, the
Nature Conservatory, and the Elizabeth
Glaser Pediatric AIDS Foundation.

GreaterGood.com has secured anchor
tenancy on the Slate site, so shoppers perus-
ing the Slate Store can click through to
GreaterGood.com, which offers a portion of
its percentage to Slate. The charities get the

Slate's partnership with GreaterGood.com
will benefit some 100 charities.

same amount they would have had the user
gone directly to GreaterGood.com.

"I think GreaterGood.com is a great fit
for Slate," said Scott Moore, publisher of the
Redmond, Wash. -based Slate. "The kind of
people GreaterGood.com is trying to
reach-well-educated, relatively high

income people who are
engaged in socially -con-
scious investing and
charitable giving-
those are the types of
people that Slate
attracts and that's the
reason they were inter-
ested in us."

GreaterGood.com's
executive vice president
of marketing and sales,
Katherine James
Schuitemaker, said tar-
get users "are oriented
around giving back
their time and energy;

they care about making a difference."
Slate was initially looking to add 10 to

12 e -commerce partners. "With this one
deal with GreaterGood.com [however], we
essentially sold out the entire store," said
Moore, adding that Slate would make
room for more e -commerce partners in
the near future. 

Preview Travel Offers
First Co -Branded Cards
BY SUSAN KUCHINSKAS-Preview Travel
launched its first branded credit card in part-
nership with mammoth credit card issuer
First USA. The card offers Preview members
reward points for purchases as well as the
ability to track their accounts online. Mem-
bers can get approved online as of today.

"It's definitely a card for the online age,"
said Christine Petersen, vice president, direct
and database marketing for the San Francis-
co -based travel hub. She characterized the
agreement with Wilmington, Del. -based First
USA as a multi -year, multimillion dollar deal.

The card will be promoted throughout the
site, such as when users make reservations or
establish new accounts. Offline, the card will
be promoted on ticket jackets. First USA,
meanwhile, will promote Preview via credit
card statement inserts.

"The nice thing about the terms of this
deal," Petersen said, "is, in return for pro-
moting the card, we are also promoting Pre-
view to all First USA card holders. It's a great
opportunity for us to cross -sell."

Preview said early last week it would
merge with Fort Worth, Texas -based Sabre
Holdings' Travelocity, with the new company
being known as Travelocity.com. Sabre will
retain 70 percent ownership of the new com-
pany with the remaining 30 percent owned by
Preview stockholders. Preview cards will be
issued until the merger is completed , circa
first quarter 2000. Preview says it expects
First USA cards to be offered under the
Travelocity.com name, although final integra-
tion issues are pending regulatory and share-
holder approval. Preview Travel -branded
cards would still be valid. 

Engage Technology
Plays Follow The User

Internet marketing solutions company
Engage Technologies this week launches
AudienceNet, a new service that the company
claims is the first Web -wide profile driven
advertising network.

Unlike some online ad placements,
which serve advertising to users based
upon surrounding content, Engage Audi-
enceNet will help advertisers target poten-
tial customers relative to anonymous pro-
files culled from user behavior online.
Marketers can follow users as they click
from site to site and deliver relevant ads, as
long as users have visited at least one site
that subscribes to Engage.

Betsey Maids, vice president of market-
ing at Andover, Mass. -based Engage, said
AudienceNet will benefit media buyers, Web
sites and networks alike.

AudienceNet could eliminate the guess-
work in marketing by allowing both adver-
tisers and media buyers to more closely
identify and target their audiences, simpli-

fying the
Engage AudienceNel buying

process
and increasing overall ROI. Additionally,
advertisers will be able to better move
excess ad inventory, instead of randomly
placing ads in front of uninterested users to
fulfill buys. With appropriately targeted
ads, Web sites can then, theoretically, charge
higher CPMs.

AudienceNet will leverage user informa-
tion from the Engage Knowledge database,
which currently holds over 35 million anony-
mous profiles. Engage Knowledge categorizes
user affinities in either "clusters" or in 800
sub -characteristics. Zikakis said that infor-
mation can also be derived through users' IP
addresses or inferred through behavior.

AudienceNet will utilize the ad -serving
technology of sister CMGI ad technology
firms AdForce and Adsmart.

Zikakis said that Engage is recruiting
sites and site networks to participate in the
AudienceNet service. She added that par-
ticipating sites could be in or out of the
Engage network.

The company is finalizing a study that
indicates advertising targeted through user
profiling received, on average, a 28 percent
higher click -through rate than ads served
only around content. Zikakis emphasized
that the AudienceNet service is meant to
supplement, not replace, existing online
advertising schemes.

"We're not coming in telling people to
change the way that they do business," she
said. "What we're saying is that this will
augment the way that you're doing business
now."-Kipp Cheng
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bCandid Launches
Vertical Communities
BY KIPP CHENG-Internet solutions provider
bCandid today launches Productbuzz, the
Web publishing arm of the Boulder, Colo. -
based company. Productbuzz will focus
exclusively on developing online communi-
ties aimed at various business -to -business
niche markets.

The division's first
product targets those
working in, or interested
in, the home medical
equipment market.

According to Alan
Stevens, general man-
ager of bCandid's Pro-
ductbuzz group, the
vertical communities
being developed are
designed to deliver
product information and
generate sales leads faster and more effi-
ciently than through offline mediums.

"The offline methods of getting product
information to people [in niche markets] is
really difficult," said Stevens. "Catalogs,
trade shows, and talking to colleagues or
being in users groups [are] the main point of
contact between customers and vendors."

Productbuzz is expected to launch more
than a dozen vertical -market, product -cen-
tric sites in the next year, Stevens added,
with upcoming target groups including the

More than 60 medical manufacturers
have jumped on Productbuzz.

dental, veterinary and medical -surgical
communities. A pharmacy industry site is
slated to launch in November with the oth-
ers to follow at a roll -out rate of one new
community per month.

For the current Productbuzz community,
located at homehealth.productbuzz.com,

more than 50 medical
manufacturers have
signed on as charter
advertisers, including
McKesson HBOC, Sun-
rise Medical, Camp
Healthcare and catalog
marketer Ahmed.

Community partici-
pants will get one -click
access to product infor-
mation, dramatically
shortening the time it

takes to generate qualified sales leads,
claimed Stevens. Vendors subscribing to
Productbuzz can list product and service
information at no charge and pay only on
delivery of qualified sales leads. During the
community site's recent beta test, 6,000
users signed up. Print ads break in trade
publications this week.

The company has at -launch partnerships
with Google, which will provide integrated
search technology, and Headhunter.net, which
provides vertically segmented job listings. 

SRDS.com Adds Content
with ABC Pact, Features
BY SLOANE LUCAS-Starting in November, the
Audit Bureau of Circulations (ABC) will make
its publishers' statements and audit reports
available to ABC members via SRDS.com, the
digital version of SRDS. It will provide infor-
mation such as schedules, rates, media kits,
publisher Web sites and contacts' e-mail on
more than 60,000 media properties, ranging
from newspapers to TV and radio stations.

Separately, also in November, Chicago -
based SRDS will allow media staffers to
download information from its business and
consumer publication databases directly into
a spreadsheet. Eventually, SRDS will allow
media planners and buyers to not only plan a
schedule but generate insertion orders online.
Payment would still be handled off-line.

"We're trying to put at the desktop-in
one place-all the information that media

buyers would need," said George Carens, vice
president of marketing for SRDS.

The ABC deal marks the first time it has
made its online content available via a site
other than its own, accessabc.com. It is also
an attempt to boost ABC's 4,500 member
base, since SRDS users have to join ABC
before they are given access to the ABC
data, according to Bob Parzy, vice president
of publisher marketing and sales for ABC.

SRDS will host its subscribers' ABC
membership numbers so users won't have to
input their ABC password. Other perks: The
SRDS listings will offer hot -links to specific
reports on the ABC site, allowing media
planners and buyers to zip directly to spe-
cific information.

SRDS and Adweek Magazines are both
units of VNU USA. 

USAData.com Inks
Pact With Arbitron

USAData.com, a marketing information
portal, is currently beta testing a new feature
granting subscribers access to Arbitron New -
Media's Pathfinder survey of consumers' atti-
tudes toward technology and new media. The
full rollout is expected by year-end. Arbitron
eventually will use USAData.com's back -end
system to deliver the Pathfinder data online to
Arbitron Web site users.

The Pathfinder data, no relation to the
same -named network of sites run by Time Inc.
New Media, forms one of several databases
on the USAData.com site. The site's mission
is to put marketing data at the fingertips of

everyone
from brand
managers

to ad directors. It's hoped that the data, sup-
plied by companies that gather marketing
information, will help level the playing field
between data -haves and data -have-nots.

The easy access to information is part of a
trend, said Scott Gray, vice president of Web
information solutions at New York -based USA-
Data.com. "Information is becoming accessi-
ble to everyone in an organization," explained
Gray. "It's information empowerment."

Users can now utilize Pathfinder data to
run customized reports. Various research stud-
ies and cross -tabulated data reports are also
available as Arbitron "data -to -go" products
(available now), which can be bought via the
USAData.com site.

USAData.com boasts a client base of over
1,000 companies, including Microsoft, the
National Football League, ABC Television,
Sprint, PriceWaterhouseCoopers, Cox Interac-
tive, DoubleClick and Disney.-Sloane Lucas

USA DATA com

movers
E-mail marketeing company Digital Impact,
San Mateo, Calif., appointed David Oppen-
heimer vice president and chief financial offi-
cer. He was vp of finance at Autodesk, Nova-
to, Calif. ... Suzanne Brisendine, former
director of rich interactive marketing programs
for Intel, Santa Clara, Calif., joined audio
delivery company AudioBase, Sausalito,
Calif., as vp of marketing ... David Gitow,
founder and president of Time Home Enter-
tainment, New York, has been named chief
marketing officer of magazine retailer
Enews.com, Washington, D.C. ... Deiphine
Hibon was promoted to vice president of Rye,
N.Y.-based Lillian Vemon Online. She had
been manager of new business development
... Media company Latitude90, Los Angeles,
named Tom Sebastian chief financial officer;
he had been vice president of finance for Fair,
Isaac & Company, San Rafael, Calif.
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Tool Time
You have your prototypes, models
and simulations and now, advises
IQ's Michael Schrage, in an
excerpt from his new book, it's
time you learned to use them.

milay Chiat strongly believed in drawing clients into

collaborations by inviting them into "tissue -filled"

rooms outlining themes and concepts for advertis-

ing campaigns. It's not that Chiat didn't trust the
creativity of his world -class people; he also understood

the sociology of world -class clients. They

don't want their brand advertising to
become a fait accompli; they want to be-

they need to be-involved in the process

of creation. Great advertising is less the

product of truly creative individuals than

truly creative relationships.

But what are the media to manage

those relationships? In the first and final

analysis, brilliant ideas in advertising, / 11

Gateway

11_11_1

\11
by themselves, are meaningless. The

...MI
Wm.

.1fts ..

the Internet has transformed how clients and agencies

alike prototype tomorrow's ad campaigns. These new

media may no longer require that agencies pull clients

into tissued conference rooms, but new technology is

evoking-and provoking-new creative relationships
between clients and customers.

Managing the media that manage those relationships

is becoming a mission -critical core com-

petence for any agency that hopes to
compete on the basis of creativity.

There's a reason why interactive ser-

vices firms such as Agency.com, Scient

and Razorfish have made bold inroads

representations of brilliant ideas, however, are priceless.

The tissues, the comps, the roughs that capture the

ongoing process of creative iteration are, in the broadest

sense of the term, the media that
give truly innovative agencies the

chance to create with and for their

clients. And now, just as videotape

and non-linear editing trans-

formed how television ads

are mocked up and modeled,

into traditional marketing bud-
gets. Much of their success

can be attributed to their
willingness and ability to

rapid -prototype both the
advertising products and processes their clients
declare important. In this excerpt of Michael
Schrage's forthcoming book, Serious Play: How the

World's Best Companies Simulate to Innovate
(Harvard Business School Press), he explores several

design challenges that confront tomorrow's cultures

of prototyping. He argues that companies that want to

compete on the basis of creativity and innovation need

to fundamentally upgrade and enhance their model-

ing, prototyping and simulation cultures.
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"If we don't want our personal
computers to become a commodity
then we can't prototype it like a com-
modity," says one former IBM PC
designer. "Unique products come
from unique processes; commodity
products come from commodity
processes." You are welcome to agree
or disagree; but there should be no
doubt that this design philosophy bet-
ter reflects internal values than mar-
ket imperatives.

Much as an investment portfolio
betrays personal perceptions of risk and
reward, prototype portfolios reveal the
values and priorities the internal corpo-
rate marketplace holds dear.
Prototypes, models and simulations thus
become essential tools for managing
organizational introspection. This is
where their value can have the biggest
impact of the enterprise.

This perspective also explains why
so many organizations are so dissatis-
fied with the returns on their proto-
typing portfolios. They're looking for
value through the wrong end of the
telescope. They honestly believe that
understanding The Problem is more
important than understanding them-
selves. This is a perfectly understandable
misunderstanding. Alas, history teaches
that there is no clear link between external
understanding and self-awareness.
Organizations typically find their models
reveal the gaps between what firms claim
they want to accomplish and what they are
actually prepared to do.

In the real world, these models, proto-
types and simulations quickly become the
tools and technologies of trade-offs. Should
the process be optimized around minimiz-
ing costs or maximizing output? ... Which
features must be sacrificed to bring costs
down 20%? What is the warranty exposure
for adding this capability? Does this func-
tional upgrade justify an average 7%
degradation in overall performance?...
Form or function? ... Design for
Manufacture or Design for Maintenance?
Should we ship 85% finished to hit the
market 90 days early? Or wait ten weeks to
get quality up to 98%?

Essentially, the purpose of a prototype
is to either create a choice or to discover
ones that didn't exist before. Models, simu-
lations and prototypes are machine tools
for producing choice. The best prototypes,
models and simulations produce the most
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useful and important choices. They define
the contexts for trade-offs.

Modeling media are typically more cost-
effective than marketplaces for discovering
what trade-offs need to be explored.
Sometimes, the answers are self-evident.
Not infrequently, those self-evident
answers are blithely ignored. But make no
mistake: these trade-offs-and the negotia-

interactions-the conversations, the
arguments, the consultations, the col-
laborations-they invite. Prototypes
and simulations force both individuals
and institutions to confront the tyran-
ny of trade-offs. That confrontation
forces people to seriously play with
the difficult choices they must ulti-
mately make.

Confrontations over trade-offs are
always stories about how people inter-
act. Models, prototypes and simula-
tions become characters in these nar-
ratives of organizational change. We
need to pay close attention to how
those characters behave and how peo-
ple play with those characters.

The design challenge becomes
"What kind of interactions do we want
to create?" rather than "What kinds
of models, prototypes and simulations
should we be building?" That question
strikes at the heart of strategic intro-
spection. This is the challenge for
Disney's designers as much as it is for
the innovation communities at a
GE Capital, an America Online or a
DaimlerChrysler. These models, pro-
totypes and simulations aren't ends in
themselves; they are means to an end.

They define how firms play with possible
realities. They are how successful organiza-
tions get real.

Consequently, the design focus-the
value emphasis-must be on the quantity
and quality of human interactions that mod-
eling media can support. Who should be
working together? What should they be talk-
ing about? Who should see the model next?

[Organizations] are looking
for value through the wrong
end of the telecscope.
tions and budget battles that surround
them-determine how organizations man-
age themselves and their innovations.
Indeed, these models, prototypes and simu-
lations are a surrogate marketplace where
economic value gets created and traded.

More starkly, the value here isn't so
much in the models themselves, but in the

What is the internal market for value -cre-
ation? How is the value created in that mar-
ket mapped onto the external marketplace?

In these microeconomies of enterprise
innovation, changing the prototype changes
interactions; changing interactions leads to
changes in the prototype. Properly man-
aged, this becomes a virtuous value cycle.
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Mismanaged, the result is a vicious down-
ward spiral of pathological inefficiencies.

What emerges from this discussion is a
simple but powerful insight into innovation
management: The value of models, simula-
tions and prototypes emerges from how
productively people interact around itera-
tions of representations over time.

The design

challenge
becomes "What kind of

interactions
do we want to create?"

[not] "What kinds of

models, prototypes and

simulations
should we be building?"

Or, more simply, the value of prototyp-
ing and simulation comes from how people
behave around versions of models.

By changing any or all of these variables
 the people
 the interactions
 the versions/iterations
 the medium of the model/

representations
 the time

an organization can incrementally-or dra-
matically-transform how it creates value.
[In changing] the medium of representa-
tion from a 2D sketch to a 3D Solid Model
CAD an engineering/manufacturing collab-
oration is transformed. Insist that industri-
al designers create five versions of a proto-
type in six weeks instead of two iterations
in four weeks and the marketing dialogue
expands. Any organization committed to a
"speed -to -market" philosophy inherently
commits to practicing "rapid prototyping"

if it has any hopes for success.
Professionally facilitate an interaction

with external customers and suppliers rep-
resented at a product prototype review.
Contrast that behavior to a review where
only internal managers are present. Change
representations, iterations and time, we can
change the nature of interactions; change

the mix of people, we can
change the number of ver-
sions and models.
Changing the culture of
simulation and prototyp-
ing always changes the
culture of innovation.

You can't have a culture
of innovation without a cul-
ture of prototyping and
simulation. What quickly
becomes apparent is that
the standard notion of
"innovation processes" dri-
ving the prototype devel-
opment is often a mislead-
ing management fiction.
When organizations with
effective innovation cul-
tures are examined,
empirical observation con-
firms just the opposite:
changes in prototypes and
simulations drive the inno-
vation process.

Leaders from the
CEO on down must step
back and ask: Do we get
more value from better

managing our innovation process to get a
prototype? Or from better using the proto-
type to manage our innovation process?
Organizations that don't appreciate that
distinction understand neither their
processes nor their prototypes.

Managers can learn far more about
their company's innovation culture by
studying its simulation and prototyping
artifacts than by analyzing its espoused
innovation processes. Forget traditional
management theory. In practice, these
modeling media consistently turn the con-
ventional wisdom of innovation manage-
ment inside out.

Reprinted by permission of Harvard
Business School Press. Excerpt of Serious
Play: How the World's Best Companies
Simulate to Innovate by Michael Schrage.
©1999 by the President and Fellows of
Harvard College; All Rights Reserved.

RemarQ Looks to
mySimon For Value

Community and commerce site RemarQ
today announced a distribution deal with
Santa Clara, Calif. -based comparison
shopping service mySimon, in which
RemarQ will refer users to mySimon to find
the best deals.

"There's a natural blend there because
so many people go to discussion forums
to do the research they need to make
informed purchase decisions," said Phil
Carpenter, director of corporate marketing
for RemarQ. "Given mySimon's focus on
scouring the Web for great values, it was
a perfect fit."

RemarQ, based in San Jose, Calif., has
evolved from its roots as a Web interface for
Internet newsgroups to an e -commerce
enabler. This week it began offering advertis-
ers the opportunity to buy keywords within
discussions and to add links to their sites
below messages. The relationship with mySi-
mon will provide links to related categories
or search results pages on the site.

Neither company would disclose the
terms of the deal, except to note that they
would share revenue from sales.

"Discussion sites are looking for a way to
monetize traffic," said Josh Goldman, presi-
dent and CEO of mySimon, "and we've been

approached by many
companies. We're
impressed with
[RemarQ's] philosophy."

Evidently, he was
equally impressed with
that of RemarQ's chief
competitor, Deja.com of
New York, which has the
same business model

and a similar distribution arrangement with
mySimon. Carpenter said RemarQ wanted to
partner with "the strongest on the block,"
despite the Deja.com alliance.

RemarQ also announced beefed-up
search capability, which includes the ability
to limit a search within a particular news
group. Individual discussions are rated
with stars (one to four), and users can
choose to be notified when a particular
discussion has new messages by setting
up personal MyRemarQ pages.

The partnership with mySimon does not
include any cross -promotion, Carpenter
said, but the shopping service will be fea-
tured throughout the RemarQ site.

"From the commerce perspective," he
added, "we're making it even easier for
prospective buyers to get the unvarnished
truth. The better the results are, the happier
people will be with the service."

-Susan Kuchinskas
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Gen Y Pops and Shops Online
Teen Sites by Composition, Aug. 1999 vs. Oct. 1998

TOP TEEN SITES, AUG. 1999

SITE FEMALES MALES

TOP TEEN SITES, OCT. 1998

SITE FEMALES MALES

Alloy.com 31.3% 3.9% MTV.com 6.9% 11.0%

React.com 22.2% 14.8% Collegeboard.org 6.8% 10.2%

Delias.com 18.3% 3.8% Lyrics.ch 6.0% 11.7%

Backstreetboys.com 18.2% 0.8% Imusic.com 5.0% 7.9%

Nsync.com 18.1% 2.2% CDUniverse.com 4.9% 10.6%

Freevote.com 17.8% 10.7% Encyclopedia.com 4.8% 5.6%

Gurlpages.com 16.3% 8.0% Ihug.co.nz 4.3% 5.1%

Bolt.com 16.2% 8.7% Gap.com 3.9% 2.3%

Onlinesponsors.com 12.9% 7.1% Egreetings.com 3.8% 2.8%

Astrologynow.net 11.3% 2.5% Fastweb.com 3.8% 1.3%

Composition of Top Teen Sites, Aug. 1999 vs. Oct. 1998

ALLOY.com - August 1999

S Males, 12-17

 Females, 12-17

 An Others

MTV.com - October, 1998

 The Home/Work sample represents unduplicated users who visit the same Web site both at home and at work.
Media Matrix defines unique visitors as the actual number of users who visited each Web site, without duplication,
once in a given month. More than 50,000 individuals throughout the U.S. participate in the Media Metrix sample.
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When it comes to teen usage of the

Internet, e -commerce and music

sites appear to be tops with both boys and girls,

according to Media Metrix figures comparing

August 1999 and October 1998. The difference,

it seems, is that girls make up a higher percent-

age of visitors to e -commerce sites such as

Alloy.com and Delias.com compared to boys.

While teen boys and girls represent less than

half of the traffic to sites they regularly haunt -

the remaining traffic coming from all other age

groups, including, gasp!, their parents -they

are clearly avid Web denizens. -Kipp Cheng
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Teen boys frequented MTV.com last October,
while teen girls dug Alloy.com this August.
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MTV's
BUZZWORTHY
Buzzworthy songs are usually
by new, up-and-coming artists
who MTV believes have special
potential. Of the videos MTV
designated as Buzzworthy, the
vast majority have been
certified gold or platinum.

Week of 10/4/99

Artist/Group: Eve
Song/Video: "Gotta Man"
Director: Bishop/Phenomenon

Philadeliphia's Eve Jihan Jeffers got
her first break in the record business
through a chance encounter with Dr.
Dre. She was immediately signed to
his label and flown out to LA to
record a demo tape. As fate would
have it, nothing ever came of her ini-
tial recording deal, but that didn't
stop Eve. She eventually forged a
bond with rising star DMX and the
rest of the Ruff Ryders' camp and
was invited to join Ruff Ryders
Records through trial by fire and
quickly proved she had what it takes
to go up against the big boys.

Artist/Group: Jimmie's Chicken Shack

Song/Video: "Do Right"
Director: David Meyers

Call Jimmie's Chicken Shack schizo-
phrenic and they won't be insulted.
One spin of their new album, Bring
Your Own Stereo, is all you need to
realize that the Maryland -based quar-
tet thrive in their own mildly twisted
universe from bluesy rap -infused
grooves to hard -rock, this album is
just another lesson in diversity from
the band with the wacky name.

©1999 MTV

The Hollywood
For weekend ending

This Last
Week Week

1 1

Reporter's Box Office
October 1, 1999

3 -Day Days Total
Picture Weekend Gross In Release Gross Sale

Double Jeopardy 17,018,808 10 47,232,092

2 New Three Kings 15,847,636 3 15,847,636

3 5 American Beauty 8,188,587 19 18,395,497

4 2 Blue Streak 8,008,574 17 47,745,248

5 3 The Sixth Sense 7,025,098 59 234,547,781

6 New Drive Me Crazy 6,846,112 3 6,846,112

7 4 For Love of the Game 3,548,930 17 28,408,595

8 New The Adv. of Elmo in Grouchland 3,255,033 3 3,255,033

9 New Mystery, Alaska 3,102,191 3 3,102,191

10 6 Stigmata 2,360,738 24 44,300,500

11 7 Stir of Echoes 1,228,061 24 17,686,290

12 8 Jakob the Liar 1,002,114 10 3,733,923
,

© 1999 The Hollywood Reporter

In 1983, teens
wanted their MTV.
So what do they
want today?
Bolt.com is the number -one teen

destination on the Internet. By far.

 Reaching over 3 million teens

 125 million page views per month*

 The "stickiest" teen site on the Web**

 92% of teens think the Internet

is more fun than TV***

Tap in. For more information, call: New York,

Jeanne Sachs at (212) 620-5900 x291; Los Angeles,

Jason Schneider, at (310) 914-0165.

*Nielsen I/Pro I/Audit. -Media Metrix, 1999. -Jupiter Communications/KidCom Study, 1997.
©1999 Bolt Media Inc. All rights reserved. MTV is a registered trademark of MN Networks.

www.bolt.corn
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unique images or retouching yours.

Let me create your whims. 718-972-7256

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

www.clockwIsedesign.com (212) 226-5686

L4pVERTISE CALL I-800-7-ADWEEK

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES

SEND US YOUR BALLS

Your golf balls,

our compressed golf towel.
ALL ...IN THIS TINY TUBE!

Imprinted high qua HIT  dour Ins, el.
mil 150 pieces.

TOWELS TOWELS

Beach.

Spurt and

Patented NI VI RIO

photo towel

3 -Strikes

Itrica's Tam/ Superstore
Sim nn

3 STRIKES CUSTOM DESIGN
II,'$25 CRESCENT STREET

STAMFORD, CT 06906

l'EI.11tMtf725-}µB3 I \ 12113059-2 DC

www.SponsorSHORcom

WHAT GOOD IS IT
IF YOU CAN'T GET IT UP?

BANNERS
AND

STANDS
4 - color process

MATRIX
patented
banners

Patent pending
lightweight
collapsible

stands
and...

IT'S UP!
Top clip for

merchandising
card

and carrying
cases

also available.

PATENT PENDING
TRIPODAL. FLAT BASE FOR
a) EASY STACKING OF PRODUCT
b) STABILITY ON UNEVEN SURFACE,.

3 STRIKES CUSTOM DESIGN AS191243
25 CRESCENT ST r---
STAMFORD. CT 06906 , MATRIXrel (203,359-4559
Fe (2031359-2187 111:10:11:0314!t:t-._ I

www.ostrikes.com taraphx(apaol.com

Classified Advertising
1-800-7-ADWEEK
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ART DIRECTION

TALENTED AD/DESIGNER
Beautiful print/collateral/adv/promo portfolio.
Concept to finished Mac exp. 212-496-0453

HANDY MACANDY F/L AD (212) 988-5114

CONCEPTS & GRAPHICS THAT SELL
with Mac/All Media. (212) 873-2381

AUDIO ON HOLD

AUDIO PRODUCTION

SILENCE IS BAD!
Custom ON -HOLD Messages,

Voice Mail & CDS.
Let great VOICE TALENT & MUSIC

boost your image! Toll Free
877-FLASHPT or 619-220-0065

a visit www.flashpointsolutions.com

BRANDING

NAME -IT: -Expert creative naming of your
client's new company, product or slogan.

vAvw.namelLcom (800) 511-1520

When you need to NAME something NEW,
LaRocca Group is the name you need. 914-876-1550.

BUSINESS SERVICES

SELF EMPLOYED?
Need health or disability insurance? A 401K?

Cash -flow? Call us at Aquent Financial.
800/878-0900 x5093 aquent.com/financial

CALL CENTER

IS YOUR 800 NUMBER
WORKING FOR YOU?

Creative
Call Center

Solutions from
MMTS 888-732-3885

CELEBRITY PLACEMENT

PIED A MER IS READY
A 51 ft. Hans Christian sailboat with classic

lines, in deepest green, full of richly varnished
teak and character details. Main saloon, with
bronze and soapstone fireplace, is a veritable

gentleman's club. Available now to be your
"spokesboat." Ideal for a luxury product or

upscale service.
Also available for one-time photography.

ROLLING DREAMS 203-853.9616

CELEBRITY PLACEMENT
& SPORTS STARS

www.entertainmentservices.com

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION

818 865-6970 S

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

partlentner
610-666 1955

Professional help
for creative minds.

It's the most powerful,
flexible,agency management,

job traddng, scheduling,
billing & team accounting
..,ttware ever developed

www.medigroupltd.com

VISIT ADMAN - >www.admanweb.com

If you had
Clients & Profits;

today's time sheet
would be history.

Imagine: An online time card that
tracks everyone's hours while they
work, every day. No more untracked
time ever. No more harrassment.
Clients & Profits delivers. Jobs, bill-
ing, accounting, too. For Macs & PCs.
Available today. Demo $45.

800 272-4488
www.ctientsandprofits.corn

EMAILED
FILES SUCK.
Present print, broadcast, and
online work over the web. Fast,
secure, nothing to install.

www.ReviewManager.com
(888) 748 - 8227

RevievbfkManager-
FROM MANN CONSULTING

Need hel
Authorized dealer- I provide sales. training &
consultation on system set-up. upgrades &

implementation. Over 14 years in ad agency
finance. Steven Cass 518-581-9232

with ADMAN?

CONCEPTS & COPY

Howling Headlines. Fetching Copy.
800 9AD DOG9

COPY/CREATIVE

creative, strategic ADS,
BROCHURES, etc.

21 2 348 - 91 81

COPYWRITING

WRITING THAT SELLS
Business building ideas. Copy that gets results.
Sales Literature, PR, & Corp. Communications.

Nanci Panuccio 212.688.5936

COPYWRITING

COPY IN LIMBO?
WEB SITE LOST IN CYBERSPACE?

LET A WRITER TAKE CHARGE!

Professional journalist (NY Daily
News, NY Times, NY Magazine et al)

and writer will handle your press
releases, newsletters, web content,
and corporate communications.

Service with a smile.

Quick turnaround.
Who could ask for anything more?

Call 212-367-9783
E-mail:

ToniKamins@worldnet.att.net.

I WRITE PRESENTATIONS THAT SELL
For sales reps & corporate honchos. For Hall-
mark, Schick, BusWeek & you. 212-371-8733

You don't need a full-time
copywriter. I don't need a

full-time job.

All Media. Impressive Clients.
Excellent References.

Sharon Macey 203.454.4771

FREELANCE COPYWRITER
Thinks strategically. Writes creatively.

Good. Fast. Very experienced.
Call Patt (212) 595-6780

LONG COPY SPECIALIST
Brochures, annual reports, catalogs, more.

DAN ICOLARI 718-442.7846

THE RIGHT, BRIGHT COPY.
Get just the right, bright TV, print, and

radio from former VP at agency of the

year. Prompt, personable, and priced

right, too. So make a bright call, now.

212-769-4545

TIRED OF HEADLINES THAT SUCK?
www.jusheadlines.com

AWARD WINNER - Fresh, fast, versatile.
On strategy, on time. 212-737-8977

COPYWRITING

I WRITE IT A LITTLE SMARTER,

A LITTLE FASTER.

10 years of award -winning experience
in all media in all product categories.
On time. On strategy. On the money

(212) 759.8028

HOT COPY, COOKED TO ORDER...
Hungry? Call me ... I deliver!

212.254.9311
www.joanweb.com

Cadillac copy, Pontiac prices. 800-200-0397

Solid gold copy: pewter prices (212) 741-0198

CREATIVE

NO -EGO, AWARD WINNING
DESIGN FIRM

35 years in business seeking merger,
acquisition, partnership or courtship

with existing advertising agency,
design firm or individual.

Call 212-689.2890 ask for Michael

PSYCHOLOGICAL
COPYWRITING
AND DESIGN

Direct Mail
Print Ads
Catalogs

LOW RATES! dvoraandbill.com
25 years of creating results for

hundreds of products & services.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

r Dvora & Bill

Call 916-488-3139 TODAY!

A leg up on the competition. (800) 9AD DOG 9

DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

GET YOUR MESSAGE INTO YOUR MARKET
Wildpostering, Handouts. All markets/colleges.
Works w/major agencies. chuckmorse@gis.net
Call CityoMetro 800-272-7324 f: 800-551-2031

CREATIVE FREELANCE

WHEN YOU NEED REAL HELP
The Creative Group specializes in creative, web, marketing
and advertising staffing on a project basis.

art directors  copywriters  account/marketing managers
 graphic designers  web designers traffic managers

888.846.1668
creativegrou p.com
l or

gMARKETING /L ADVERTISING PROFESSIONALS

THE CREATIVE GROUP

Classified Advertising

1-800-7-ADWEEK

Copywriter. Fast. Fearless. Freelance. (212)724-8610.

Chlat/Day senior writer with Powerbook.
Will travel. (415) 563-8800

Looking for the perfect job?
ADWEEK CLASSIFIED
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EMPLOYMENT SERVICES
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OD PROs-

NEW YORK 29 W. 46th St., 6th Floor, New York NY 10036 (212) 840-7767 fax (212) 840-9040
CHICAGO 311 W. Superior, Suite 500, Chicago IL 60610 (312) 751-0090 fax (312) 751-0089
OAK BROOK - 1100 Jorie Blvd., Oak Brook IL 60523 (630) 571-9900 fax (630) 571-9930

Looking for a permanent or temporary

position in Advertising? AD PROs can

find that position for you. It's as easy

as faxing us your résumé. So. have

you checked your career lately?

ADVERTISING & MARKETING
CAREER SPECIALISTS

Affiliated with Ad Temps. Ina EOE

CREATIVE SERVICES

YOUR

ADS

SUCK?
Bet you didn't plan it that was'.

Make Mom proud. Get better

turnkey solutions (in both copy

and design) for ads, business

videos, radio/TV, direct mail,

brochures, CD-ROMs, Web pages.

No retainers, all work pre -bid bj.

project. Past clients include

Bristol Myers/Squibb, Lockheed

Martin, Disney, Bass Ale. Samples

overnighted. Pride guaranteed.

oftlIRLEY0

nun son

NATIONAL. ADVF13LisiNc:
WITHOUT Tot AGENt

813.229.6162

FINANCING

Freelancers, Independent Contractors: Get
paid on time with Aquent Fast Cash. Send us
your invoices and we'll pay you immediately.

Call us at Aquent Financial.
800/878-0900 x5093, aquent.com/financial

FILMNIDEO
PRODUCTION

GLENN ROLAND FILMS 310-475-0937

FULFILLMENT FULL SERVICE

Fulfillment America, Inc.
Database Mgmt. Order Processing. POP.

Promotions. Pick and Pack
Boston -Dallas 1-800-662-5009

INSURANCE

ARE YOU PAYING
TOO MUCH FOR

YOUR INSURANCE?
We specialize in insurance for

advertising & media firms.
Our rates are the most

competitive in the industry!

Advertiser's Professional Liability
Property & Liability Coverage
Life & Disability Insurance
Group Health, Dental, & Pensions
Homeowners, Auto, Jewelry & Fur
Coverage for Freelancers too!

Call for a quotation with no obligation.
Adam Wolfson, CIC @ 212-370-3900

Arnold K. Davis & Company, Inc.

MARKETING SERVICES

WIN MORE NEW BUSINESS -Give a
STRATEGIC advantage to your new business

presentations. Call Bob (212) 213-8269.

MEDIA BUYING &
PLANNING SERVICES

SMALL TO MID -SIZED AGENCIES
Let Us Show You How You Can

*provide your clients improved media service
*reduce your clients' media costs
*reduce your own operating costs

MEDIA FIRST INTERNATIONAL, INC.
New York -212-686-3342 X 222

Boston -617.927-0202
Minneapolis -612-630-1102 X 1

MEDIA BUYING &
PLANNING SERVICES

You Have Creative.
We Have Media

Planning & Buying.
Full service media planning
and buying company would
like to demonstrate how we
can plan, buy and execute

your media more efficiently
and effectively. Outdoor

advertising is our specialty.

Marc Maslow
212-473-5600 X175

ABSOLUTE MEDIA INC.
203-327-9090 (Stamford, CT)

Ask for Dir. of Bus. Development

Agencies and Advertisers: call us to get an
understanding of why our blue-chip clients

and agency partners believe we are uniquely
suited to handle their mass media

responsibilities. From the people who planned
media for such well-known brands as MCI,

Federal Express, Range Rover,
J&B Scotch and Polaroid.

MEDIA BUYING &
PLANNING SERVICES

EXPERT PLANS & BUYS 908-470-1221

PARAGON MEDIA (212) 704-9965 (ext. 235)
All media, including the web. Selling on the web?

We'll show you how to reach your customers.
Email mgross@paragonmedia.com

Visit our web site site at www.paragonmedia.com

NEWSLETTERS

Sell Sensibly with SalesBriefs
PO Box 1121 Agoura, CA 91376 I °plc just $10

PROOFREADING

EDITORIAL EXPRESS
EXPERIENCED - FAST - PRECISE

Advertising  Collateral
Catalogs  Annual Reports

Magazines  Manuals
Call: 508-697-6202
Fax: 508-697-7773

Catch a Creative Genius
ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

P.O.P. DISPLAY

displays2go.com
Sign Frames  Brochure Racks  Poster Holders  Kiosks

pui5ficRAFfER3
Division of George Patton Associates Inc.

Call 1-800-572-2194 for a free brochure!
Or see our catalog, order online.
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PROMOTIONS

Is the U.S.
Hispanic
Market
part of your

media plan?

NA E

44,
Lgi

')eave

20% of

your sales

potential in

the dark.

No,t

Latin-

Pak's

three cost

effective

I. programs

get results.

LATIN-PAK HANG IT UP!
Door Hangers

Your insert or sample is delivered to

high -density Hispanic neighborhoods.

LATIN-PAK CO-OPERATE!
FS/ Co-op

Ride with popular Spanish language
newspapers across the U.S.

LATIN -PAR GET DIRECTION!
Direct Mail

Complete turn key process! List
rental, printing, mailing and more.
Launching February 1999, Latin -Pak

Mail Co-op.

WE'VE GOT BRIGHT IDEAS!

For more information call:

LATI N - PA K

1-213-627-1037
www.Latinpak.com

ADVERTISE CALI, 1-800-7-ADWEEK

PRINTING

OUT OF HOME LITHO
TRANSIT SIGNS  BUS, SUBWAY, AIRPORT, TAXI  OUTDOOR & MAIL POSTERS  BACKLIT

St. Louis, MO Compton & Sons Inc. Since 1853

71" PRESS CAPACITY 800-325-1451 SHORT & LONG RUNS
fax Specs for Quick Quote (314) 991- 4726

RADIO COMMERCIALS

FREAKY NAME. FUNNY RADIO.
Humor - Music - LA Talent

Scripts - Casting - Production
BEARD BOY PRODUCTIONS

949-458-2305

youngfastfunny
serious radio advertising

Hollywood (323) 461-4344

RADIO COMMERCIALS

The Other Guys Charge You A Bundle
To Cover The Cost Of Their Big Space Ads.

Our Productions Sound Great. Too.
But When You Hear Our Prices,

They Sound Unbelievable.
800,789 -RADIO

Sounds Almost Too Good To Be True.

Doggone Funny Radio/TV. 8009 AD DOG 9

ADVERTISE CALL 1-800-7-ADWEEK

RADIO PRODUCTION

We produce, you're the hero!
You are a busy Creative/Marketing Director.

We are TV's hottest radio producer.

Seinfeld Frasier Star Trek Voyager, Baywatch and you.
Together we can make great radio.

State -of -the -Art Entertainment Advertising and Promotion

Ph: Sam DiMaggio 323-851-2233 e-mail: sdimaggio@davisglick.com

STOP ROAD RAGE.
BUY FUNNY RADIO SPOTS.

RADIO WRITING & PRODUCTION
12061624-9700 www.outerplanetradio.com

RADIO MERCURY GOLD AWARD WINNER

IF YOU DON'T KNOW
THE RADIO RANCH,

THEN YOU DON'T
KNOW CHRIS.

Christine Coyle

DICK OR KI N'S RADIO RANCH
TO SAY HOWDY OR HELP, CALL (323) 462-4966

[EXPECT SOMETHING ELSE? THEN YOU DON'T KNOW DICK!)

RADIO PRODUCTION

r

WE WRITE AND I'ROIM

RADIO CONINIERCIALS.

323-962-2506 in Los ANGELES
212-337-9800 in NEW YORK

www.radioland.com

RADIOINIEKS.

WADI)
WORKS
BETEL
There's radio. Then there's
Wadio. A one -letter change.
A world of difference.

WarldIATideWadioNOLL V WOO 1.
You gotta get our DEMO CD!
323.957.3399 Fax: 323.957.7050
E-mail: wadio@wadio.com
New "Flash 4" website: wadio.com

ATTN: FREELANCERS
ADWEEK can offer you the exposure
you need in our Services &
Resources section. If you need to
get your service out to the people
who matter, you need to advertise
now. Call for info 1-800-7-ADWEEK
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RADIO PRODUCTION

May
Oh, come on. You know you love awards. They're pretty.

We
They're shiny. And they look good on your resume.

Have
We've won armloads for our clients this year.

Award
Now it's your turn. Call us with your next radio project.

With
And let us have award with you.

You?
Or maybe even a Best of Show.

Sarley, Bigg & Bedder
Radio at its best

Phone 323-969-9767 Fax 323-969-9343 E -Mail SarleyBigg@aol.com

Catch A Creative Genius With Adweek Classified

RECORDING SERVICES

TELEPHONE SERVICES

REDUCE YOUR
FRUSTRATIONS DAILY

Business to business wireless dealer
fulfilling all AT&T Corporate Plans. AT&T
Personal Network, and One Rate Plans
with no long distance and roaming
charges, wants to eliminate all your
wireless hassles.
Rates as low as 10 cents per minute.

ha pus lness to business wreleSs ,rolessionalS

1.888.922.0101
wirelesscafe.com

TV PRODUCTION

Phenomenal Film And Video Productions
For Limited Budgets. 212.582-9600 or

visit us at www.richmanfilms.com

VOICES

The Voice You Wish You Had Is Mine!
Sandra Van Delinder 800-739-5306

YELLOW PAGE SERVICES

O'Halloran Advertising, Inc.
Serving Nat'l & Regional advertisers.

Strategic marketing designs, mapping,
demographics & business data all
at no added cost. (800) 762-0054.

OFFERS & OPPORTUNITIES

SHARE SPACE

Sublet
PR firm seeks to rent satellite offices

in the New York and Chicago areas.

If you have a sublet opportunity,
please e-mail Elena Maggiore at:

elena@sspr.com

or fax to:

(847)955-7720

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Profitable CT ad agency. $850K in
sales. Local and national secure
accounts. $550K.

Call Herb Meyers, broker
(203) 454-9600

EDUCATION

BOOT CAMP FOR

ACCOUNT PLANNERS
Interested in being an account
planner? Eleven week, intensive
training program. Classes taught
by top planners including:
Douglas Atkin, Planning Director,
Merkley Newman Harty; Marta
LaRock, Ph.D. EVP, Director of
Planning, Y&R ; Jane Newman
Founder, Merkley Newman
Harty and Pam Scott, Planning
Director, Goodby Silverstein &
Partners. Placement assistance.

Admissions deadline Nov. 10.
Classes run Jan. 3 - March 31

MIAMI AD SCHOOL
call: 800-858-3190

information@adschool.edu
www.adschool.edu

EMPLOYMENT

MARKET RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES
Symmetrical Resources, the parent company of Simmons Market Research
Bureau, Advanced Analytic Solutions, Symmetrical Global Information Systems
and Transactional Data Solutions, is leading the industry in providing the
newest, most dynamic information tools - and you can be a part of it! We have
several outstanding opportunities far those exceptional candidates who want to
be an integral part of delivering our new data and services to the industry. If you
are energetic, enjoy diversity, and desire a position with a powerful organization,
then Symmetrical is for you. Current opportunities are:

ACCOUNT MANAGER
Soliciting and consulting the electronic media, print media and ad agencies.
Responsiblities may span all operating companies. Candidates must possess ex-
cellent communication skills and be motivated by the sales process. Minimum 3
years market research/media experience in sales/service position required.
Experience with syndicated studies and data analysis a plus.

DATA SERVICE SPECIALIST
Client service position, providing support to the operating companies' sales staff
and client base with emphasis on data analysis/custom projects. Minimum 2
years data analysis, methodology and/or syndicated market research experi-
ence required. PowerPoint and Excel expertise needed.

SALES ASSISTANT
Entry-level position, BA or BS plus industry related internship or employment
required. Provide internal support to our advertisers and agencies working with
the sales representatives.

Qualified candidates, please fax resume and cover letter stating position in which
you are interested and your salary requirements to:

Looking for the perfect job?
ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

(212) 373-8918 Attention: Maureen
No phone calls, please
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HELP WANTED

DIRECTOR OF ADVERTISING
AGENCY SALES AND SERVICE

Meaia Metrix, the leader and pioneer in Internet and Digital media measurement,
i is the industry's source for the most innovative, reliable and timely audience

I ratings and e -commerce measurement services.

We are currently seeking a Director of Advertising Agency Sales and Service
for our New York City office. The main focus of this position is the prospecting
of new agency sales and existing agency account development and management.
Additionally, you will serve as the primary contact between the ad agency
community and Media Metrix for further development of business projects,
strategic positioning for audience measurement products, concepts and platforms.

The ideal candidate will have 3-5 years of ad agency, media sales or media
planning/buying exp. Prior management experience is a must. Strong presentation
skins, as well as strong interpersonal skills are also required. Knowledge of media
research data is also essential. Some travel required.

We offer an excellent compensation and benefits package.
Please forward your resume to: ATM AE, MEDIA METRIX,
Charles Lindbergh Blvd., Uniondale, NY 11553.
(516)507-3250 or e-mail to: jobs@mediametrix.com

Equal Opportunity Employer

.1 arleo
40'

4t1;..'" 169

Media`
Metrix"

DO YOU KNOW NAT'L
BROADCAST RESEARCH? TO 80K

Our Client, a major media player, is looking for a research ex-
pert in all forms of National Television ... Network, Cable ,
and Syndication ... If you know your stuff and can present
well, then we need your guiding research hand to lead the
way for the national buying unit in presenting and explain-
ing the latest audience trends and analyzing future network
situations.

Contact -

Lee Rudnick, President

DBI Media Executive Search
Ph: 212-338-0808 Ext 5 Fax: 212-338-0632

E -Mail: dbimedia@mindspring.com

ADVERTISING

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Small established Manhattan

agency seeking bright, motivated,
detail -oriented individual to handle
account management/marketing on
national upscale fashion/home fur-
nishings accounts. 2-5 years

agency experience. Salary + op-
portunity for new business com-
missions.

Fax: 212-979-0125

ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVE

Dynamic mid -town ad agency look-
ing for take charge Account Execu-
tive with some financial back-
ground. Excellent opportunity to be
part new, highly visible piece of busi-
ness at agency. Total marketing
partner with Client; well -organized,
all-around player.

Please fax resume to:
212-354-1002

Would you call a foot doctor
when you have a headache?
Of course not.

Then don't call just any
temp service
when you
need a
DM pro.

Call DMOC!

DMO.
DIRECT
MARKETERS
ON CALL, INC.

The original - and still
the ONLY - interim staff
service focusing exclusively
on direct marketing.

There's too much to risk.
So when you need the
very best interim database,
traditional DM or website
marketing help, call
the FIRST, the BEST in
the business -
Direct Marketers On Call.

Tel: 212.691.1942 / Fax: 212.924.1331
visit our webite at www.dmoc-inc.com

VP Business Affairs -Portland, Oregon
Business affairs and talent services company seeking experienced business af-
fairs manager. Extensive experience with SAG/AFTRA/AFM negotiations and
talent estimating, broadcast clearance, music and traffic. In house agency and
business affairs department supervision experience preferred.

 Great working conditions in a great city
 Attractive package for right person
 Great growth opportunity

Send resume, references and salary requirements to:

Big Catch Attn: HR
513 NW 13th. Suite 500. Portland, Oregon 97209

Fax: (503) 721-3451
No phone calls please.

Publishing

MAGAZINE PRODUCTION
Full time position needed for Production Dept. at trade magazine.
Person will assist in ad trafficking, page transmission and general
production duties. Prepress experience preferred. Knowledge of Quark
necessary. Competitive Salary and good benefits.

Fax resume to 212-536-6550

MEDIA PLANNER

Philadelphia ad agency seeks Media
Planner with one -plus years of solid
media planning and buying experience.
Must be a strategic thinker with good
writing, interpersonal and presentation
skills. Interactive experience a plus. EOE.

Fax resume and salary requirements to:

215-351-4298, Att: J.D.

NEW BUSINESS
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

Rapidly expanding, full service ad agency
seeks go-getter with established accounts,
to share in our growth. We offer a team
environment, a convenient Bergen County,
NJ location, a competitive compensation
package and benefits, including 401K.
Forward your resume, in confidence, to:

S. Jackson, Box 308, 233 Rock Rd.,
Glen Rock, NJ 07452.

RATES for Employment and Offers & Opportunities 1-800-7-ADWEEK Classified Manager: M. Morris

MINIMUM: 1 Column x 1 inch for 1 week: $170.00, 1/2 inch increments: $85.00 week.
Rates apply to EAST edition. Special offers: Run 2 consecutive weeks, take 15% off sec-
ond insertion. Frequency, regional -combination, and national discounts available. Charge
for ADWEEK box number: $35.00 per insertion. Replies mailed daily to advertisers. Read-
ers responding to any ads with box numbers are advised not to send samples unless they
are duplicates or need not be returned. We are not responsible for recovery of samples.

Classified Asst: Michele Golden
The identity of box number advertisers cannot be revealed. If ADWEEK must typeset
ad, charge is $25.00. Deadline for all ads in ADWEEK EAST is Wednesday, 4:30 p.m.
If classified is filled prior to closing, ads will be held for the next issue, Classified is com-
missionable when ad agencies place ads for clients. No proofs can be shown. Charge
your ad to American Express, Mastercard or Visa, ADWEEK CLASSIFIED. 1515 Broad-
way, 12th fl. New York, NY 10036. 1-800-723-9335 Fax: 212-536-5315
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HELP WANTED

How Creative Are You?
Come join the many creative minds at Doubleday Direct
who have helped us become America's leading marketer of
popular book clubs.

You'll find the environment here professional, friendly and highly cre-
ative. The projects are diverse, challenging and fun. Our book clubs run
the gamut - from romance to mystery, self-help to science fiction, mil-
itary to stage and screen. Of course, your talents will be appreciated and
rewarded with a competitive salary and excellent benefit package.

Qualified applicants should have a minimum of 3-4 years experience
writing direct mail catalogs and/or other promotional materials, a
Bachelor's degree and Mac proficiency. Please send resume with
salary history/requirements to Laura Argila,
Job Code: PC, DOUBLEDAY DIRECT,
INC., 401 Franklin Avenue, Garden City NY
11530. Fax # 516-873-4856. E-mail:
laura.argilatedoubledaydirect.com. Equal
Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V.

Doubleday

The world's largest car company
needs a fearless test driver.

Is it you?
You don't ask for directions, you give them.

The more challenging the road, the more you like it.
You look up "driven," and you see your picture.

You are the new Sr. VP Research Director for the Detroit office of
MediaVest. You will oversee the conception and

development of proprietary insights that will help America's
largest automotive advertiser get maximum performance

out of their multimillion -dollar budget.

With an 8- to 10 -year history of developing groundbreaking
research for a variety of packaged goods and considered -

purchase luxury products, you know your way around.

Intrigued? Call Dennis Donlin, Managing Director,
MediaVest Detroit, at (248) 458-8594. The keys are in your hand.

MediaVest/Detroit  3310 W. Big Beaver
MEDIRVESTMED IFIVEST P.O. Box 5012  Troy, MI 48007-5012

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Top ten advertising agency has
many openings due to promotions:

Account Managers
Assistant Account Execs.

Media Planners and Buyers
Admin. Assts.

Entry -Level
Competitive Salaries and

Exc. Bene's Inc. Tuit.
PIs call Amy at 212-499-0759

Or fax 212-499-9164

SALES ASSISTANT
Fast growing advertising sales

company seeks highly motivated
person to assist in sales support.
Great growth potential in sales,

admin. & market development.

Fax resume to

212-505-6899
Att: Marilyn

MEDIA MARKET
RESEARCH ANALYSTS

THE WORLD LOOKS TO DOW JONES AND OUR FLAGSHIP
PUBLICATION. The Wall Street Journal, FOR TIMELY.
INSIGHTFUL AND ACCURATE BUSINESS NEWS AND

INFORMATION. OUR MARKETING RESEARCH DEPARTMENT
IS SEEKING A HIGHLY MOTIVATED SELF-STARTER TO

PROVIDE SUPPORT FOR THE NATIONAL ADVERTISING STAFF
BY ANALYZING SYNDICATED RESEARCH. AS WELL AS
DESIGNING, EXECUTING AND INTERPRETING PRIMARY

STUDIES. THE MEDIA/MARKET RESEARCH ANALYSTS WILL
BE KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT PUBLICATIONS AND THEIR

MARKETS AND HOW TO USE RESEARCH TO POSITION THEM.

Requirements include a college degree plus three years experience
with syndicated studies such as MRI, Mendelsohn, JD Power and
Intelliquest's CIMs. Applicants should have experience using IMS or
similar systems to access these databases. Knowledge of primary
research procedures, techniques and the ability to analyze and
present research results is essential. Applicants must possess
excellent verbal and writing skills as well as computer proficiency
(Word, Excel and Powerpoint); previous experience at a publication
or ad agency is preferred.

Dow Jones offers competitive salary, excellent benefits, and
outstanding career growth opportunities. Please mail/fax/e-mail
your resume and salary requirements to:

Dow Jones & Company
Staffing MK/MRA
200 Liberty Street
New York, NY 10281
Fax: 212-416-4290
mIchael.klleyedowjones.com
Visit our webelte at: http://www.dj.com/careers
An Equal Opportunity Employer

./ ONES

YOUR LIFE

fun & family

YOUR LIFE
IN PORTLAND, OR.

PORTLAND. HAVE IT ALL.
Call the portland job bank at 503-224-2623 www.portiancijobs.org

Catch A Creative Genius With Adweek Classified (realise assets

II WM
VIN L.
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Get a
grip on
your career
and turn it around at Triarc
Beverage Group. You'll flip your
top over our incredible
opportunities for growth ,
and an atmosphere filled
with the excitement you'd
expect from brands like
Snapple, Mistic, Royal Crown'`
and Stewart's. If you're thirsting
for a change, then put us at the
top of your list.

Brand Director
The candidate selected will

possess 7-10 years brand
management experience
within the beverage/
consumer products
industry; MBA
preferred. Your

enthusiasm, positive
attitude, strong

communication and analytical
skills, and results -oriented style
required to work on new
products as well as
existing brands.

We offer a competitive .

salary and benefits
package. For consideration,
please send resume and salary

history to: Human
Resources, Dept BD. Triarc
Beverage Group, 709
Westchester Avenue,
White Plains, NY 10604.
Fax: 914-286-4455.

E-mail: 4jobs@tribevgrp.com.
To learn more about

additional opportunities and/or
apply on-line, please see our
home page on Hotjobs.com.
Diversity creates excitement in
our workplace. We will only be
able to contact qualified
candidates. We are an equal
opportunity employer m/f/d/v.

TRIARC BEVERAGE GROUP

iceF/1410it.

ACCOUNT
SUPERVISOR

Leading promotions agency in

Westchester County, NY seeks ag-

gressive, creative Account Supervisor
with successful track record managing
diverse promotional programs including
radio promotions, event/entertainment
marketing and sampling. Requires
highly organized hands-on pro with
solid team management experience and
superior written/verbal communications
skills. Competitive compensation, great
atmosphere.

Fax in confidence to:
914-696-0801

, or Email: mbart@tmpg.com

SENIOR FIEFDOM -TIER
10, the Interactive section of Adweek Magazines, is looking for several senior
reporters to cover online media. We are looking for candidates with strong
editorial skills who can develop a beat and uncover news before it hits the wires.
Reporters will be responsible for filing daily news to the Adweek.com Web site, as
well as news and feature stories for a print weekly section and a print bi-monthly
feature issue. Requirements include strong news and feature -writing skills, pre-
ferably covering Internet -related topics. Knowledge of Quark preferred. EOE.

Please email resumes and cover letters with salary requirements to:
slucas@adweek.com

or mail them to Dept. SL, 1515 Broadway. 12th Floor, New York, NY 10036

MAGAZINE PRODUCTION
Major Magazine Classified Production department looking for 2
permanent team players for newly acquired magazine. Knowledge of
Quark necessary. Production for classified pages done on Adtaker
and the Managing Editor CLS pagination system, knowledge a plus,
but will train. Salary meets industry standards and good benefits;
friendly environment with quality work ethics. Fax resume to:

(212) 536-6550

Brand Management
Top office products co has key opening
for MBA w/ 2-4 yrs product marketing
exp in software 8./or intemet. Will drive
new product efforts. Local candidates
only. CT $80-85K + bonus.

Key positions with major pharmaceutical

co for talented MBAs w/ 7+ yrs product

management exp. Strong strategic skills

& background in CNS &/o r

cardiovascular marketing a must. Inter-
national exp a plus. NJ $90-120K +
bonus.

Successful Internet start-up seeks key
performers w/ 10+ years marketing exp
for their management team. In-depth
brand marketing, some direct marketing
& knowledge of internet and high-tech
industry a must. Some financial services

exp a plus. Los Angeles $125K -250K +
options.

For these & other opportunities in brand

management please contact:

Karen Morgan
(310) 395-4966 tel
(310) 395-4945 fax

karenm@smihan.com
www.smithhanley.com

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

WITH BILLINGS
If you have biz -to -biz or consumer
accounts and are looking for top
planning, creative and media sup-
port, we have the answer. We're an
$11 million Long Island agency with
blue chip accounts providing full
service. Our work has won Clios
and One Show awards in several
categories. Respond in full con-
fidence by faxing to:

Ken Rabasca
at 516-694-0018

BET is seeking to fill the following
sales positions:::::..

Responsibilities include order entry.
proofing and maintenance of agency

order records. 1+ years office E.
experience is required. Media

experience is a plus.

1W1614..48M No phone calls. please
Erma' Uppormaily Employer - M/F

Primary responsibilities are media
planning and account stewardship

activities. Candidates must have ,,,,
strong multi -tasking skills, detail

oriented focus and the ability to
work independently in a fast -paced

environment. Requirements include
2+ years experience in a Television la ii

Ad Sales support role, a working :CQ
knowledge of media math, an :`.10

undergraduate degree and M;
proficiency in Excel.

Send resume (indicate desired
position and location) and

salary history t
Att: Human Resources -CH

BET
One BET Plaza/1900 W Place, NE

Washington, DC
20018-1211 g':iz

CERADINI DESIGN,INC
Package Design d Brand Graphics
Expert package design firm seeks
individual to support continued
growth. Sal/bnfts/401 k

Prospecting 87Mi7.11ixnento new
clients; mgmt of new/existing
client projects. 3-5 yrs exp. advert
or design. mid-$40k's + bonus.

Send resume to: 11 23 B'way,
Suite 307, NYC, NY 10010
Fax: 212-255-3705

MERCHANDISING
MANAGER

WELLA, A LEADING GLOBAL
PROFESSIONAL HAIRCOLOR, &

HAIRCARE company, is currently offering
an excellent opportunity in its dynamic

Marketing/Salon Division.

Reporting to the Vice President, Marketing,
you will oversee the marketing support func-
tion for merchandising and promotional
activity for distributors, stores, internal sales
and chain salons. You will develop & coordi.
nate business -building programs in support of

brand initiatives for multi product lines.
Develop/coordinate execution of marketing
plans for new products, promotions and spe-
cial programs. Position involves developing,
coordinating, and analyzing all aspects of in-
store merchandising activity.

A college degree in Marketing and/or
Business Administration, is a must. 3 years of
experience in merchandising or marketing;
and proven ability to design, develop and
execute promotional programs required.
Position requires excellent communication
skills and the ability to travel about 30%
Commutable from Manhattan.

We offer a competitive salary and excellent
benefits. Please send/fax resume with solar/
history and requirements to,

WELLA
The WELLA Corporation

Human Resources
12 Mercedes Drive

Montvale, NJ 07645
Fax: (201) 505-8156

No agency or phi= intlitidease EOE

COMMUNICATIONS
MANAGER
Nikon, a world leader in the
distribution of photo optical
equipment, has an immediate
opening for an experienced
professional to direct and
manage the marketing
communications efforts of
select instrument and photo -
related departments. This
position involves working with
outside agencies in developing
and executing advertising
plans, public relations
programs, trade show activities
and a variety of collateral
material. Ideal candidate
will possess strong project
management and organizational
skills, the ability to work under
pressure meeting multiple
deadlines, excellent people
skills and strong budgeting
abilities. 8S/BA in
marketing/communications,
7+ years of agency or client
side experience and ability to
travel required.

Nikon offers a competitive
salary and benefits pkg. Send
resume, which MUST include
salary requirements and Dept
Code HQAB, to: NIKON,
Human Resources,
1300 Wak Whitman
Rd Melville, NY 11747,
Fax: 516.547-4025.
No Phone Inquiries or Agencies!

Nikon
EEO/AA/M/F/INV

* * USE ADWEEK MAGAZINE TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE * * *
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Marketing

Dow Jones & Company is the world's premier publisher
of business news and information. Dow Jones Newswires
delivers up -to -the -second news and analysis of corporate,
financial and political events to financial and
media subscribers.

MARKETING DIRECTOR
Dow Jones is seeking an energetic individual to manage and direct our marketing
initiatives in ever-increasing ways. The Director works with advertising agencies
to build brand images, participates in the creation of collateral materials to
educate internal and external customers on existing products as well as supporting
entry into new market segments, and takes selective opportunities for special
projects that enhance customer partnerships.

The successful candidate will have prior management experience with direct
reports, as well as budgetary planning and oversight capability. College degree
required, MBA preferred (Marketing, Advertising). A background in Financial
Services or News Media is necessary. Excellent oral/written communication
skills are a must.

We offer responsible positions with a prestigious publication that is expanding its

staff, career advancement opportunities, competitive salaries and excellent benefits.

Send resume with salary history and requirements in confidence to:

Debra Califf
Harborside Financial Center DOJONES800 Plaza Two
Jersey City, NJ 07311
Fax: 201-938-4466
e-mail: debra.califf@dowjones.coni.
No phone rails will be m cepied

Sales

Morningstar, a mutual fund/stock
seeking top-notch sales people with a strong interest in the financial arena for the
following position.

INTERNET ADVERTISING SALES
As Morningstar.com becomes the investor's top source for insight and analysis,
career opportunities have opened for creative, dynamic, and analytical
individuals to join our internet advertising sales team. You will build our ad sales
internet business by attracting new clients, servicing an existing client base, and
building a national territory. We require excellent sales & presentation skills, and
an strong interest in the investment arena. A proven track record in advertising
sales is highly desirable, experience in internet sales a plus. A motivated, self-
starter work style a must. (Source Code: CTIAS0999)

E-mail your resume to mstar@rpc.webhire.com or using our On-line Resume Tool
http://restracl.webhire.com/mstar. Please paste or type resumes in as text in the e-
mail message, with comments or cover letter at the end. Or you may fax to: 800-
894-9756. Please reference the Source Code in the subject line of your e-mail.

MnRNINGSTAR
coe m/f/d/v

PUBLICIS d7 HAL RINEY
ENTRY LEVEL IN ACCOUNT SERVICES

Our NY office is seeking a top-notch admin. who wants to get into advertis-
ing. If you have excellent admin. and computer skills (Excel and MS Word)
and you are dependable, flexible, self -motivated, resourceful, and know
how to prioritize, please rush resume to:

Publicis & Hal Riney
Attn.: Kristine Kats

One Park Avenue, 19th Floor
New York, NY 10016. or FAX: 212-592-2970

Lifetime m
Television for Women

MANAGER
SALES/TRAFFIC

Lifetime Television, the dynamic cable network, has an immediate
opening for a Manager of Sales/Traffic. This self -motivated individ-
ual will be responsible for the management, training and develop
ment of Log Staff. Individual will develop and revise working sys-
tems as needed, oversee and coordinate the maximization r)
inventory through commercial spot placement and manipulation
ensure maximum advertiser distribution, develop training scenarios
and contingency plans. Additional responsibilities include place-
ment of sponsored promotions, interstitials and vignettes. Position
requires coordination with on -air Promotions and Operations
departments regarding sponsorships and format issues.

Position requires 5 years experience in a cable broadcast or agen-
cy Commercial Traffic environment with a minimum of 2-3 years in
a managerial role. Working knowledge of commercial copy appli-
cation essential. Individual must possess excellent communication
and organization skills and must have the ability to set, meet and
enforce tight daily deadlines. A high level of computer proficiency
in a Windows environment and knowledge of Traffic systems is a
must. Gabriel a plus.

Lifetime offers a competitive salary and an excellent benefits pack-
age. Please mail, fax or e-mail resume with salary requirements to:

LIFETIME TELEVISION
Source Code TTM99
(Reference Source Code
TTM99 on cover page)
Human Resources Department
Manager Sales/Traffic
309 West 49th St, New York, NY 10019

Reference Source Code TTM99 on cover page or subject line.
FAX: (800) 905-8977  E-MAIL: lifetv@rpc.webhire.com

EOE M/F

Adsg Managers
People En Espanol

People En Espanol, America's best-selling Hispanic magazine and one of People

Weekly's most successful spin-offs, is expanding their advertising Sales Staff and

has great opportunities available in New York. Los Angeles and Dallas.

We seek sales professionals with 5+ years of experience in developing new

business while cultivating current accounts. Effective selling, strong written/verbal

communication and interpersonal skills, initiative, creativity and interest in the
increasingly influential U.S. Hispanic market are key. Categories of responsibility
will vary by region.

If interested, please fax your resume to: HR Dept/CDS, at 212-522-4510.Time
Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Time Inc.

DIRECT RESPONSE WRITER:
Must Know How To Sell!!

Hard -biting, direct response writer familiar with up -front offers and back -end
retention techniques. Several years experience working in a club, continuity or
preferably ISP environment. Writing for Direct Mail, DRTV, Direct Response
Print, Online and Co-op media a plus.

Fax your resume to:

Jennifer at (212) 597-9200

-or * USE ADWEEK MAGAZINE TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE *
1
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SENIOR SALESPERSON (Milford, CT or NYC)

Advanstar Communications, a global leader in magazine
publication and trade show management, currently seeks
a Senior Salesperson to manage an East coast territory for
a Telephony/CRM trade magazine.

You must possess strong computer and presentation skills,
5+ years of display advertising sales experience, and a
strong history of teamwork. College degree and willing-
ness to travel are essential.

We offer excellent compensation packages, including
base salary plus commission and strong benefits package.
Please send resume and cover letter with salary require-
ments to:

Advanstar Communications, Dept. HR/CA
270 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016.
Fax: (212) 951-6658.
Email:stracy@advanstar.com
Visit us at www.advanstar.com

EOE ADVANSTAR
CO,AMPNICA [IONS

RESEARCH/MARKETING ANALYST
International publisher is seeking a strong candidate to assist in our research and

marketing efforts. Successful candidate will join our advertising division working with

the research team, extracting and analyzing syndicated data to develop effective sell-

ing points across all advertising categories.

Individuals must possess a minimum of 1 year of experience in the magazine/media

industry. Excellent problem solving and communication skills as well as knowledge of

print syndicated data resources (MRI, MMR, Powers, etc.) are required.

We offer a competitive salary and comprehensive benefits package that includes

health, life insurance, 403(b), retirement & generous leave accrual. Convenient to

Metro stops.

To be considered. please send your background information to us by no

later than 10.25 99 via one of the following:

e-mail to ngsjobs@ngs.org or fax to 202'857-7741 or mail to:

National Geographic Society
Human Resources/MD, 1145 17th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

WE ARE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

COPY EDITOR
Adweek Magazines is looking for a copy editor to work on two of its Internet and
tech -oriented marketing and media publications. The position requires at least
two years of previous experience copy editing and proofreading in a weekly or
daily news environment. Candidates must be meticulous, fast, and able to work
under deadline pressure. Knowledge of AP style and Quark CopyDesk required.
Tech experience preferred. EOE.

Please e-mail resumes and cover letters with salary requirements to:
slucas@adweek.com or mail them to

Dept. SL, 1515 Broadway, 12th Floor, New York, NY 10036

MARKETING & NEW BUSINESS
Global branding and design consultancy is expanding its Marketing and
New Business Development team. We presently have an opening in our
San Francisco office. A firm foundation in branding and package design is
essential. This position requires a minimum of three to five years relevant
experience as well as strong writing, communication and presentation
skills. Please forward a cover letter, outlining specific qualifications and
salary history, via efax to:

(603) 372-6945

Find out what Advertising, P(Z and
Maynard, Mass. have in common.
Like a modern day El Dorado or Shangri-La, the town of Maynard hides

from plain sight to all but a chosen few. Here, in our idyllic locale just 20 miles
west of Boston, historic mill yards stretch along the Assabet river, housing dozens
of businesses within their 2 million square feet of brick and oak - including the

palatial digs of HMC. So, how can you get to this enchanted wonderland?
The answers, my friend, are a-blowin' in the wind (and below).

Advertising: Our Advertising division has an immediate opening for an
AE with 4+ years' experience in agency or corporate marketing. Job Code MCI

We are also seeking a Production/Traffic assistant capable of juggling several
jobs at once. 1-3 years advertising agency experience is required. In this position you
will be responsible for monitoring workflow and production schedules. Job Code Tra/

Public Relations: Our PR division seeks experienced Account Managers
and AEs to manage all aspects of client relationships. Strong program

organization and people management skills necessary. Job Code PRi

For complete job descriptions: www.harpell.com

HARPELL/MARTINS & COMPANY
Resume and cover letter to: Susan Duggan, Harpell/Martins & Company,

12 Clock Tower Place, Maynard, MA 01754, or email: sduggan@harpell.com
No phone calls please. EOE

LOCAL BROADCAST MANAGER
TO 120K (NYC)

Once again DBI Media Executive Search has the best jobs. Our client is a large
Media Services Co. You will manage a good size staff (No Buying for You). We
need a strong leader/mentor with min. 10 yrs exp. in local TV/Radio & Cable.
Your POV will be most key as will as your ability to work with the planning dept.
and the client. Your expertise will keep all apprised of market conditions.

Lee Rudnick, President

DBI Media Executive Search
Ph: 212-338-0808 Ext 5 Fax: 212-338-0632

E -Mail: dbimedia@mindspring.com

PUBLIC1S v HAL RINEY
We'd like to put another AE on Saturn

Apparently, we need a new suit. And not just any old suit will do. We're looking
for one that travels well. Specifically, a field account executive to help out in the
Northeast developing quality advertising for our Saturn retail partners. You
should have a strong retail background. Automotive experience is helpful. And
a commitment to making great advertising is a must. If you'd like to come in
and talk, just send us a resume, with salary requirements, to the address below

Publicis & Hal Riney
One Park Avenue. 19th Floor

New York. NY 10016
Attn: Sal Triano

ADVERTISING

ACCOUNT MANAGER
Fast -paced rapidly growing full ser-
vice print ad agency has immediate
opening for highly organized, self -
directed manager with positive atti-
tude and minimum 7 years experi-
ence as A.E. in agency environ-
ment.

If you want high -end, prominent
client and tremendous growth

opportunity, this is it.
Fax resume w/salary req to

212-582-0770

MEDIA BUYER

AND MORE
We're growing like crazy! If you
have 2-5 years media buying or
sales experience, we'd like to talk to
you about joining our fast paced
NYC Ad Agency. Opportunity to
work on all media with emphasis on
Radio and involvement in Account
Management. Fax/Mail resume &
salary details, in confidence to:

Dept. MAD
PO BOX 1723, NY, NY 10017

Fax: (212) 953-3197

* *" USE ADWEEK MAGAZINE TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE -* -Sr
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MEDIA AND PROMOTION MANAGER
Del Laboratories, a major manufacturer of cosmetics and over-the-counter

pharmaceuticals with popular brands such as Sally Hansen and Orajel, has an

exciting opportunity in the Advertising Department.

The individual we seek has 4+ years experience in National Media and/or Pro-

motion planning and negotiations, a bachelor's degree, preferably in Marketing

or Advertising, and a proficiency in Microsoft Office. Superior organizational

and communications skills are essential.

We offer a comprehensive benefits package including health care, savings

plans and tuition reimbursement. For immediate consideration, please forward

resume and salary requirements to:

DEL
LABORATOPI/ES, //VC.

Attn: Human Resources
FAX: (516) 577-1035 Email: resume@dellabs.com

178 EAB Plaza, Uniondale, NY 11556

www. dellabs. corn

SMITH HANLEY ASSOCIATES, INC.
New York * Chicago * Philadelphia * Connecticut

We specialize in the placement of marketing and advertising professionals into:

MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
ADVERTISING ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

*General
 Direct Response

 Healthcare/Medical
Send resumes to

THE ADVERTISING GROUP
nrinaldi@smithhanley.com Fax: (212) 818-9067

99 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016
*****EXECUTIVE RECRUITERS*****

MARKETING COPYWRITER
Will create b -to -b ad campaigns for an established, award -
winning trade publisher in Bucks County, PA. NBS has provid-
ed print, electronic and Internet products & services to clients
in the promotional products industry for close to 50 yrs.
Requires min. 5 years strong b -to -b exp. writing sales letters,
product brochures, ads & direct mail. 4 yr. degree req'd.
Forward your "personal sales letter," non -returnable business
writing samples w/ your resume & salary history to: National
Business Services, 1100 Wheeler Way, Langhorne, PA 19047
Fax: (215)750-3686. Visit us at: www.nbsonline.com EOE National Business Services

CAREER MOVE from ADVERTISING to COMPUTERS
Growing Fort Lee NJ company specializing in software for top tier advertising
agencies and media buying services offers two Customer Support positions.
Broadcast buying and/or Production experience is a must. The right individuals
are knowledgeable, independent and thorough. The job involves user training,
software testing, client meetings, documentation writing, and phone support.
Some travel required. Send resume, including salary requirements, to

Personnel Mgr

Datatech Software
1355 Fifteenth Street, Fort Lee, NJ 07024

or email personnel@dtsoft.com

orientation.com
Orientation.com is the world's fastest growing network of local
country and regional portals. A multicultural company, speaking
tens of languages, our mission is to become THE local market
Internet portal in every country beyond North America and
Western Europe. At the same time, Orientation.com is

positioning itself to be THE window to the world's most
important emerging Internet markets, for consumers in North
America and Western Europe.

We are seeking outstanding candidates for the
following positions:

Corporate Communications Director
Key Responsibilities

-Ensure Orientation.com is in and stays in the news, world-wide.

-Manage the activities of our PR agency based in New York City for

North America & Western Europe.

-Maintain effective internal communication for a company that is
growing at rocket speed.

-Develop and implement knockout strategies to make

Orientation.com the darling of analysts and the financial markets.

Requirements

You are a PR superstar with Internet smarts. You understand that the

Internet permeates far beyond the traditional markets of the US and

Western Europe, and believe in the potential of each country to
become a thriving Internet market. You can work at the highest level

but have no problem rolling up your sleeves and stuffing press kits
that need shipping to South Africa the following day. You also take a

genuine interest in culture beyond the familiar western world.

Regional Sales Manager
Key Responsibilities
-Develop advertising and sponsorship revenue from leading

multinationals that need to build global brands.

-Work with our local in -country partners to help them sell advertising

and sponsorship to local companies.

-Build a regional sales team to help you do this

Requirements
You will have several years of international sales and management

experience, including selling in an Internet environment. You can
function equally with a CEO over breakfast or in the office, with your

sleeves rolled up, making end -to -end phone calls. You can do
business with people from any culture. If you have lived and worked
abroad, that will help convince us.

Please send your resume to the attention of Phil
Ingram to the address below, by email to
phil@orientation.com or by fax to +1.212.966.5554.

Orientation Global Network
250 Lafayette Street 3rd floor t: +1.212.966.5553 -

New York, NY 10012 USA f: +1.212.966.5554

Catch A Creative Genius With Adweek Classified
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The newest land of opportunity.
Coldwater Creek is one of the fastest growing fashion catalog retailers in
the country, the result of great products, great service, and great creative.
Working in our RETAIL PROMOTIONS department, you'll interact with
some of the best writers and designers in our industry to create promotional
campaigns. You'll own entire projects, from preliminary concept stages
through the final approval point, for direct mail, retail stores, e -commerce,
& investor relations. Come join our expanding collateral team in this
northern Idaho lake and ski resort community at the foot of the Rocky
Mountains. We are currently seeking talented and creative professionals
for the following opportunities:

Copywriter
The successful candidate will have a four-year college degree in writing
or iournalism, at least 10 years project experience within an ad agency,
superior ad copywriting skills and a passion for promoting a great brand.

Graphic Designer
To qualify, candidates will have a four-year college degree in graphic design,
at 'least 10 years project experience within an ad agency, superior ad design
abftities, and a passion for promoting a great brand. Proficiency on a
Macintosh platform and expertise in graphic software.

Send your resume and samples of your best work to: Coldwater Creek,
Human Resources Department, 2 Coldwater Creek Drive, Sandpoint,
Idaho 83864; Email: employment@thecreek.com; Fax: (208) 265-3199.
An equal opportunity employer.

Coldwater Creek

Are you creative, smart and hard-working?
Join the world's #1 and fastest growing motocross and
bicycle sports apparel company. Located in Northern
California with over 150 employees and growing...

SENIOR PRINT DESIGNER
Direct Print Design team creating motocross, bicycle and
sportswear catalogs, advertising, packaging and other
collateral items. Create visual communication concepts for
all Printed materials. Manage Print designers in all phases of
design production. Must have experience in designing major
brand, fashion, or mail-order catalogs from concept to finish
and all steps in between. Must be experienced expert in
Mac -based programs - Quark, Illustrator and Photoshop.
Creative, detail -minded and driven to produce the highest
level of work on demanding schedules.

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES, PRINT PRODUCTION ARTIST, GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Submit resume and salary history to:
Fox Racing, Inc. 18400 Sutter Blvd., Morgan Hill, CA, 95037

Fax: (408)776-8610 attn: Human Resources

REACH YOUR AD COMMUNITY
ADWEEK MAGAZINES

management respects all people.),
-Producer, Lot21

Ah respect. Now there's a concept. At Lot21 Interactive
Advertising our people get more repsect than they can
handle. You have an idea; we listen. You have experience;
we'll put it to use. You want to have fun; we'll make sure you
do.

Lot21 is a world class interactive advertising agency in San
Francisco. We offer a competitive compensation package
including stock options, health benefits, 401(k) and

 Account Supervisor  Producer
 Account Executive  Technical Designer
 Assist. Account Executive Jr. Technical Designer

 Media Planner Sr. Research Analyst
 Media Coordinator  Research Analyst
 Assist. Media Planner

R -E -S -P -E -C -T. Get it all at Lot21.

LOT 21
Go to www.lot21.com for more info. Send a
cover letter and resume to jobs@lot2l.com
or fax to 415-227-2147. EOE.

SENIOR ADVERTISING SALES
Senior salesperson for northeast territory of Delta Air Lines in-flight
media, including Sky magazine, web and video. Position requires servic-
ing existing account list as well as prospecting new accounts. Current
billings total over $7 million. Readership is business executives/frequent
business travelers.

Must have 3-5 years ad sales experience, business consumer account
knowledge a plus. Excellent presentation and writing skills a must. We
are interested in finding an intelligent, PC proficient, well read and high
producing salesperson to cultivate to a supervisory position. Hard work-
ing, team atmosphere. Some travel necessary.

We offer a generous compensation package, 401K, profit sharing and
benefits. You must be able to work from our Somerset, NJ office (55
minutes from NYC, Rt. 287, exit 12).

Please email resume and cover letter to:

Ivisconti@hemnet.com or fax 732-764-0255

ADVERTISING SALES
National Sales Manager needed for IBM's magazine, Beyond
Computing (and associated web site). Established account list plus
logical potential advertisers. E -business type advertisers targeting out

top management/top IT management audience. Works closely with
publisher and management team. High visibility position.

Position requires 2-3 years ad sales experience and a good
knowledge of technology. Excellent presentation and writing skills a
must. Hard working, team atmosphere. Some travel necessary.

We offer a generous compensation package, (salary + commission),
401K, profit sharing and benefits. You must be able to work from our
Somerset, NJ office (55 minutes from NYC, Rt. 287, exit 12).

Please email resume and cover letter to:
Ivisconti@hemnet.com or fax: 732-764-0255
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HELP WANTED

ASSISTANT TO

PUBLISHER/SALES
Publisher of weekly trade magazine
for advertising industry seeks
organized, detail oriented, PC profi-
cient assistant. Great interpersonal
skills and ability to juggle many
tasks a must. General administrative
support for publisher + 2 salespeo-
ple plus opportunity to grow into
space sales for right person. Col-
lege education. Knowledge of
Word/Word Perfect/Excel and ACT!
a plus.

Forward letter/resume/
salary history to

ADWEEK MAGAZINES
1515 Broadway. 12th fl.

NY NY 10036
Att. Linda

FAX: (212) 536-5353
no phone calls.

SENIOR
MEDIA

PLANNER
Spirited, thriving mid -town agency,
part of national network. Seeking
senior planner with 2+ years expe-
rience in all media. High profile ac-
count assignments. Self-starter with
good organizational skills. Cool
place to work.

Fax resumes to:
212-354-1002
Attn: Director

of Media Planning

r
ADWEEK

BRANDWEEK

MEDIAWEEK

CATEGORY

MARKETING ASSISTANT
Finlay Fine Jewelry, the industry
leader of leased fine jewelry depart-
ments has an exciting opportunity
available for a motivated self-starter
in its New York City location.

Reporting to the Director of Market-
ing, the successful individual must
possess excellent Excel and Lotus
1-2-3 spreadsheet skills with ability
to learn newer and older software
applications. Good follow through,
keen analytical and interpersonal
skills are required. You must also be
meticulously accurate and have the
ability to meet deadlines. One to two
years' retail advertising experience
strongly preferred.
We offer a competitive salary and a
comprehensive benefits package.

Please send your resume,
with salary history, to:

Finlay
Attn: Human Resources

529 5th Avenue
New York, NY 10017

FAX: (212) 557-3848
Email: FrangalluccioPaol.com

EOE

BUDGET & ALLOCATION
The Donna Karan Company seeks a
highly organized and flexible
Budget and Allocation Manager to
join its Creative Services depart-
ment in NY. The qualified candidate
will possess strong financial ability,
exp. in budgeting and billing and be
comfortable in a fast -paced environ-
ment. For consideration please fax
your resume with salary history to:

212-921-DKCO
We will contact those persons

selected for further consideration.

ASSOCIATE MANAGER
RESEARCH AND MARKETING

Major business publication has an
excellent opportunity for a marketing -
savvy research professional. Respon-
sibilities include supporting the sales
staff by generating and analyzing
research data and creating generic and
client/specific presentations.

Qualified candidates should possess
knowledge of readership research;
experience running IMS and Microsoft
Word, Excel and PowerPoint; 3-5 years
research experience in a publication,
ad agency, or supplier; good analytical
and writing skills; excellent
communication/people skills. Must be
able to juggle several projects simul-
taneously.

Competitive salary and full range of
benefits are offered.

Contact Gay Simon
Howard Sloan Koller Group

Phone: 212-661-5250
E-mail: gsimon@hsksearch.com

Print Advertising Sales
Clegg Industries, the leading de-
signer and manufacturer of talking,
musical, lighted, and dimensional
print, packaging, magazine inserts
is looking for a talented NYC based
account executive to call on ad
agencies, pr firms, and direct mktg
agencies. Fax resume to John at:

310 768-2026
Sal Comm Bolts

Rolling Stone Magazine, the leading

voice in music & entertainment, has

exceptional opportunities for

proactive, creative & strategic

marketing professionals. Min 3 yrs

related publishing exp & excellent

written/platform, analytical &

organizational skills req'd. Knowledge of

PC & QuarkXPress pref'd.

MARKETING
MANAGER

Responsiblities: Transform & com-
municate research data into user-

friendly, effective & persuasive marketing

strategies, presentations, sales tools

& related materials.

Send resume w/sal history to:

Box MF

PROMOTION
MANAGER

Responsibilities: Generate creative con-

cepts & exciting programs for advertiser

driven proposals (e.g., events, online, in -

book promotions); execute promotional

programs/events; prepare post -program

analysis & recommendations.

Send resume w/sal history to:

Box JK

WENNER MEDIA
1290 6th Avenue, NY, NY

10104
EOE MiF

No calls. Response not guaranteed.

k DVERTISE CALL 1-800-7-ADWEEK

* * * USE ADWEEK MAGAZINE TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE * *

USE THIS HANDY COUPON TO FAX OR MAIL YOUR AD
CLASSIFIED MANAGER: M. MORRIS

MAIL TO : ADWEEK CLASSIFIED 12TH FL.
1515 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NY 10036

PHONE: 1(800) 7-ADWEEK OR FAX (212) 536-5315

REGION: East New England Southeast

Midwest Southwest West All

*FREQUENCY: lx 2x _ 4x

MORE: (Specify)

*Not applicable to Advertising Services Categories

AD COPY (Attached additional sheet if needed)

NAME

PHONE

L

 CHECK

Signature

Cardholder's Name

Card #

PAYMENT
J MASTERCARD  VISA J AMER.EXP.

Expires

ADDRESS

FAX

1



IT'S LIKE HAVING A LOOSE -LIPPED

BROTHER-IN-LAW WHO WORKS FOR EVERY ONE

OF YOUR ONLINE COMPETITORS.

(AdRelevancer AABSOLUTEME D IA ONLINEEL ITNRE 1 INTELLIGENCE
COMPANYY

There's this thing called competitive marketing advantage, and right
now you're probably thinking, "I could really use some of that."

AdRelevance just might be able to help.

What we are is a competitive media measurement too! that analyzes
over 2000 sites and subsites, and over 4o million page views a month.
What we offer is accuracy and depth previously unheard of.

And this info hasn't been sitting around collecting dust for a few
months. Everything-media spending, impressions and placement, even
an entire portfolio of your competitors' banner ads-is updated weekly.

So, what you get is a jump on the competition. You'll know what
they're doing, and consequently, what you should do.

If you think AdRelevance sounds pretty good, we'd like to convince
you further. So we're offering a free 5 -day trial.

Call us. We'll help get you started.

a d re leva n ce.corn GET A FIVE-DAY TRIAL. CALL 1.888.649.6540
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Magazines

Growing Pains
Two former Time Inc. execs encounter similar problems as indies

VVhen they broke out of Time Inc.'s corporate cocoon to stake their own

claims in publishing, Christopher Meigher and Robert Miller were

well prepared for the risks. Both executives had run Time Inc. Ven-

tures, the entrepreneurial arm of Time Inc. They knew that empire-

building on one's own, where cash flow is a constant concern, is not for the faint of

heart. With backing from deep -pocketed investors, the two former colleagues launched

their own companies, Meigher in 1993 and Miller in 1996.. The two followed differ-

ent strategies to build their businesses: New York-based Meigher focused on startups,

Los Angeles-based Miller on acquisitions. Meigher Communications introduced Gar-

den Design and Saveur in 1994, acquired the upscale lifestyle magazine Quest in 1995

and last spring launched Space, a custom pub-
lishing venture with Ikea. Miller paid Time
Inc. an estimated $20 million for Vibe in 1996.
The following year, his company laid out $43
million for Spin; an estimated $40 million for
the Where travel guides; and $35 million for
several New York Times Co. sports titles,
including Tennis and Sailing World. In August
1998, Miller launched Blaze, a spinoff of Vibe.

Despite having success in turning their
start-up firms into multititle publishing
groups, for different reasons Meigher and
Miller have now hit similar speed bumps on
the road to maturity. Both executives are
looking to pay down debt, repay investors
and improve cash flow by selling off titles.

Meigher has held talks about selling his
company with Winter Haven, Fla.-based
World Publications, publisher of sports and
inflight titles, and with BBC Publishing.
Meigher has also sought fresh capital from
potential investors, reportedly including
George Soros. Meanwhile, Miller and his
majority owner, the California -based equity
firm Freeman Spogli, last week put the com-
pany's three music titles up for sale. Miller
plans to retain his sports and travel titles.

On their own: Meigher (left) and Miller built successful start-
ups, but competing against the giants has been difficult.

"They came out of Time Inc. knowing an
awful lot of people, including investment
bankers, and that's how they raised capital,"
a current Time Inc. executive says of
Meigher and Miller. "But that doesn't neces-
sarily spell profitability. In today's market-
place, with the influx of titles and a lot of dif-
ferent mediums, to be an independent

publisher of small titles is not an easy thing."
For Meigher, the issue has always been

cash flow-his six -year -old company is still
losing money. "A lot of the dynamics of pub-
lishing have been changing, and it's become
harder and harder for the smaller companies,"
says Martin Walker, chairman of Walker
Communications. "It's tough to compete with
large [publishers] on packaging and added val-
ue, and it's tougher to get newsstand [slots]."

Meigher agrees the landscape has changed
drastically since he first went out on his own.
"Scale became more of an issue than it was
when we got into this business," he says. "We
thought having three or four titles would give
you sufficient scale. We need to get bigger...
We can't get big enough fast enough."

Meigher says he and his backers expect to
decide on a course of action-a sale, merger or
infusion of capital-in the next two months.

As for Miller
Publishing, both
Spin and Vibe are
performing well.
Through Septem-
ber, Spin's ad rev-
enue was up
22.9 percent to
$31.4 million, ac-
cording to the
Publishers Infor-
mation Bureau;
Vibe was ahead
19.3 percent, to
$37.5 million. But
Miller's rapid pace
of acquisitions has
left the company
with mounting

debt, and it has had difficulty packaging its
titles to advertisers as group buys. "Miller's
stable is an odd lot of horses and cows," says
a magazine industry analyst. "There's no
apparent fit of one to the other."

Miller dismisses that notion, and he also
brushes off speculation that Freeman Spogli
demanded the sale of Vibe, Spin and Blaze be-
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cause his company is stretched too thin. "I
raised the first discussion of a sale," Miller says.
"I know [the investors] were thinking [we have]
a hugely appreciated asset, and the last thing I
wanted to do was run a company while the
clock is ticking. They did not force my hand."

"We believe in selling things before they
reach a peak," says Todd Halloran, a partner
at Freeman Spogli. "And we're going to rede-
ploy the proceeds into the other assets that
haven't had as much time to develop properly."
Halloran hopes Miller will eventually acquire
or start up other titles; last year, the company
made an unsuccessful bid for Wired.

"We have not had an opportunity to bring
about the changes we hoped to," Miller says of
his sports books. The group has had some dif-
ficulty this year. Mountain Sports & Living, for-
merly Snow Country, folded in March. And
despite a major redesign early this year, Tennis'
paid circulation fell 8.8 percent, to 707,884, in
the six months ended June 30, according to the
Audit Bureau of Circulations.

Miller insiders say the company hopes the
music titles will fetch as much as $200 million.

Dunning Exits
Moloney upped at Emap
James Dunning resigned last week as chair-
man/CEO of Emap Petersen, nine months
after the sale of Petersen Cos. to U.K.-based
Emap. Tom Moloney, who came over from
Britain last March as COO of Emap Petersen,
is now CEO. Kevin Hand, Emap's group chief
executive, was named chairman.

Moloney says he plans to carry through
Dunning's strategy of building Emap Petersen
into a "marketing solutions" publisher. "That's
a vision Emap bought into and is continuing,"
Moloney says. "We want to be seen as a media
company that can help our customers solve the
problems of reaching men."

Dunning says that when the $1.5 billion deal
closed last January, there were no formal terms
as to how long or in what capacity he would
remain with the company. "I stayed here of my
own free will to try to effect a smooth transi-
tion," he says. Even so, the independent -minded
investor/publisher does not like to take a back-
seat to anyone. "It is hard to do," he admits.

Dunning will be a consultant to Emap
Petersen's Gravity Games venture and NFL
Insider, two projects he was deeply involved in.
He also is scouting new investments, and says
he may have an interest in Miller Publishing's
music titles and Ziff -Davis.

Mediaweek Magazine Monitor
Weeklies
October 11, 1999

Many weeklies took a downturn this week, with
eight titles suffering double-digit losses over the
same week in '98. U.S. News b World Report, down
31.61 percent with its Oct. 11 issue, has hit a few
few bumps in the third quarter. Associate pub-
lisher Jeff Ahl sees no cause for alarm since up-
coming issues are packed, with the largest one of
the year due next week. "[The numbers] are indica-
tive of a weekly, where you have bigger swings on a
week -to -week basis," says Ahl. After a strong first
half, soft September numbers were a reality check,
but they challenged U.S. News to finish the year
strong, says Ahl. He expects to end 1999 up 150
pages. Currently, the title is flat YTD. -Lori Lefevre

ID [Wow What ID Will Take to Wm

U.S.News

NEWS/BUSINESS

Issue
Date

Current
Pages

Issue Date
Last Year

Pages

Last Year

Percent
Change

YTD

Pages

YTD

Last Year
Pima
Claw

Business Week 11 -Oct 118.67 12 -Oct 90.99 30.42% 3,512.04 2,960.14 18.64%

Economist, The 2 -Oct 63.00 3 -Oct 87.47 -27.98% 2,381.10 2,146.75 10.92%

Industry Standard, Thet-/N11-Oct 139.16 N.A. N.A. N.A. 1,711.84 389.67 339.31%

Newsweek 11 -Oct 51.06 12 -Oct 57.40 -11.05% 1,808.30 1,756.90 2.93%

PeopleX 18 -Oct 84.33 19 -Oct 89.59 -5.87% 3,200.71 3,054.71 4.78%

Sporting News 11 -Oct 13.80 12 -Oct 20.08 -31.27% 685.56 660.14 3.85%

Sports Illustrated 11 -Oct 83.40 12 -Oct 73.44 13.56% 2,187.17 2,066.41 5.84%

TimeE 11 -Oct 61.83 12 -Oct 65.52 -5.63% 2,328.15 1,960.33 18.76%

US News Et
World Report 11 -Oct 34.23 12 -Oct 50.05 -31.61% 1418.83 1,403.98 1.06%

Calepry TDIr 14t41 534.54 21.51% 11,233.71 1131113 17.21%

ENTERTAINMENT/LEISURE
AutoWeek 11 -Oct 32.49 12 -Oct 32.33 0.49% 1183.80 1,202.32 -1.54%

Entertainment Weekly 8 -Oct 33.83 9 -Oct 44.14 -23.36% 1,503.47 1,396.46 7.66%

Golf World 8 -Oct 17.16 9 -Oct 29.26 -41.35% 1,149.91 1176.23 -2.24%

New York DID NOT REPORT
New Yorker 11 -Oct 36.15 5 -Oct 45.01 -19.68% 1,353.29 1353.49 -0.01%

Time Out New York 6 -Oct 95.60 7 -Oct 73.10 30.78% 2,746.15 2,457.95 11.73%

TV GuideR 9 -Oct 68.31 10 -Oct 58.48 16.81% 2,536.70 2,327.49 8.99%
Category Total 213.64 282.32 0.43% 10,413.32 1,113.14 LK%

SUNDAY MAGAZINES
Parade 10 -Oct 12.13 11 -Oct 13.72 -11.59% 477.04 487.64 -2.17%

USA Weekend 10 -Oct 15.96 11 -Oct 15.08 5.84% 486.40 474,16 2.58%
Category Total 28.09 29.80 .2.47% 963.44 911.811 0.11%

TOTALS 961.11 845.66 13.65% 30,610.46 27,274.77 12.45%

E =ESTIMATED PAGE COUNTS; L =LAUNCHED ON 4127198; N=NO ISSUE IN 1998; R= REVISION, X=ONE MORE ISSUE

IN 1998

Biweeklies
October 11, 1999

ESPN The Magazine wrapped up the third quarter
strong and is up 38.88 percent YTD, but it suffered a
decline in its current issue. As with the weeklies, fluc-
tuations in biweeklies' numbers are not exactly red
flags, says ESPN publisher Michael Rooney. "This week
was just a matter of timing," he says. The magazine
has enjoyed growth in fashion, fragrance and footwear,
says Rooney. Elsewhere, Fortune and Forbes are running
neck -and -neck in YTD totals, with Forbes leading at
3,515.30 pages. (Due to a reporting error, MMM mis-
stated Fortune's total in the Sept. 13 issue.) -LL

arm am my. MIMS

Issue
Date

BUSINESS/ENTERTAINMENT

Current
Pages

Issue Date
Last Year

Pages
Last Year

Percent
Change

YTO
Pages

YTD
Last Year

Parsed
anis

ESPN The MagazineWN 4 -Oct 55.88 5 -Oct 64 -12.69% 1,167.89 840.91 38.88%

Forbes 11 -Oct 216.40 12 -Oct 259.90 -16.74% 3,515.30 3,462.80 1.52%

FortuneR 25 -Oct 263.53 26 -Oct 230.88 14.14% 3,406.87 3,008.98 13.22%

Inc. MagazineF 15 -Oct 220.10 15 -Oct 209.00 5.31% 1,238.00 1,219.10 1.55%

National Review 11 -Oct 26.58 12 -Oct 25.99 2.27% 412.79 397.74 3.78%

Rolling StoneR 14 -Oct 103.34 15 -Oct 106.00 -2.51% 1,484.65 1,500 64 -1.07%

CORRY TOW 1E13 115.77 .1.11% 11225.50 10430.17 713%

F=18 ISSUES PER YEAR; N=NO iSSUE IN 1998; R=REVISION, #=LAUNCH ISSUE WAS 3/23/98



To THESE AND THE MANY OTHER COMPANIES THAT HAVE SENT
STUDENTS TO THE MEDIA SCHOOL. THANK You!

20th Century Fox
Ace Hardware Corp.
American Online
Anheuser-Busch
Apple Computer, Inc.
AT&T

Barnes and Noble, Inc.
Baskin Robbins
Bates Southwest
Bayer Consumer Care
BBDO West
Bell Atlantic Yellow Pages
Better Homes and Garden
Block Drug Co., Inc.
Bozell Worldwide
Bravo Network
Bristol -Meyers Squibb
British Airways
Buena Vista Home Video
Burrell Communications
Calvin Klein, Inc.
Century 21 Real Estate Corp.
Certified Audit Circulation
Chevrolet Motors
Chrysler Corp.
Columbia Tristar Interactive
Comcast Metrophone
Compaq Computer
Competitive Media Reporting
Conectiv
CPM Media
Denny's
Discovery Communications
Disney Channel
Disney Interactive
Disneyland
DMB & B
Dr. Pepper/ Seven Up

Dunkin' Donuts
Eastman Kodak Co.
Epson America, Inc
ESPN, Inc.
Fallon McElligott
Food Network
Ford Motor Co.
Fox Sports West
Friskies Petcare Co.
Frito-Lay
G & J Publishing
Gannet Co., Inc.
Grey Advertising
Guinness Import Company
Gulf Oil Limited Partnership
Hearst Magazines, Corp.
Hershey Chocolate
Hewlett-Packard
Home and Garden Television
Horizon Media, Inc
Houston Chronicle
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
11T Sheraton Corp.
J. Brown/LMC Group
J. Walter Thompson
Jaguar Cars
Jim Beam Brands Co.
Kaiser Permanente
Kellogg's
KFC Corp.
Land Rover North America
LaQuinta Inns, Inc.
Levi Straus & Co
Locus
Life Magazine
Los Angeles limes
Lowe's Companies, Inc.
M&M Mars

For more information call 610-649-0704.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

AGENCY - Media Planners, Buyers, Media Directors, Account

Executives, Account Managers...

CORPORATE - Advertising Directors, Media Managers, Marketing
Directors, Brand Managers...

ADVERTISING SALES EXECUTIVES - Broadcast, Cable, Print, Out -of -
Home, Point -of -Purchase, New Media...

ANYONE WHO NEEDS MORE KNOWLEDGE IN - terms, planning, buying,
negotiation, media evaluation...

OUR TEACHERS

Our teachers paid their dues at agencies like J. Walter Thompson and

DDB Needham. They translate media jargon into English and share

their professionalism with you.

EXTRA-PRESENTATION SKILLS WORKSHOP

Add an optional third day and practice organizing and presenting a

real media plan. We'll help make you a star.

COST 2 -DAY - $795 30 -DAY ADVANCE REGISTRATION.

For more information: Call 610-649-0704; Fax 610-642-3615

Mail: Box 110, Ardmore, PA19003; email: info@themediaschool.net

Madison Square Garden
Major League Baseball
MasterCard International
McCann-Erickson
McDonald's
Media Resources Intl
Mercedes-Benz
Miami Herald
Miller Brewing Co.
Money Magazine
MTV Networks
Nabisco
National Geographic Society
NBC
Nestle, USA
New York Times
NFL Properties, Inc.
Nickelodeon
Nike
Ocean Spray
Office Depot
Ogilvy & Mather
Olan Mills
PBS Sponsorship Group
People Magazine /Time Inc.
Pizza Hut
Polaroid Corporation
Price McNabb
Ralson Purina
Readers Digest
Reebok International, LTD.
Reuters Marketing Info.
Rodale Press
Royal Caribbean International
Rust-Oleum
S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc.
Seagram Beverage
Sears Roebuck & Co.

SFM Media Co.
Sheraton Hotels and Resorts
Shoney's Restaurants
Six Flags Great Adventure
Smithsonian Magazine
Sports Illustrated
SRDS

Star Tribune
Starbucks Coffee Company
Super 13 Motels, Inc.
TBS Superstation
The Arbitron Company
The Arnold Agency
The Coca-Cola Company,
The Olive Garden
Time Warner Cable
Toshiba
Turner Broadcasting System
TWA

UNISYS Corp.
U.S. Army Recruiting
Command
United Television Sales
Univ. Southern California
Univ. of Florida
U.S. Postal Service
USA Today
Virgin Interactive
Visa International
Warner Bros.
WELD -1V
WJAR NBC 10
WLBT TV3
WNUA-FM
WPX1-TV

WSAW-1V
Young & Rubicam
Ziccardi & Partners

THE MEDIA SCHOOL
A Division of MEDIAWEEK MAGAZINE

1999
U PHILADELPHIA, JULY 14, 15

0 SAN FRANCISCO, JULY 22, 23

U CHARLOTTE, JULY 29, 30

U NEW YORK, AUGUST 4, 5

1=1 MINNEAPOLIS, AUGUST 12, 13

El ROCHESTER, AUGUST 19, 20

1=1 SAN DIEGO, AUGUST 26, 27

la WASHINGTON D.C.,

SEPTEMBER 13, 14

I] NASHVILLE, SEPTEMBER 16, 17

0 DENVER, SEPTEMBER 23, 24

LI CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER 29, 30

LI ATLANTA, OCTOBER 7, 8

NEW SCHEDULE

0 NEW YORK, OCTOBER 13, 14, 15*

-1 DALLAS, OCTOBER 20, 21, 22*

DYNAMICS OF GLOBAL MEDIA OCT. 26

0 SEATTLE, OCTOBER 28, 29

BOSTON, NOVEMBER 4, 5

 ST. LOUIS, NOVEMBER 11, 12

0 SAN FRANCISCO,

NOVEMBER 17, 18, 19*

0 TAMPA, NOVEMBER 18, 19

0 NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 30,

DECEMBER 1

 LOS ANGELES, DECEMBER 7, 8, 9*

Li CHICAGO, DECEMBER 14, 15, 16*

*PRESENTATION SKILLS WORKSHOP OFFERED IN THIS CITY

THE MEDIA SCHOOL
www.thernediaschooLnet



are you

New America

ready?

c markets have a purchasing power of $1.176 trillion and are growing

7 times faster than the rest of the country...

f)1Ei-5Ji_

orge Herrera
sident and CEO, U.S. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce

a Quiroz
disher, People En Espanol

3ident & CEO, Telemundo Networks

ert L Johnson

nder Chairman and CEO, BET Holdings, Inc.

Ethnic
Mediascape 2000

Terence Chair - Alfred L. Schrieber, Managing Partner New America Strategies Group (A True North Communications Company)

MOW Insights Include Cutting Edge Media Strategies on:

Sponsors:

STRATEGIES
GhIIIT

YAI; ;

TRATEGR RE,SEARCH

INSTITUTE ®

ATA
BET.Com
Blackvoices.com
*Chase Manhattan Bank
*Colgate
Fox Sports World Espanol
General Motors
Major League Baseball
NBC's Hispanic Partnership
Neilsen Media Research
Nissan
Pepsi

For information on registration or sponsorship

Contact Rupa Ranganathan at 212-967-0095 x 252

e-mail rranganathan@srinstitute.com

website; www.srinstitute.com
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Media Person
BY LEWIS GROSSBERGER

Bra, Humburg
i4' WASN'T IT HEARTWARMING TO SEE HOW THE ANTICS

of The Frivolous Five (Ventura, Buchanan, Beatty,

Trump and Perot) have cheered up the media? Newsweek pumped
out a happy cover on "The Wild Bunch." Saturday Night Live had

Ross telling Pat and Donald to go forth carrying his banner because,

sadly, he just isn't crazy enough to lead the Reform Party. Playboy

had a scandalous interview (or is that redundant?) with Jesse. Gail

Collins, The New York Times' newest op-ed columnist, said the front-

runners were feminized women's -vote seekers, leaving a real -

guy vacuum for manly brutes like Donald,
Jesse and Pat to exploit, apparently by insult-
ing each other or expressing the hope of being
reincarnated as a bra with large cups. Every-
one joyfully jumped on Pat Buchanan just
because his innovative strategy is to carry the
Nazi vote. Hey, give him a break; nobody else
was representing them.

But at the same time Media Person felt
sorry for the mainstream candidates. They
seemed a bit forlorn.
Poor George W. Bush
got so desperate for
attention that he criti-
cized the Republicans.
This confused his
adoring fans, who turned to each other in
mid -cheer and whispered, "Say, wait a
minute. Aren't we the Republicans?" Fortu-
nately for Bush, it also confused the Democ-
rats. Al Gore's advisers even considered
telling the vice president to attack himself.
"He's such an easy target!" one aide shout-
ed. "Why should Bradley have all the fun?"

Gore's people have to shout because
they've moved the campaign headquarters to
Nashville, where it's hard to hear each other
over all the country music. Gore says now he
can listen to America, but he may end up
thinking it's composed mainly of lonely truck
drivers whose cheatin' woman broke their
heart. In one way, though, the move was a
smart tactic. How can you can accuse a guy of

being a Washington insider when he can prove
he's from Nashville? On the other hand, run-
ning as a hick from a small southern state,
Albert may remind people of his boss, and
then he's right back where he started.

So the big -party guys are running
scared. Oh, they know one of them will win,
but it's just so humiliating to be a major
candidate for president, make the big,
important policy speeches and all and have

"Say, wait a minute," George W. Bush's supporte

"Aren't we the Republicans?"

no one paying attention except some wonk
from The Weekly Standard.

Meanwhile, anyone who's a movie or
TV star has only to muse that he might be
thinking about considering the possibility
of contemplating running for president,
and right away he's getting tons of publici-
ty and buzz.

In Hollywood the rule is that any star
who's been a politician in a movie has the
right to run for president. That's the real
reason Warren Beatty made Bulworth.
Cybill Shepherd was just a lowly campaign
worker in Taxi Driver, but she did attract
Robert De Niro, and he was a political
genius in Wag the Dog, so now there's presi-
dential talk about her. Arnold Schwarzeneg-

rs whispered.

ger is married to a Kennedy, so his ticket is
punched automatically. If The West Wing
does well in the ratings, Martin Sheen
becomes a viable candidate in 2004.

Look, maybe we should just change the
electoral system so that whoever wins the
Oscar for best actor becomes president. Don't
more people watch the Oscars than vote?
(One of you readers go look that up and get
back to Media Person.) In all semi -serious-
ness, wouldn't you rather have Tom Hanks'
finger on the nuclear button than Pat
Buchanan's? Of course you would. Americans
always like to see a war hero in the presidency,
and Tom was in a much more popular conflict
than John McCain (even died in it, for heav-
en's sake!), although Pat Buchanan feels that
we unfairly pushed Hitler into WWII.

But the celebrity candidates don't really
understand the toll that presidential politics
takes, and Media Person isn't just talking
about having to eat pizza with Rudy Giuliani
and George Pataki. The whole appeal of the
political outsider in a conventional -politics -
hating culture is that he's uncorrupted and
tells it like it is (or at least like he thinks it
is). Trouble is, if you actually win the elec-
tion, this starts to change.

Look at Jesse Ventura. Religion is a sham,
he told Playboy. A
crutch for the weak. No
big deal for the old
rassler. But for a gover-
nor to say such a thing,
oh my God. It's an out-

rage! People are offended. People who vote.
So Jesse's aides-he has aides now-start
spinning, and Jesse starts backtracking. Uh,
what I actually meant was that some extrem-
ist cult -type religions might occasionally go
too far but no disrespect to all you prayer
addicts, I mean worshippers, who are the
backbone of this great country.

Next thing you know he'll be attending
church on Sundays with his wife and a few
rented children. Then he'll start growing
hair. And Donald Trump? He'll have to stop
dating 19 -year -old models and go out with
someone his own age, like Madeleine
Albright. This is why outsiders should think
twice about going into politics. You could
become a politician.
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